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Krafft Ehricke, an emigre from the Cerman scientific community in the tradition of
Wernher von Braun, Hubertus Strughold, etc., pulls aside the curtain for a futuristic look
at space in our lead article. Perhaps we need to be reminded occasionally that our present
energy crisis is not the first experienced by civilized man. The English had somewhat
denuded their country of firewood in the sixteenth century when somebody discovered
that a soft black rock would burn even better, and coal eventually fueled the Industrial
Revolution. Early in the last century, the decreasing availability of whale oil threatened to
dim our lamps until it was determined that petroleum would burn as well and was much
more abundant and less expensive. Ehricke suggests that still greater sources of energy
abound, awaiting man’s ingenuity to unlock their secrets.
Colonel Herman Gilster provided the well-received lead article for our May-June 1977
issue, which concluded that air interdiction as an element of tactical doctrine is far from
dead but that its effectiveness depends greatly on the kind of war being fought. His
follow-on article here, “ The Commando Hunt V Interdiction Campaign: A Case Study in
Constrained Optimization,” is another contribution to our continuing effort to stimulate
dialogue on doctrine, strategy, and tactics.
The Rev/ew's charter also includes the charge to stimulate discussion on matters
concerning leadership and management. The Hegelian way is to present the thesis and
the antithesis so that a synthesis emerges asan improvement over the original contendíng
ideas. This issue presents two articles that will perhaps serve as theses: “ Assertiveness
Training for the Military Woman?” by Nancy Dughi and Major Michael Richardson's
“ Navigators in Command— A Naval Perspective.” Dughi argues that it is both desirable
and fair that military women receive special training to make them equally competitive in
this man’s world— or formerly man’s world. Richardson holds that removal of the legal
constraint against navigators being assigned to command flying units is not enough; he
would have us establish a quota system that would reserve certain command spots for
navigators alone. One of our editors volunteered to write an antithesis: “ Prejudice or
Fact? A Perspective from the PPPA” as Devil’s Advocate. This antithesis argues that the
perceptions expressed by Richardson are exaggerations of the degree to which the PPPA
(Prejudiced Pilots’ Protective Association) is biased and narrow-minded— and,
consequently, those perceptions are themselves prejudices. Though our DeviTs Advocate
makes no attempt to criticize the Navy’s more formal method of selecting unit
commanders, he does suggest that the use of any quota system in this exercise would be
just as unfair as the old USAF methods. Hopefully, this is only the beginning.
Having given some attention to technology, doctrine, and management, this issue closes
with a review-article on international relations: "Why Is There Still a Cold War?’ by
Lieutenant Colonel Alan Gropman. We hope the package is balanced enough to give
some food for thought to everyone, and provocative enough to sustain a healthy flow of
new ideas.
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From stellar m atter hurled through the galactic void
in the death throes of long lost stars, intelligent life
evolved across eons so vast that they cannot be
imagined. Emerging from planetary depths into the
crystalline expanse of space, this life beheld the
m other planet in all its shim m ering beauty. The first
sight of Earth in the depth of space heralds the most
profou nd revolution in human consciousness since
the dawn of self-awareness only a few thousand
centuries ago. We have arrived at the threshold of an
O pen W orld in w hich in divisib ility of Earth and space
creates vast potentials fo r New G row th and supports
high standards of human life along w ith high
environm ental quality of this planet.
K.A.E.

THE
EXTRATERRESTRIAL
IMPERATIVE
D r

k r a f f t

A. E h r ic k i-

A dvotates o f the n olion that m a n k in d h as r e a ih e d o r is a p p ro a c h in g the lim its
to its g ro u th rnight reflect on the fo llo u in g an a lo g x C onsider a fetus in lhe
seventh m on th u ith a strong p red ilectw n fo r statistics an d ex trap olation .
Based on d ata o f p a it g ro u th . co m u m p tio n rates, a n d w aste output, based
further on the assu m p tion that th e rate ch an g es w ill con tin u e, and, fin ally,
based on the su pposition that the existing environrnent is a ll that w ill ever be
a i a ila b le. the fetus concludes that it m ust slo p grow ing in ord er to survive. It
does not \el understand that ils ad v aru in g rn etabolic (i.e.. tech n olog ical)
cap abilities w ill soon p en n it it to o p era te ou tside the w ornb. Thus, the fetus
lacks aw areness o f the larger tycles that stim u late a n d co n tro l ils grow th an d
u o u ld con den m it (and the "w om b ") to destru ition w ere it in deed p em iitted to
im plem ent its conclusion.
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AR FROM being isolaied in space, Earih isaspaceship with externai
supplies. T he most fundamental commodity, energy, comes from an
externai source. Terrestrial environrnent and the biosphere run on
lhe 1.5 billion billion kilowatt-hours of solar energy intercepted annually.
Earth and space are indivisible. Only a íew centuries ago did man begin
to understand this indivisibility in terms of natural Iaws. Now we
experience it by going into space and returning at will and by conversing
with our automated scouts all over the solar system. In a few years this
indivisibility will express itself in the productive industrial use of
extraterrestrial environments.

F
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There was a time when mau was slow to
accept lhe m ounting evidence that Earth is not
fiai. Today ii is necessary to understand that we
do not li ve in a limited, isolated, closed world.
Our world is o|x‘ii to lhe cosmos and contains
all the future and growth potential the human
mind can envision. But ours is not, and
prohably never will lx‘, a prohlem-free world.
Humanity faces the most com plex task oí its
history so far. Stated in a solution-oriented
way, it is necessary gradually to reorganize this
planet ai two leveis. One must deal with the
com peting necessities of biosphere- and
mankind with all their environmental and
clim atic consequentes. On lheother levei, it is
necessary to resolve the demands of competing
nations and worlds wilhin mankind s hierarchy oí socioeconom ic developmental leveis
and the “Chrisunas tree” of sociopolitical,
ideological, and military consequentes.
T h e way to solve a problem is to forge
concepts that permit one to look beyond the
problem. Even today’s conflicts between
h u m an k in d and the e n v iro n m e n t, so
seemingly insolvable to catastrophists and
antitechnologists, can lx- turned from conflict
to juxtaposition of interests in the crucible of
higher concepts. Such a concept is the
realization that we can enhance the “supplies”
to spaceship Earth, beyond energy, to include
materiais and inform ation acquisition transfer for the mainstream of human civilization.
We have not yet exhausted outright any needed
resource. T here are vast lantl areas, such as the
Sudan and others, that could feed all mankind
once developed. Minerais and energy abound
on Earth and beyond if we have the resolve to
develop them rather than retreat into
stagnating stupor that woultl hurt our
environment more than the advance of a
benign industrial revolution taking into
a cco u n i terrestrial and e x tra te rre stria l
environments. Technology will not he the
cause of our demise, but lack of willingness to
advance it beyond the early, transitional state
may he. Technology is the source of our

options Options are the basis of a future that
keeps us abo ve the levei of pawns. Those who
condemn technology, properly applied,
elim inate our options. They commit the worst
of all pollulions—the pollution of our future.
T o fitul the approat hes to Solutions that can
properly safeguard the future oí our
c i v i l i z a t i o n w ith it s u n p a r a l l e l e d
contributions to the human factor of life, we
need a beiter understanding of what we face.
We need insight into the long past that shaped
us and sei our course—back to life’s silent and
successful struggle for survival and growth on
a primordial planet.
T h e Extraterrestrial Im perative is a
manifestation of Iarger evolulionary cycles—
an integral part of Iife’s commitment to
expansion and growth. T h e reality of the
biosphere testifies to this fact. T h is splendid
System assures our planet’s unique position as
a colony of life for the duration of our star,
unless the clim atic or genetic foundations are
destroyed. When the planefs accessible
(organic but abiotic) energy sources became
exhausted some three billion years ago, life’s
response was a vigorous struggle for survival
through growth. Certain organisms developed
the enzymes needed to utilize solar energy.
T h is shift to an extraterrestrial source was the
first great industrial revolution on our planet.
Driven by solar energy, the evolving
chlorophyll molecule Ixram e the technical
instrument by which to turn primordial
energy and matier into Chemical energy in
biotic organic compounds. Mass production of
the basit Staples of life was initiated. T he byprotluct, free oxygen, began to pollute the
cheinically nonaggressive environment of
Earth and became a self-induced growth driver
by which life stimulated itself into a giant
evolulionary advance—a global biosphere—
catapulting intelligem life into existence.
T h e poim is that technology is as old as life.
Technological advances and enlargement of
the resource base beyond the limits of this
planet bet ame the bridge for survival and
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growih. A system evolved, so stable that ic
could tolerate the ascent oí a new, intelligenl
üfe form able. in lurn. to interact with
p rim o rd ia l m a u e r th ro u g h its ow n
technology. T his is the basis for the new thrust
of the Extraterrestrial Iinperative. For small
planeis, such as Earth, the extraplanetary
imperative is a necessity to ensure long-term
survival. In retum, this imperative offers a
higher, virtually unlimited, evolutionary
eeiling than appears available to much larger,
exclusively planetogenic bioworlds as might
have arisen on Júpiter.
T h e fact that neither technology nor
reaching beyond Earth is exactly new. but
natural growth options exercised before, puts
the human reality of our time into perspective.
T he reality has two anchor points: (1) T hat the
chlorophyll molecule and the human brain are
the oníy true superpowers on this planet. They
must find a way to coexist, and, not being
intrinsically inoompatible, they can. (2) T hat
humanity does not live as a mankind but is
“organized” as an aggregate of some 140
nations. Most of these nations strive to
improve their standard of life or safeguard
social standards achieved and extend them to
the less advantaged. W ithout the means to
grow—and, like it or not, these means include
material resources and the ability to process
them—general stagnation will create a
shrinking-waier-droplet world in which
competition for growth turns into a grim
struggle for survival.
In an industrial civilization, all nations tend
to profit from technoscientific advances made
by some. In a shrinking-waier-droplet world,
this humane symbiosis cannot last. When it
breaks down, it will pull all into a maelstrom
oí regression, burdening both the biosphere
and the hard-w on standards of our
civilization—possibly to the breaking point.
Space industrialization as a phenomenon of
human development presents the systematic
breakthrough into a new Open World at a time
w h en m a n y fo r m e r ly o p e n w o rld
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characterisiics on Earth (resource abundante,
waste sink capacity) fade, and lhe terrestrial
environment begins to assume the appearance
of a closed world in relation to human
a c liv it ie s . T h i s has tw o im p o rta m
consequences: T o man, the cause of the
devolves the burden of preserving the
terrestrial environment. Without projecting
his productive capabilities beyond the
terrestrial environment, man will not be able
to carry the burden in the long run without
severely stunting lhe human growth potential.
VVe cross into the new Open World through
a multitude of environmental frontiers—
subatomic, atomic, molecular, the cosmos of
the human mind, and the cosmos of the
universe. In pragmatic terms, in the Open
W'orld new environments are what it is all
about; they are the source of all national
wealth, the basis for all new options. Through
th eir e x p lo ra tio n and p ro d u ctiv e use
(industrialization) both the spiritual and the
material causes of mankind are advanced.
T h is concept permits us to see beyond what
seems to be an irreconcilable confrontation of
man and environment, unless humankind
backs down into a no-growth mode. Our
technology' supports both of our m ain strategic
options—a benign industrial revolution on
Earth and an extension of our industrial
capabilities beyond Earth. We can see more
clearly that we are not stonewalled; we have
choices. Therewith the buck stops again right
here, with us. It leaves us a choice between two
ways of life of either organizing scarcity or
creating wealth.
Organizing scarcity reveals the resolve of a
viable society to meet and overcome a State of
need. T h e emphasis is on overcoming, because
a healthy society will reject the notion of
managing scarcity (not to be confused with
prudence) as a way of life. Creating wealth is
the natural State oí life, and rnature men and
w om en u n d erstan d that th is is not
synonym ous w ith ever in creasin g consumptive affluence but is equally the basis
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for safeguarding and developing human
values. Curreni criticisms of industrial
lifestyles, which in fashionable zeal tend to
exceed lhe bounds of justifiable cause, should
not blind us to the fact that success in creating
weahh underwrites a degree of human freedom
and a levei of social Services unmatched by any
other lifestyle or civilization, past or present.
T h e quality of these industrial lifestyles sparks
the incentives and sets the goals in many
developing societies equally determined to set
th e ir ow n sh a d e o f lif e w ith in
industrialization. Greater productivity leaves
more time to Services and human development.
Industrial progress without increased burden
on the human environment prevents increases
in productivity from becoming self-defeating.
T h e three initial space industrial product
areas are inform ation, materiais, and energy.
Once set up properly, space industrial systems
in each of these areas are exceedingly
p r o d u c t iv e . T h i s h a s c le a r ly b een
demonstrated by satellites for information
tra n sm issio n and sensory in fo rm a tio n
acquisition. It is equally true for the energy
and the material processing sectors. Through
the development of space-related industries in
the sectors of electronic (information-related)
Services, products, and energy, new jobs are
created. T h e industrial resource base is
broadened. T h e economies of industrialized
and industrializingcountries arestrengthened.
Public health and social Services will benefit.
T h e industrial use of space in the inform ation
services sector is already a reality, although the
potential is far from exhausted. Beyond 1980 the
Space Shuttle-based Space Transportation
System (ST S) will form theeconom ic basis for
broadening the commercial applications in
the inform ation sector as
well as for
developing the energy and product sectors.
Inform ation transmission satellites have
made great progress in the past decade in
g lo b a l C o m m u n icatio n s, from In telsa t
I (1965), with a capacity for 240 telephone
circuits, a design lifetime of 1.5 years, and an

I h r Sftatr Slm lllr Iran sfuirtalion System is a.s inuch
krx to llir industrial n/ieninn <>! sfiair as lhe rnilroad
u’a s lo tlie o/tcninii o/ lhe II V->/. 'lh e m an ifiu lalo i an n
nf llir orbitrr lias ju.st rrleased ih ro rb il Iransfer irh irle
for /iirslnad d rliirrx iillu more d islan l nrbil.
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For sp ace p ow er generation (P ow ersoletta) a n d p h otosy n th etic f o o d prod u ction
en han cem en t (B iosoletta), larg e reflectors m ust b e a b le to fo c u s th e lig h t b ea m in to its
m inim um fo c a l area so as to ach iev e intensities in the o r d e r o f o n e s o la r constant. T hus
reflector units m ay b e e q u ip p e d with ad ju sta b le fa cets eith er in a p re-fo rm ed structure
(as shoum ) or in a fla t circu lar m o d e with con cen lric arrangem ent.

investment cosí $32,500 per circuit-year, to
Iruelsat IV-A (1975), with 6000 circuils, a
lifetime of 7 years, and $1100 per circuit-year.
Between 1965 and 1972, the typical Intelsat
user fee per circuit-year had dropped from
$32,000 to $9375. In 1979, Intelsat V (with ten
years lifetime) will come on line, doubling the
number of circuits at a possiblecost reduction
to $500 per circu it-year. Of grow ing
im p o rtan ce is the field o f d om estic
Communications satellites, using channels
8

leased from Intelsat spacecraft (as have Algeria
and Norway) or dedicated satellites (U.S.,
Canada, Indonésia). Data exchange satellites,
designed for the transfer of wideband, highrate data blocks rather than voice or TV
circuits, are under development for the
business market in the U. S. and Japan. T h e *
will be the first to use rooftop terminais.
T h e increase in satellite antenna size,
channel numbers, and radiated power, madc
possible by the S T S , will accelerate lhe tremí
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toward increasingly sinal ler Earih terminais.
D irect-broadcast sa te llite Systems and
communication satellites to mobile terminais
down to personal c o m m u n ica tio n via
handheld or wristwatch tranceivers will then
become realities in the 1980-90 decade. The
lalter group. in particular, has no competilion
from hardware links on Earth and only
marginal competilion írom high-írequency
radio. A first step in this field has already been
taken. Marisat, stationed over the Pacific,
Indian, and Atlantic Oceans, provides shipboard and mobile offshore telephone circuits.
Behind these technological advances lies a
momentous contribution to modern society. In
the nineteenth century, economic growth
rested on mass transfer, the transfer of goods
from one location to another. In the first half of
the tw entieth cen tu ry , the eco n o m ic
foundations shifted to the transfer of energy.
Now, as society is based increasingly on
Services, information transfer will continue to
rise in importance well into the twenty-first
century. Beginning in the 1980s. growing
numbers of people will telecommute rather
than commute to work. If. by 2000, the expected
mileage traveled in this country is reduced by
18 percent, the annual fuel savings correspond
to some 700 m illion barreis of oil (atan average
of 27 mi gal) and at least $28 billion (at
60c gal and 5C. mi).
There are more than 200,000 dociors’
ollices in this country today (general practitioners, specialists, and federal offices).
Interconnection by ofíice-to-office comm unication links perm its such advances
as ready co n su lta tio n w iih sp e cia lists
anywhere, instant updating on diseases,
treatments, and medications, and expanded
use of paramedics in mobile units. Eventually
a global medisat system will make "hom e
type medicai Services available in theremotesi
areas, based on signals or even pictures
defining the patient's State to supervising
doctors. Indevelopingcountries, publichealth
Services can be improved much faster and at a
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far lower investment than could be hoped for
without satellites.
Sim ilarly expanded opportunities are
provided in education, including special
Services to the handicapped and televised
instructional courses for general education.
T o increase adult living competence is a
much-needed service in our fast-changing
time. Televised instructional courses with
massive “enrollm ents” of tens to hundieds of
thousands would reduce cost from hundreds
to a few dollars per participam . Public order
and safety, electronic mail directly to our
homes, teletraveling, teleshopping, new ways
of contacts between peoples all over the
world, the expanded opportunities to tune
into m ajor scientific and cultural events
a n y w h e r e in th e w o rld — i n c l u d i n g ,
eventually, activities in orbit, on the Moon
and beyond—are other promises of the
emerging era of spate-based inform ation
transmission.
But the explosive growth in the capacity to
transmit inform ation also means an equal
grow th in the ca p a city to tra n sm it
m i s i n f o r m a t i o n . T h e p o t e n t i a 1 fo r
m anipulating people’s minds will increase
accordingly. Again, the buck stops on the
human desk, since technology iiself is neutrai.
However, these dangers are a blessing in
disguise. How else can we improve unless we
face the dangers we pose to ourselves? It is the
way ol nature to immunize through infection,
not to p ro tect by c re a tin g a ste rile
environment.
T he other branch ol inform ation Services,
namely, sensory inform ation acquisition, is
rapid ly b eco m in g in teg rated in to the
mainstream of economic and environmental
ac tivities worldwide. T h e well-known Services
from weather forecasting to c rop measuremeni
already are worth billions of dollars in
agriculture and forestry, pollution control and
public health, tourism and leisure time
industries. As population, industrialization,
and urbanization increase, reliance on
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Information acquisition from space for lhe
management of food, water, and land and
ocean resources will become indispensable.
Our sensitivity to clim atic variations will
grow. Therefore, beyond weather forecasting
lies the challenge of understanding the
mechanisms and dynamics of regional and
global clim atic variations. NASA's plans for a
large, eventually manned, Solar-Terrestrial
Observatory in the late 1980s are of crucial
importance. Certainly, by the turn of the
millenium , the ability to assess m an s impact
on clim atic changes and the ability to forecast
regional or global clim atic variations will have
become criticai to the survival of civilization.
T o educate without offering prospects for
utilizing the improved human resources
through meaningful employment can have
destabilizing social effects. In industrialized
countries, and even more so in developing
countries, education must go hand in hand
with econom ic growth to ensure adequate jo b
markets in the production and Services sectors.
Here the key is energy.
Our present energy world is shrinking
rapidly as continued global industrialization
demands its expansion. T o reverse this process,
the development of coal, fission, solar, and
fusion sources must be pursued. T h e age of
cheap, abundant energy need not beover; but it
is not only vital to our time, it is the most
important heritage we can bestow on
succeeding generations to ensure their quality
of life on a planet from w'hich we skimmed the
richest and most readily accessible resources.
In the energy sector, more than in any other,
the future depends on ou r problem-solving
capacity, for, as our bodies cannot exist long
without breathing, our industrial civilization
cannot last through a prolonged period of lack
of available energy. Therefore, we cannot leave
this problem to posterity. Our problemsolving capacity, in turn, is enhanced by
adding a new industrial option bank in space.
In the space energy sector, one must
distinguish between using energy in space for

material processing and production, in order
to reduce energy consumption within the
biosphere, and utilizing space as a source of
energy for use on Earth.
Photovoltaic systems are a natural for
supplying energy to orbiting information and
m anufaciuring systems. Here, NASA-planned
power units from 50 to perhaps 1000 kwe size
will be adequate, at least for the 1980s. For
example, a very advanced person-to-person
comsat with 1.2 m illion channels requires
about 600 kwe.
Most anticipated space manufacturing
processes indicate power requirements within
500 kwe. Due to the strength of the
gravitational pull of Earth and the associated
transportation costs, only items of relatively
low mass but high quality and product
value are economically competitive. In the
lunar-industrial product sector, on the other
hand, larger m asses and cost-effecttv e
extraction of desired elements from lunar
minerais and oxides are the key to economic
viability. Here much higher power leveis are
involved. Unavailability of solar energy
during lunar night and the desirability of
underground extraction render fusion power
particularly attractive.
Controlled fusion power is the key to the
ultim ate economy and versatility of space
industrial productivity. Cxmsequently, plasma
research and experiments toward fusion
reactors should be given high priority early in
space industrial research and development
planning. Fusion reactors are complex, with
complex auxiliary systems for plasma heating
and fueling, complicated blanket and shield
structures, energy storage and tritium recovery,
and handling. Nevertheless, it appears that
operation in space can reduce many of the most
difficult engineering problems. A magnetically confined fusion plasma requires a
surrounding vacuum of 10'6 torr (1.3 billionth
of an atmosphere). At lesser vacuum, the
plasma pressure becomes impractically high.
Space offers a vacuum of 1 0 '8 torr or less, greatly
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reducing plasma and required pressures.
Terrestrial vacuum chambers are relatively
small because of the difficulties and cost of
maintaining such high vacuum on the
ground. Since 80 percent of the energy released
by a deuterium-tritium reaction resides in
n ê u tr o n s th a t c a n n o t be c o n fin e d
magnetically, the tnner chamber walls are
lexposed to savage nêutron ílux densities,
creating an environment that is comparable
only to that close to a detonating hydrogen
bomb. T he resulting material problems are
correspondingly severe. Moreover, wall
particles are released as impurities into the
vacuum. When these impurities get into the
plasma, their presence raises the energy
transfer by radiation out oí the reaction zone,
co o lin g lhe plasm a, ca u sin g plasm a
instabilities, and possibly killing the reaction.
In large vacuum ch am bers, whose
construction poses no basic problems in space,
the nêutron ílux density to the wall is reduced,
among other advantages. Therm al stresses,
blistering, embriitlemeni, and other damage
are reduced. Maintenance problems are
facilitated, and the useful life of the material
structure is prolonged. W ilh more internai
volume available and wtth the high externai
vacuum, conditions are greatly improved for
overcoming the impurity problem. Additional
advantages (also for terrestrial fusion plants)
may be derived from space-manufactured
stronger (more homogeneous) refractory
metais or other alloys suitable as inner wall
material.
For use on Earth, a transmission system
must be added to the energy unit. Through
ispace, energy can be transmitted at any
wavelength of the electromagnetic spectrum.
But for transmission through the atmosphere,
only selected w avelength regim es are
suitable—primarily in the visible and the 10 to
15 cm w avelength m icrow ave reg ion .
Transmission in the visible requires the
redirection of sunlight by reflectors (space
light). Microwave transmission must use large

||

antenna arrays generating a coherent (i.e.,
laserlike. nonspreading) beam. Much smaller
antennas are required if laser frequencies are
used (for example, C 0 2 laser light in the
inírared). But they appear practical only for
en ergy tr a n s m is s io n in to th e u p p er
atmosphere (e.g., to power aircraft at highaltitude levei flight) but not to ground stations.
For Failh, the solar option is particularly
enhanced by space light beaming to Earth the
most versatile and ecologically best integrated
energy source. T h e reflector size and number
are tailored to their functional requirements—
n ig h t illu m in a t io n (L u n e tt a ) , pow er
generation (Powersoletta), and photosynthetic
food production enhancement (Biosoletta).
Typically, Lunetta and Powersoletta circle
Earth at 4200 km once every three hours,
continuously in sunshine (sun-synchronous
orbit). T he large Biosoletta system preferably
orbits in a slightly elliptic, 24-hour orbit,
highly inclined to cause m inim um , if any,
interference wilh com m unication satellites in
equatorial geostationary orbit.
Lunettas can serve urban areas, remote
industrial activities, rural areas in developing
countries to facilitate night work where
needed, and disaster areas. Controlled light is
provided to specific targets for specified
periods without cables and fuel consumption.
It can be delivered quickly, removed without a
trace, or furnish reliable, high-quality urban
lighting even at cloudly skies or in fog,
without danger of blackout.
Present city lighting, averaged over the
urban area, equals about that provided by two
full moons high in a clear sky. Most outdoor
lighting requirements correspond to an
illum ination equivalem to between 100 and
1000 moons, in farm areas 50 to 300 moons. A
Lunetta system with clear-sky illum inance of
700 moons (over 100 moons even at strong
overcast) needs some 3.6 sq km of reflecting
area, divided into 15 to 20 reflectors. Since they
move across the sky, additional reflectors must
be installed, raising the total to 27 sq km, but
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more than one city may be served. Individual
reílectors appear as siars some 1500 times as
b rig h t as V e n u s — a b e a u tifu l s ig h t,
illum inating thecity gently but distinctly from
several directions.
Powersoletta en bane es solar energy supplies
to earthbound solar-electric central power
stations. Reílectors (10 to 50 sq km) with a
cumulative area of 1530 sq km beam one solar
constant to a 1200 sq km ground area. Because
of their motion, 11,500 sq km reflecting area
must be installed. But at least three ground
stations can be served in a latitude belt between
30 and 50 degrees. Powersoletta removes
geographic constraints on solar central power
siting. Latitude becomes comparatively less
importam than low-average overcast.

A ground station, at 1000 sq km of solar cell
banks and 15 percent conversion efficiency.
operates around the clork, yielding a net
a n n u a l o u tp u t o f 15 to 65 m illio n
k ilo w a t t - y e a r s , d e p e n d in g on lo c a l
atmospheru conditions. Energy storage for
baseload power is minimized. T he output isof
g re a t e c o n o m ic an d e n v ir o n m e n t a l
significance. Ovei a three-year period, a 55m illion kw-year annual output consumes 339
or 552 m illion tons of oil or coal, respectively;
or requires a loading of 1807 metric tons of
uranium in light water teactors, generating
63.2 tonsof assorted íission produets, 16.1 tons
of plutonium isotopes, and 9.5 tons of longlived waste.
People living within at least 50 km of tbe

P rotolunetta is a reflector fo r testing a n d sp ec ia lm issio n s. At 550-k m (300
n m i) altitu d e th e shu ttle-lifted a n d orbiter-con trolled 10,000-fl 2 reflector
in 98° sun-synchronous orbit can beam fo r 2.5 hou rs (37.5o) sidew ays into
E a rth ’s n ight side. Intensity o f illu m in ation ranges fro m a theoretical
m ax im u m o f 45 m oon -equ iv alen ts (no clouds, vertical bea m in g ) to values
o f 5 to 20 m o o n s (side b ea m in g a n d cloudiness).

EX TR A TER R ESTR IA L IMPERAT1VE.

power staiion will experience nighi light
intensity between midnighi sun and bright
aurora, due to light spillover. T h is could be
avoided by operating Powersoletta at daytime.
Certain reflectors are turned around to the Sun,
beaming at those reflectors best positioned at
the time to service the power station. T he
retro reflectio n tech n iq u e may cut the
reflecting area by some 30 percent. T h is
technique requires extensive energy storage
but no enlargement of the receiver area (the
most expensive addition) because of double
irradiation.
For the night Powersoletta, a cost at the bus
bar of electricity (in 1977 dollars) of about 50
mils/kwhe is indicated during a 30-year
amortization period, about 20 mils/kwhe
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thereafter. For lhe daylight system, 35 to 40
mils/kwhe and 15 mils/kwhe, respectively, are
indicated. These numbers include a ground
station cost of over $1000/kwe, twice the
Energy Research and Developinent Adm inistration (now Department of Energy) 1985
goal of $500/kwe.
T he reflectors with adjustable facets use
structures of carbon epoxy and fibers and
membranes of kapton. All parts are coated in
space with the optically best material, sodium.
Recoated and serviced at about ten-year
intervals, the reflectors should last 60 to 100
years. At a resulting sodium consum ption of
1500 tons annually, a service station may be
established at libration point L-4 or L-5 in
lunar orbit, supplied with sodium mined on

A sm all sp ace p o w er satellite in g eoslation ary orbit focu ses two sm a ll p o w er beam s
j (100-500 MW, 3 G H j on to larg e electrom ag n etic reflectors (also in g eoslation ary
orbit) w hich, d u e to their size (5 to 10 k m 2), can bea m th e p o w er safely in to sm a ll
ground receiver areas (22 to 11 k m 2, respectively). T h e p o w er leveis can w ell b e
integraled into utility Systems. Accuracy o f reflector su rface is m o re readily co n tro lled
at the low pressure o f the low -p ow er beam s. B eam coh eren ce is co n tro lled fro m the
transm itter to com p en sate fo r slig h t in accu racies in reflector con tou r a n d to preven í
scattering o f the m icrow ave beam beyon d the receiver area. H ig h er freq u en cies reduce
dim ensions but reduce efficien cies a n d increase a tm o sp h eric lossses.

u s ,

wFZlIJLp-
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the Moon (measured abundance in lunar
samples U.2 to 0.5 percent). T h e reflectors can
commute to lunar orbit by a com bination of
solar pressure and electric thrust— in 300 days
or less transfer time at a reflector weight of 75
tons/sq km.
T o prevent night frost damage, Powersoletta
excess reflectors can beam temporarily at the
cold area to raise local temperatures and
thereafter be reoriented to the power stations.
Biosoletta is applied most effectively to
fertile ocean regions lacking sunlight for
achieving full productive potential; that is, to
circumpolar upwell areas. At some 100,000 sq
km, the irradiated area should be ecologically
self-contained. Seafood is a vital protein
supplement. Based on Antarctic production
figures and a 40 percent utilization factor of
seafood produced, a Biosoletta alternating in
12-hour intervals between a 100,000 sq km
“macropond” each in Arctic and Antarctic
waters (50 to 70 degrees latitude) could
generate an annual Antarctic yield alone of the
daily protein supply (36 grams in about 220
grams of seafood) for 180 m illion people.
Again, the Biosoletta reflectors can be serviced
at a libration point to which they solar-sail in
ten days to three weeks.
Even Biosoletta's energy influx constitutes
barely 0.08 percent of the Su n’s energy influx
and, therefore, cannot affect the global climate.
Locally, cold winds and strong currents
d issip a te the th erm al energy rap id ly .
Biosoletta furnishes make-up radiation energy
to power carbon assim ilation. Solar radiation
in p o lar reg ion s delivers 0.7 tr illio n
kilocalories per sq km per year, compared to
between 1.2 and 1.6 trillion kg-cal/sq km year
in tropical waters. Biosoletta "photonfertilizes” two tiny but bioproductionintensive “macroponds” (each about 1 percent
of a 5-degree belt at 60 percent latitude) to
approach the solar levei at low latitudes.
C o m p a red
to P o w e r s o l e t t a , th e
microwave-type Space Power Satellite (SPS)
alternative has a number of advantages and

A strop olis—a fu lly d ev elop ed sp a ce city o f
a b o u t A.D. 2000—con tain s apartm en t com p lex es f o r in h abitan ts a n d tourists (outer rad ial
cylinders); large zero-g or low -g sp a ce fo r
m anufacturin g, m edicai, a n d recreation al
fa c ilities (cylindrical ax is o f rotation a n d large
sp h erica l enclosures); agricu ltu ral an d recyclin g fa cilities a t differen t g-levels (sem ispherica l en closu res); an d p arks, avenues with
greenery, sh o p p in g centers, a n d theaters (outer
cylinders, p a r a lle l to a x is o f rotation with
sau cer-sh ap ed enclosures). An outgrow th o f
ea rlier sp a ce station developm en ts, A stropolis
m ay trailblaze the w ay to p erm an en t hu m an
abod es beyon d Earth.

disadvantages. T h e advantages are reduced
atmospheric losses, especially due to overcast,
and the ability to shape the beam, thereby
being able to irradiate relatively small areas
from geostationary orbit; whereas a reflector’s
focal area increases with distance (barring
costly special arrangements) and is about
100,000 km2 from geostationary orbit. For this,
however, SPS pays with greater complexity of
its space component. T h e system must accept
the primary energy, convert it to electricity,
convert the electricity to microwave energy,
and shape the microwave energy' into a beam of
required specifications. If the primary energy

T h e sm a ll reflector (0.1-0.2 k m 2/ 1.07-2.14 m illio n sq ft ) is a ty p ical unit f o r a
Lunetta illu m in ation system (show n in tram p olin e-ty p e designj. A sod iu m co a ted (in space) k a p to n m em b ra n e is kep t under co n tro lled tension by a c a b le
system lead in g over the en d p o in ts o f th e cross-sh ap ed bea m structure to an
electrom otor-p ow ered con trol system a to p th e rigging tow er vertical to the
reflector p la n e. Sides o f the reflector m em b ra n e a re a tta ch ed to caten ary ca b les
atta ch ed to c o n tro lla b le (flex ible) en d p o in ts o f th e cross-slructure. T h e
structural m a teria l is p rim arily g ra p h ite-fib er rein forced com p osites, givin g
h ig h strength/stiffn ess, low w eight, h ig h th erm al stability, a n d g o o d vibration
d am p in g . Structural m em bers are co a ted fo r p r o te c tio n ag a in st so la r u ltraviolet.

is solar, lhe low-radiation densitv determines
the System s size (80-120 km2 for delivery of 10
million kilowatt at ground outlet) and its
weight (50,000 to 75,000 tons for 10 m illion
kilowatt), independem of the conversion
system (photovoltaic or solar-thermal). For
íusion as primary power, the waste heat
radiator becomes the primary driver of system
si/e and structural mass, depending on the
conversion system. Generally, smaller sizes

and weights are indicated. Powersoletta’s
thermal input, while far from criticai, is
higher, but a large number of microwave
beams, each carrying m illions of kilowatt
power, may not be the publicly preferred
option.
T h e disadvantages of the SPS are rooted
primarily in the fact that microwave radiation
at significam power densities is not part of the
solar radiation input into the terrestrial
15
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environment. One consequence of this
concerns ionospheric radio frequency
interference, which causes power loss and can
cause ionospheric heating. Through the
lim itation of maximum power imensity in the
beam toabout 17 percentof th eS u n ’sradiation
energy flux in the ionosphere (1.35 kw/sq m),
this effect can be kept within acceptable limits.
However, safety limits force the density at the
beam's periphery to much lower values so that,
including a safety zone around the receiver
system, the required land area corresponds to
an energy influx of about 2.5 percent of a solar
constant on the ground (1 kw/sq m). For
Powersoletta, the output per unit land area is
about twice as large. T hu s, SP S requires much
more receiver land area than Powersoletta,
even though the microwave beam can be
shaped.
bpace m anufacturing looks commercially
promising for a wide range of products. These
lie primarily, but not exclusively, in the
p h arm aceu tical, electron ic, and op tical
sectors. In the pharmaceutical sector, it
becomes increasingly desirable to separate and
concentraie living cells capable of producing
medically importam substances. Under zerogravity conditions in space, living cells, whose
mass charge ratios differ, can be separated
efficiently and accurately by applying weak
e le c t r ic fie ld s (e le c tr o p h o r e s is ). T h e
effectiveness of this method is strongly
impeded in the presence of a sizable
gravitational force.

Electrophoresis has a wide range of medicai
and b io lo g ic a l a p p lica tio n s. An early
promising use is the isolation of human
kidney cells that produce the enzyme
urokinase, a substance with the potential of
effectively preventing and dissolving blood
clots. Even at a present cost of $1200 per dose,
the 500,000 doses currently needed annually in
the U.S. alone cannot be produced by the
present method that extracts one dose of
urokinase from more than one ton of urine.
T h e electrophoretic method can also be
applied to separate other kidney cells that
produce erythropoietin (an antianem ia
hormone stim ulating the production of red
blood cells in bone marrow); to a host of
enzymes (blood proteins) controlling a wide
v a rie ty o f m e ta b o lic fu n c tio n s (and
malfunctions); to white blood cells and
antibodies (affecting tumor growth, transplant
rejections, etc.); to chromosomes (X-, Y-types,
affecting composition of cattle population
th rou g h a r tific ia l in se m in a tio n ); and,
possibly, to nerve cells (neurology). Even this
list is not exhaustive. T h e consequences to
medicai and biological Science and practice—
from preventive, even predictive, medicine to
agriculture—cannot even be estimated today.
In the electric/electronic product, value lies
in th e g r o w th o f m o n o - c r y s t a llin e
semiconductors of highest perfection and
purity for a wide variety of applications. The
sam e sp a ce fe a tu re s o f n u ll-g r a v ity
(elim inating convection currents in melts)and

T h e m a n m a d e m o b ile p la n e te lla A ndrocell, first discussed by th e a u th o r in 1971, is an extension o f the
A stropolis design. W ings exten d rad ially fro m a la rg e cylin d rical ax is w hich serves as zero-g sp ace
(ex cep t during p o w ered m aneuvers), accepts, processes, a n d Stores ou tside raw m ateriais, serves
as thrust fram e, a n d hou ses fu sion p o w e r p la n ts at each en d to energize m ag n etic shieldin g, fu sion
drives, laser systems, m a teria l P rocessing, a ll Utilities, agricultures, a n d two light-em itting h elio id s that
rep la ce th e Sun in the ou ter so la r system . R esid en tial sections, co m p lete with p erip h era l a x ip a ra llel
cylin d rical p u b lic spaces, fo rm the ou ter p a rt o f ea ch w ing in the 0.6 to 0.2 g regim e. L arg e
cylin d rical en closu res utilize low er g-levels, hou sin g w aste treatm ent, ag ricu ltu ral installations,
low -g recreation a n d m e d ic a i'la bo ra to ry 'production fa cilities. A ndrocell, c a p a b le o f replacing
its ow n m odu les a n d a d a p ted to the so c io p sy c h o lo g ic a l requ irem ents o f life in a m o b ile m ulti-g
n eocosm , is d ep icted h ere in the Jo v ia n system, ex a m in in g cosm ic debris rem otely by laser a n d a
la n d in g party. (P ain tin g courtesy o f R o ck w ell In tern ation al C orporation )
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ease of levitation m elting (no contamination
ihrough wall contacts) also permit the
production of glasses of very high purity and
optical quality as needed for high-power laser
systems, fiber-optic transmission lines, and
high-resolution optics.
T h e list of already recognized potential
p ro d u c ts is m u ch lo n g e r. A ll m eet
requirements of high value and low mass that
give them commercial viability and could
favorably affect the balance of paymenis of the
United States and other industrialized nations
vis-a-vis the rising costs of raw materiais from
developing countries. From there, other
product lines lead to larger mass items and
special products for larger space systems. In the
larger mass items category, for example, is the
production of new metal alloys and nearperfect, friction-free bearings and pistons by
alloying metais of widely differing specific
gravity (which causes them to separate at
surface gravity), such as alum inum and lead
alloys for bearings and pistons. Automobile
manufacturers have long attempted at great
expenditure to create such alloys that could
give many automotive parts a capability of at
least 500,000 miles. T w o items exemplify the
products-for-large-space-systems category: the
aforementioned use of sodium for coating
space reflectors and the production of ultralight (for operation in a low-g environment)
high-quality solar cells.
Lu n ar m aterial con tain s industrially
valuable materiais. T h e world reserves of some
of these appear limited at present. But several
factors militate against m ajor imports to Earth
of zinc, copper, nickel, manganese, or titanium
from the Moon (or from translunar sources,
such as asteroids). In some cases, technological
advancements will lead to the commercial
exploitation of progressively poorer grades,
thereby enlarging terrestrial land reserves
currently not counted. Large mineral deposits
become accessible on the ocean floor.
Recychng and substitutions offer additional
options for stretching terrestrial metal

supplies. Jo b considerations in the primary
(extractive) and secondary (refinement to
semifinished products) metal industries are an
additional factor since it takes a long time to
phase out such industries, especially in
developing countries, prior to relying on largescale extraterrestrial imports. T h is leaves as a
comparatively closer prospect the advantages
of the lunar environment (vacuum, low-g
conditions at lhe surface, zero-g in an orbiting
lunar factory) for generating superior products
of comparatively high market value but larger
masses than those that are most suitable for
Earth-orbiting factories. Access to low-gravity
supplies can also be importam for large space
constructions as are typically involved in the
energy sector. For these, however, the most
attractive construction materiais (graphite
composites, graphite fibers, epoxies, polyimides) are not available on the Moon. Therefore, the opportunities of taking advantage of
lunar gravity to obtain construction materiais
for large space systems appear limited.
However, associated with the large masses of
these systems are significam transportation
requirements from Earth. If oxygen-hydrogen
orbital transfer vehides (OTVs) are used to lift
these masses from near-Earth orbit (NEO) to
outer, especially geosynchronous orbits
(G SO ), then, for each 100,000 metric tons of
construction material delivered to GSO, the
launch system must deliver also about 290,000
tons of oxygen to NEO for the O T V (plus
60,000 tons of hydrogen). For each ton of
payload delivered to NEO, an advanced launch
vehicle burns 11 to 15 tons of propellant in the
atmosphere, releasing 8 to 11 tons of water
vapor and 37,000 to 47,000 thermal kilowatthours. Whether the oxygen must be supplied
from Earth, therefore, makes a difference of
some 3.7 m illion tons of propellant burned in
the atmosphere per 100,000 tons of cargo to
GSO.
Lunar oxygen, therefore, can be an attractive

substitute, especially since it ranks second in
abundance behind Silicon, and it can be

t xT R A TERRES TRIAL. IMPERA TH E

extracted in large quanlilies by means oí
fusion power and requires no furiher
Processing. Of course, the need for oxygen can
be eliminated by employing electric or
advanced nuclear propulsion. Bui each of these
alternatives has ns own sei oí disadvaniages
and problems that keep lhe use of 1unar oxygen
a competitive option. especially since a lunar
oxygen industry opens up a lunar industrial
capability whose im p licaiion s are not
re s tric ie d 10 ir a n s p o r ia iio n . A n o ih e r
potentially atiraciive early option is a lunar
service industry with selective resource
uiilization, taking advantage of low gravity
availability as well as vacuum condilions on
lhe surface. A case in poini is the librationpoini service station for Soleua reflectors with
sodium and other seleclive resources supplied
from the Moon.
Thus. the industrializaiion of space offers a
new dimension of technology and produetivity
with a vast scope oí opportunities in terins
oí ele< tronic Services, solar energy foi Earth for
illum inalion, eletliic power and food produetion enhancement, space factories, space
fusion, and lunar industrial potentials.
However, a great deal of hard-nosed research
anil development and of pragmatic, balanced
in-depth assessment is necessary of the many
opporiunities as they come up. There will be
disappointments as well as pleasant surprises.
More profound and inspiring than the
tech n ology , how ever. are huinan and
soe ioeconomic implications. Understood in
the perspective o f lhe E x ira le rre s tria l
Iinperative, space industrializaiion is the
cruc ible in which theseemingly irrecont ilable
problems that cause such profound pessimism
in the outlook of many can lx- resolved. Earth
and space become onethrough the intelligence
and the creativity of man.

I n conclusion. let us take a
biieí look lx-yond. In the perspective oí the
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evolutionary thrust of the Open World of
Earlh-space, exoindustrial produetivity may
be reg ard ed as th e firs t p h ase of
exiralerrestrialization, that is, the process oí
living in more than one world T h e industrial
facilities of this phase are Earth-relaied,
directly or indirectly, as they should be. l he
people who make up the industrial teams in
orbit or on the Moon are and remain
terrestrials.
T h e people on Earth beneíit from space
industries. They are not asked to foot the bill
for huge autarkical, colony-type factories
housing thousands who. in turn, deprive
terrestrials of even largei numbers of jobs.
l h e e c o n o m ic fu n c tio n of sp ace
industrializaiion is to generate jobs on Earth,
not in space. Its most importam international
function is to assist in reducing the gap in the
economic development of oui global “ North”
and “South,” n ot by lowering the standards of
the North but by raising those of the South.
T h is implies continued global industiialization. But as the world keeps industriali/ing,
global com petition for our country will
increase and continue to erode the jo b base.
Thus, for domestii as well as international
reasons we need to open up a new industrial
tei i itory and make it work for people rigln here
on Earth.
As the space industiial capabilitç levei and
the skill ol produetive space uiilization
advancc, the number of people living in space
for a m ajor irai tion of theii lite span will grow.
I hese people will develop new prelerences as
to g-leveis and lilestyles no longer necessarily
related to terrestrial physical or social
condilions. They will "urbanize” their new
worlds. Space stations and lunai abodes will
become theit primary home— Earth a place to
\isit or perhaps just to “experiente”
holographic ally, in thecom fort of their gravity
e n v ir o n m e n t .
l h e m o re a n t i s e p t i c
surroundmgs in space settlements could
reduce resistanie to diseases ol those who Iive
in them from bit th. They may find the hygiene
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of Earth just as hazardous as we would finei the
hygiene of medieval <ities or ancient Rome.
Still. some space-born offspring may migrate
back. Those who siay will coniinue to diverge
sociopsychologically from the ways of
terrestrial mankind, as Americans have
diverged from their ancestral countries. They
will become the new H o tn o Extraterrestris
who no longer needs Earth. hence does not
wish to simulate its environment slavishly.
T h eir readiness toachievesot iopolilical and
resource independente will grow with the
p s y c h o lo g y o f t h e ir e x t r a t e r r e s t r i a l
motivations and their technological ability to
t reate new worlds in their totality. T h is will
lead to Androcell. not a colony of Earth. but a
sov ereig n , m o b ile n eo co sm . Androcell is the
new beginning, while back on Earth openworld conditions move toward a demographic
and industrial equilibrium .
T h e Androcell phase is likely to follow the
in te r m e d ia te p h a s e . e x o u r b a n iz a tio n .
Oversimplifying somewhat. one may say that
exoindusti ialization puts the machines and
p r o d u e t iv e t e c h n i q u e s i n t o s p a c e ;
exourbanization introduces the human and
biological elemems; and extraterrestrialization
integrates the two components into complete
neocosms.
Each of the three evolutionary phases is
justifiable by clearly identifiable prime

objectives as well as by their impact in
changing the consequente world. Each phase
contributes to the capability and motivation to
progress to the subsequem phase. In the third
phase, we leave the harbor and emerge into the
open sea of space, psychologically andsocially
speaking. Human history henceforth will
pulse through many world-arteries that lose
themselves beyond the horizons of our present
perception in the trackless infinity of space and
time.
T h e civilization of the Androcell is truly
three-dimensional, not only because the design
of Androcell utilizes purposefully all gravity
leveis between axis and periphery of the
rotating systems; but, more importam, because
living awareness between worlds, and between
surfaces and Androcells, plays itself out in
th r e e -d im e n s io n a l sp a ce . T h ro u g h
exoindustrialization (produetion facilities),
exourbanization (Astropolis, Selenopolis) and
neocosms (Androcells), the human life form
may be regarded as returning to the threedimensional origin of all terrestrial life. The
two-dimensional existente of Earth’s land
surface becomes an evolutionary benchmark
wedge between the three-dimensionality of the
finite oceanic womb from which life rose to the
brightness of consciousness and the infinite
cosmic womb in which it can rise to a levei
beyond our understanding.
La Jolla, Califórnia

THE COMMANDO HUNT V
INTERDICTION CAMPAIGN

a case study

constrained
optimization

C O I jONM HkRVIAN L . C lL S T K R

M d iln ry p ro h ln n s n ir, m one n n fjo rln n l
n sp eil, rto n o n w problem s in lhe effn ietil
n lh u n lm n and n \e of rrxo u u rs.
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I I H ilu s c w onls C h a rle s J. I l i u h
and K o lan d N. M< Kean hegan ilie ii
( lassit lexi. T h e T .c o tm m u s o f
D r f e m r m lh e N u t Im r A g e , whi< h siiin tila ie d
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decision-making based on the principies of
economic analysis within the Department of
Defense in the early 1960s.1 Military problems
are indeed economic problems in the efficient
allocation and use of resources, and this truth
became ever more apparem during the long
war in Southeast Asia.
Military resource allocation decisions are
made in a sequence of steps starting with gross
allocations to satisfy national objectives at the
highest levei and proceeding to specific
allocations to satisfy tactical objectives at the
lowest. At each step, thedecision must be based
on the objectives, resources, and limitations
specified at the higher levei. T h e lower
decisions thus become ones of constrained
optim ization—maximizing output subject to a
given levei and use of resources or m inim izing
the cost of ataining a given levei of output.
T h is was c h a ra c te ris tic of the air
interdiction operations in Southeast Asia.2
With a specified levei of air resources, U.S.
airmen were asked to reduce the flow of enemy
troops and materiel into South Vietnam to the
lowest possible levei. During most of the war,
strikes against the source of supplies in North
Vietnam were prohibited, and a relatively
inactive enemy in South Vietnam required
only a m inim al flow of supplies. From the air,
U.S. aircrews had to hunt, find, and destroy
those supplies along heavily canopied roads
th rou g h the ju n g le s of L aos. T h e se
lim itations, am ong others, made it a difficult,
almost impossible mission. T o a greater
extern than in most previous wars, these men
faced a traditional problem in constrained
optimization.
T h is article provides an assessment of how
well they met the challenge. Basic tools and
principies of econom ic analysis are used to
evaluate the allocation and effectiveness of air
resources employed during one of the major air
cam paigns—code named Commando Hunt
V —waged against the North Vietnamese
logistics network in Southern Laos from 10
October 1970 to 30 Ju n e 1 971*

The Objective Variable
Correctly specifying the productor objective
in an analysis is the most important yet
perhaps the most difficult task of all.
Quantifying that objective only adds to the
difficulty. In Southeast Asia, it led to the
specifying of a wide spectrum of objectives foi
air power, at one time or another, often with nc
clear distinction between input and output
For example, at certain times the total numbei
of sorties flown, a number easily calculated
was taken as the output measure of air power
But sorties are an input, not an output, ant
maximizing their number can only lead tc
gross inefficiencies unless constant o
increasing returns to scale are experienced.
Another output measure often advocatet
was target destruction. Although targe
destruction may be the objective of individua
aircraft, it cannot be the final measure of ai
power. Destruction is a means toward an end
not an end in itself. It is an intermediat
product between sorties and the true objective
Therefore, reported target destruction did no
play a part in the ensuing evaluation; rathe
the stated objectives of the Commando Hunt ^
interdiction campaign were used. T he primar
objective of that campaign was to “reduce th
flow of personnel and materiel into th
Republic of Vietnam and Cambodia to th
lowest possible levei.” A secondary objectiv
was to “make the enemy pay an increasingl
greater cost for his efforts to dominat
Southeast Asia.” In a limited sense, the secon>
objective is subsumed by the first. Theam oun
of supplies destroyed along the trail network ii
Southern Laos both added to the enemy's c o í
and resulted in the delivery of fewer supplies l
enem y forces in So u th V ietnam an
Cambodia. T h ere can be n o qu estion , thou gl
• r h c evaluation íollows the traditional outline of a microcconoim
analysis. First, ihe product. or interdiction objective, and thr input* th.
influem v that product are defined.5 T hen a dtscussion of the product io
fum tion. w huh relates thr inputs to lhe product. isprescnted. Follow ingihi
the variable cost o í applving these inputs hased on cost factors derived íroí
oui Southeast Asian cxpcrience is outlined And finally. the rriterion •
altain ing the given produc t at m inim um cost isapplicd to determine opiinv
air resource allocations. These results are used as a bench mark for measurif
lhe effic ienry of the ac tual Com m ando Hunt V strike alloc ations.*
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that the central p u rp o se o f lh e in terdiction
force was to reduce the a m ou n l o f su p p lies,
either by destruction or throu gh fo rced enem y
logistics expen diture, to a levei below that at
w htch a sustained enem y offen siv e in th eso u th
cou ld be m am tain ed. T his study, therefore,
took the reduction of enemy supplies that
reached the borders of South Vietnam and
Cambodia as the basis from which to measure
effectiveness of air power in the interdiction
role.
The quantitative measure of supplies
reaching the borders of South Vietnam and
C a m b o d ia was c a lle d “ t h r o u g h p u t .”
Throughput was calculated by intelligence
analysts who combined the number of
southbound sensor-detected truck movements,
aircraft visual truck observaiions, and road and
river watch team observations along the Laos
exit routes. Duplicate counts were then
eliminated to obtain an estimate of the actual
number of truckloads of southbound supplies
that exited the system.
T o determine whether a reduction of
supplies took place in Laos, one must compare
throughput with input, or the amount of
supplies the enemy put into the system. T he
estimated number of trucks that entered Laos
through the passes from North Vietnam was
calculated in the same manner as throughput.
T o this figure was added an estimate of
equivalem truckloads of supplies that also
entered Laos through enemy pipelines and
natural waterways.
A reasonable measure of the impact of
interdiction forces on an enemy logistics
system, whether through destruction of
supplies or forced expenditure of resources to
maintain and defend the system, would be the
difference between input and throughput
lagged by an appropriate period to account for
the length of time supplies are in transit.5 A
lagged structure of the system then becomes
importam, not because one needs to pinpoint
exact transit times but because it is necessary to
determine a reasonable time over which the
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supplies that entered the system during any
time period were subject to air attack.
Logistics intelligence indicated that it
normally took the North Vietnamese aboutsix
weeks ftom the start of the dry season in
November to fill lhe Laos supply pipeline and
that their shuttle system was probably geared
to that time span. A correlation analysis
incorporating throughput during a given
week and input during previous weeks
provided additional support for the six-week
estimate as did an area-by-area analysis of
sensor-detected truck movements. These same
analyses, however, also implied some variation
around the predominam six-week transit time.
For this reason, a three-week average, rather
than a single week’s estimate, was used for
input and throughput at each end of the sixweek period in the construction of the
objective variable. T h is construction is
illustrated in Figure 1.
Assuming lhe creation of no permanent
stockpiles within the system—and there was
no indication of such—one can attribute the
prim ary difference between input and
throughput to the interdiction forces. In a
reasonable time period some volume of
supplies put into the system did not leave it. In
this study, it matters not whether the supplies
w ere d estro y ed or ex p e n d ed in the
maintenance and defense of the system. In

Figure I. T h e objectiv e variable, IT
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either case, those supplies were not available io
suppori enemy ofíensives in the souih.

The Inputs
Next come lhe inputs to the production
function—the resources with which ihe air
coinrnander may influence the objective. C)f
priniary interest in ihis study are the strike
sorties, not only because they delivered
ordnance and directly interfaced with the
enemy logistics system but also because they
comprised 86 peitem of the total variable cosí
of the interdiction effort. T h e evaluation,
therefore, concentrated on those sorties, which
are listed by m ajor aircraft type and target
category in T able I.6 Sorties that did not
expend ordnance were not considered strike
sorties antl are not included.
Throughout the conflict in Soulheast Asia,
eneim trucks proved to be the most lucrative
interdiction target. In fact, there existed a
strong statistical relationship between a
reduclion in throughput (the objective
variable) and the number of tiucks reported
destroyed or damaged, a relationship that
could not be found with other target
categories.7 T h e vital role played by the enemy
irutk force was recognized in Commando
Hunt V, and a concerted effort was tnade to

position the strike force to destroy th is criticai,
element. In particular, this applied to the AC- '
130 and AC-119K gunships, which werei
transport aircraft that had been modified withi
sophisiicated night detection equipment and!
20 and 40 millimeter cannons to destroy truc ks moving down lhe trails of Laos at night.:i
These aircraft had been developed in previous
campaigns and were by lar the most effective
truck-killing Systems in the U.S. arsenal.
B ecau se of th eir slow er speed and
vulnerability, each AC-130 and A C -llf
gunship was normally assigned three F-4
escort aircraft to cover its operations ovei
heavily defended areas of the Ho Chi Minh
T rail. T he primary purpose of these escorts
was to suppress enemy antiaircraft artillery
activity so that lhe gunship could continue
pursuit and attack of enemy targets.9
Consequently, the escorts played a major role
in gunship resulls by making possible the
operation of this highly effective weapon
system in high threat environments in which it
could not normally survive.10 Situe it was
statist ica 11y im p o ssib le to i sol ale the
individual contribulion of the escorts from
that of the gunship, a gunship team sortie
variable was established to ac t as a proxy for
both the gunship and its three escorts.
Accordingly, the integiity of the team, oi total

T a ble I. C o m m a n d o Hunt V strike sorties

W e e kty A ve ra g e

S o rtie T y p e

T a rg e t C a te g o ry

gunship team
(AC-130, AC-119K—
with 3 F-4 escorts)

trucks

fighter-attack
(F-4, F-100. A-1. A-4,
A-6, A-7, B-57G)

trucks and storage areas
lines of communication
direct air support

579
695
404

bomber

area targets

220

(B -5 2 )
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system concept, was maintained in lhe
subsequent evalualion oí weapon system
eífeciiveness.
T h e fighter-atiack aircraft, which with the
exceplion oí the A-l were jel-propelled. were
employed against the íull spectrum of
interdietion largeis botli day and n ig h l.11 T h e
A-4s. A-6s, A-7s, and som eof the F-4s were U.S.
Navy aircraft thal operated oíí carriers in the
Gulf of Tonkin. T he remainder, or about 60
percent. were U.S. Air Force aircraft operating
out of land bases in Thailand and South
\rietnam. T h e largeis struck by these aircraft
fell into three main categories: trucks and
storage areas, lines of communication, -and
direct air support.
In the first category. trucks received primary
emphasis since storage areas were extremely
difficult to locate and aitack. Storage areas
were kept sinal 1. widely dispersed, and heavily
concealed; and seldom did an attack provide
significam visible results. Sorties against these
two targets were treated together becauseof the
command process by which they were
allocated. Most sorties were assigned to the
Airborne Battlefield Command and Comrol
Center (an orbiting command post) and
forward air controllers over the trai 1 to be
directed against either trucks or storage areas,
whichever appeared more lucrativeat the time.
This control feature indicated that these sorties
should be viewcd as an entity.12 Actually,
strikes against both target categories can Ix*
classified as attacks of supply destruction as
compared to attacks of delay, which are
associated with lines oí communication (LO C)
sorties.
LOC attacks are attacks against the road
network itself. These attacks traditionally
ranged from sitnple road-busting strikes, in
which roads were pocked with bombcraters, to
much more sophisticated efforts, in which
roads were first cratered and then overlaid with
inagnetic mines to damage road repair
equipment and antipersonnel munitions to
harass the clearance and repair crews. These
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strikes had proved to be the most questionable
of all. for unless transport capacity can be
rendered and maintained grossly inadequate,
attacks of delay may harass an enemy, but they
will not seriously restrict his action. The
absence of ideal interdietion points in
Southern Laos and a vast network of
interlinking routes and by-passes provided the
North Viemamese numerous options for the
movement of supplies. Road busting and
mining operations did little to constrain their
a c tio n s . T h e y q u ic k ly by-p assed the
interdietion points or repaired the roads and
coniinued operations.15
LOC sorties, however, were given a new
dimension during the initial entry interdietion
program of Commando Hunt V'. For the first
time both fighter-attack and B-52 aircraft were
employed in coordinated, suslained, aroundthe-t lock atlat ks against the input routes from
North Vietnam into Laos. A primary purpose
of these attacks was to impede and delay traffic
flow until the full complement of ACM30
gunships, which had been in the continental
LJ.S. for modification, could be returned and
their new crews acclimated to operations along
lhe trail.
T he final strike category, direct air support,
was unique to Commando Hunt V. Strikes
against enemy troops and equipment in the
vicinity of friendly forces are normally viewed
as a function of lhe close air support mission,
not air interdietion. During Commando Hunt
V, however, the South Vietnamesearmy staged
a m ajor ground incursion against the North
Vietnamese logistics network in Laos west of
the demilitarized zone between North and
South Vietnam. T h is operation, code named
Lam Son 719, along with several other minor
ground operations in Laos, played a vital role
in lhe interdietion campaign, for the purpose
of ihese incursions was not to gain and hold
enemy territory but todisrupt theenemy’s lines
of com m unication and destroy his supplies. As
such, sorties flown in support of these
operations contributed to lhe interdietion
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objective— lhe reduction in supplies reaching
South Vietnam and Cambodia—and their
inclusion as a vital part of the interdiction
effort seemed appropriate. They are termed
“direct air support” sorties in this study in
order to differentiate them from sorties
normally associated with the close air support
mission.
T h e impact of the B-52 aircraft, used in
Southeast Asia primarily in a tactical as
opposed to the iraditional strategic role, could
not be evaluated in the subsequent analysis
because of lhe aggregate nature of the sortie
data and the small variation in the total
number of B-52s flown over the trail each
week.H Evidence of the B-52’s contribution to
the campaign, however, could be gleaned from
other intelligence inform ation, and it might
well be that the use of B-52s in conjunction
with other tactical air sorties contributed to the
positive products noted later.
In summary, the four tactical air sortie sets
established as basic input for the production
function and subsequent analysis are (1)
gunship team sorties; and fighter-attack sorties
striking (2) trucks and storage areas, (3) linesof
com m unication, and (4) direct air support
targets. T o these inputs, it is necessary to add
one additional explanatory variable that also
influenced the volume of throughput: the
enemy intent to push a volume of supplies
through during a particular timeperiod. Since
actual intent was unknown, one requires a
proxy variable to approxim ate this effect. T h e
variable most highly related to throughput
was the number of southbound sensor-detected
truck movements, for if the enemy intended to
increase throughput during a particular
period, this could be accomplished only
through an increase in southbound supply
movements. Southbound sensor-detected truck
movements were, therefore, used to proxy
enemy intent and serve further as a
norm alizing influence so that the effectiveness
of the various sortie sets could be more
accurately evaluated.

weekly
average

Figure 2. T actical air strike sorties flow n in
Southern L a o s, O ctober 1970-June 19/1

T o conform with the lagged structure
described in the previous section and the
assumption that six weeks was a reasonable
period over which air strikes might affect a
volume of supplies in transit, moving weekly
averages from week t-6 through week t (see
Figure 1) were calculated for each sortie set. For
consistency, a similar moving average was also
calculated for the proxy variable, southbound
sensor-detected truck movements.
Figure 2 provides a plot of the sortie
variables with the horizontal timescaleentered
at the midpoint of the moving averages. The
dynamics of the campaign become quite
evident in such a plot. First was the allocation
of a m ajor portion of the sorties to the entry
interdiction campaign in November and
December; then the rather dramatic shift to
support the Lam Son 719ground incursion in
February and March. Overlaying these two
operations was the increasing levei of effort
directed against trucks and storage areas as
enemy traffic began to surge in December and
the gunships were returned to the theater.
Figure 3 presents a similar plot for
southbound sensor-detected truck movements,
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deríved from lhe aclivations of seismic sensors
delivered by U. S. aircrafi in strings oí six to
eight beside known enemy routes. T h is proíile
provides a good representa(ion of lhe irend of
enemy activiiy over a dry season campaign in
southem Laos. T h e weekly values, however,
include duplicate counts of individual trucks
that passed through more than one sensor
string in a single night. Therefore, sensordetected movements should not be viewed in an
absolute sense but rather as a relative measure
or index of variations in enemy activiiy over a
span of time. As can be seen, during
Commando Hunt V enemy activity increased
from a wet season low in October, reached a
maximum during February and March. and
then declined again as the next wet season
approached.

The Production Function
At the heart of an economic analysis is the
production function. which describes how
inputs can be combined to produce the output
or objective. In other words, it defines the
alternate ways the objective inay be attained.
The production function that provided the
most significam and realistic results was the
modified version of the Cobb-Douglas model:
Q = X 131
1

X -»
2

X »
S

X 2tt
i

F ig iirr 1. S o u llib m in d s e n s o r -d e t fít e d
írut k m n v rm rn ts. Ot in b r r 1 9 /0 - J u n r 1971
K ng<

\

i
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VVhere: q

= T h e objective variabie. IP
I P, per week
X =G unship team sorties against
trucks per week
X =Fighter-attack sorties against
trucks and storage areas per week
X =Fighter-aiiack sorties against
lines of com m unication per
week
X =Fighter-attack sorties in direct
4 air suppori per weeki
X = S o u th b o u n d sen so r-d etected
movements per week
T h e Xs are weekly moving aver*
ages week t-(i through week t.15

All exponents for the sortie sets are positive
and indicate dim inishing returns except that
for the gunship teams. T h e exponentof 1.31 on
the gunship team variabie is greater than one
and requires some explanation: it indicates
that as more gunship sorties were flown,
effectiveness increased at a progressive rate
(i.e., a one percent increase in gunship sorties
resulted in a more than one percent increase in
the objective variabie). T w oexp lanation s seem
plausible. First, when the campaign began,
íew gunships were available and the crews were
inexperienced. As the cam paign progressed,
more gunships were delivered to Southeast
Asia at the same lime the crews were gaining
valuable experience. T h e exponent may,
therefore, incorporate a crew learning curve
that was impossible to isolate staiistically.
Crew le a rn in g curves were n o rm a lly
experienced during each dry season cam paign,
since tour lengths were confined to one year.
T h e second explanation may be that as a
gunship force increased, alternate routes the
enemy previously used could be covered. T h is
is analogous to the exam ple used to expiain
increasing returns to the last few radars that
closea gap in an early warning line. As longas
a gap remains through which the enemy may
strike, the radar line is partially ineffective. But
as the gap is ( losed, the whole system becomes
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r
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effective. Consequently, we receive high negative, which indicates that ií sortie leveis
retums to the last few radars that secure the are not increased when enemy activity
System. The extern to which these returns increases, throughput for any given am ountof
would be experienced íurther in the gunship input will increase. As stated above, the main
case, however, is subject to question. The purpose for including this variable was to
largest number of weekly gunship sorties statistically isolate and account for theeffectof
flown against trucks during the campaign was changes in the levei of enemy activity, thereby
approximately 100. T o extend the analysis making possible a more accurate comparison
beyond the data base may be inappropriate of the effectiveness of the U.S. air resources.
because beyond some point we could
experience dim inishing returns as the force is
Variable Input Costs
increased, especially if air space lim itations
In exam ining the conduct of a tactical air
become criticai.16
Of the fighter-attack sorties, the highest operation to determine the most efficient
exponent was attributed to those that struck allocation of air resources, one should look
trucks and storage areas. T h is seems only at the variable cost experience and limit
reasonable, especially in the case of trucks that analysis to those resources consumed in the
had traditionally proved to be the most lucra- actual performance of the mission. Omitted,
tive Southeast Asian interdiction target. In then, are those costs that cannot be directly
addition, several rare but spectacular strikes, related to the operation or to any particular
with numerous secondary explosions reported, weapon system. These costs are generally
were experienced in storage area attacks during defined as fixed costs because they do not vary
Commando Hunt V. Lines of com m unicaiion
with the levei of combat activity and they are
sorties appeared to be productive but at a lower not a direct consequence of flying the mission.
levei than the first two seis. Previous
Even so, identification of appropriate wartime
evaluations of this sei of sorties had seriously
variable costs is no simple matter. A wide range
questioned their effectiveness. It may well be of alternative assumptions had to be
that the complementary use of B-52s for considered, but the choices made in this study
sustained bombing during the initial entry
suggest that the approxim ate variable cost of
interdiction program resulted in the positive nearly 9 months of interdiction operations in
contribution of LO C sorties that was not
fiscal year 1971 dollars was $1.1 billion, or
evidem in analyses of previous campaigns.
about $1.2 m illion a day.17 These costs are
Finally, the productivity of the direct air summarized in T able II.
support sorties probably resulted from their
T h e cost per sortie for fighter-attack aircraft
contribution to the joint Lam Son 719 of $8900 is an average weighted by the number
operation, in which the combined air and of sorties flown by all fighter-attack aircraft
ground forces destroyed large volumes of during the cam paign.18 It does not include the
supplies and forced the enemy to expend
F-4 aircraft that escorted gunships since these
v a lu a b le r e s o u r c e s in h is d e fe n s e .
aircraft were considered an integral part of the
Consequently, these supplies were not avail- gunship team, another weapon system
able as throughput in subsequent weeks, and category.
the difference between input and throughput,
T h e gunship sortie cost is also an average
the objective, was increased.
weighted by the number of sorties flown by the
The last variable in the model, southbound A C -130 and AC-119K aircraft. T h e escort sortie
sensor-detected truck movements, acts as a cost was higher than the fighter-attack aircraft
proxy for enemy intent. T h e exponent is average since the F-4 was more expensive to
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Total
Sorties

Alrcraft
fig h te r- a tta c k

6 2,100

g u n s h ip te a m
g u n s h ip
F -4 e s c o rt
B -5 2
to ta l s trik e
to ta l s u p p o r t
c a m p a ig n to ta l

Cost Per
Sortie ($)

Total Variable
Cost ($ mlllions)

8,900

552.7

52,300

125.5

2.400
7.200

(11,500)
(13 ,60 0 )

8,100

3 2,500

263.3

79,800
4 9,200

11,800
3,100

941.5 (86% )
152.5 (14% )

129,000

1,094.0 (100% )

T a b l e 11. T o ta l v a ria b le cost o f th e in te rd ic tio n ca m p a i g n , ! 0 O c to b e r 1 9 7 0 - 3 0 J u n e 1971 ( F Y 1971 d o lla rs )

operate lhan the average and the escorts
carried large ordnance loads consisting
primarily of high-cost flak suppression
munitions. In addition, two escorts were shot
down during the cam paign, giving an attrition
cost per sortie that was twice that of other F-4
strike missions. T h e total variable cost of the
gunship team sortie, including the three
escorts, therefore, totaled $52,300.

Economic Evaluation
Four of the basic elements of an economic
analysis have thus far been examined: T h e
product and inputs have been defined, the
production function that relates the inputs to
the product has been estimated, and the cost of
applying the inputs have been calculated. T o
complete the analysis and compute an optimal
allocation ot tactical air resources ín terms of
the Commando Hunt V experience, acriterion
must be established to determine which, out of
all possible sortie com binations defined by the
production function, is the most cost-effective.
Since sorties and the objective are not
expressed in the same units, the concept of
constrained optimization must beemployed. It
is impossible to both maximize output and
minimize cost: maxim izing output would cail
for a p ro h ib itiv e ly large force w h ile

minim izing cost would call for no force at all.
T h e se d u al c r ite r ia are, th e re fo re ,
incompatible. As a proper criterion, we may
either minimize the cost of attaining a given
output or, conversely, maximize output for a
given resource or cost levei. Because of U.S.
interest in the cost aspect of operations in
Southeast Asia, the former will form the basis
of the economic analysis that follows. An
example of maximizing output for a given
resource levei is also provided.
T h e optimal allocation of sorties to various
target types, therefore, will be predicated on
minim izing the cost of the sorties flown per
week subject to the constraint that the same
average weekly reduction in throughput, IP , .5
- T P ( = 436 truckloads, reported during the
period of October 1970 through Ju n e 1971 is
m aintained .19 In other words, we require to:
Minimize: T h e cost of sorties flown per
week
Subject to: I P (_6- T P t = 436 truckloads
per week.
Because of the high productivity of the
gunship teams, the mathematical solution
called for more gunship team sorties than were
available to strike trucks at night during the
time period under consideration. For this
reason a second constraint was employed to
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arrive ai a realistic soluiion. Opiimum 2 was
thus obiained by using the following
specification:
Minimize: T h e cost oí soriies flown per
week
Subject 10: (1) IP (.g - T P ( = 436 truckloads per week.
(2) Gunship team sorties = 65
per week (October ’70-June
’71 average).
The numerical Solutions to the cost
minimization problems being addressed are
given in Table III .20Also given, in the column
entitled “ Flown Per Week,” are the weekly
average number oí sorties that ílew and
expended ordnance during the period October
1970 through Ju n e 1971. T h e total variable
cost for this combination of sorties, based on
the cost factors cited above, was approximately
$18.3 m illion per week.
T h e next column gives the optimal solution
in which the number of gunship team sorties
was not constrained. T h is sortie com bination
would have cost about $13.3 m illion per week
and would have attained, according to the
production function, the same reduction in
throughput as the combination flown. It
matters not whether the true reduction was less
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or more ihan 436 iruckloads; the actual
reduction would be identical for the two
combinations with the optimum costing some
$5 m illion a week less. T h e cost of attaining an
additional reduction in throughput by one
truckload ai the opiimum with this allocation
would be $12,300.
T h is solution, however, called for a weekly
average of 134 gunship team sorties to be flown
at night against trucks in Southern Laos.
Because oí the small number of gunships
available at the start of the cam paign and
commitments to other operating areas and
targets in Southeast Asia, a weekly average this
high was infeasible. It should also be kept in
mind that this large number calls for an
extension of the gunship team relationship to
a point beyond the data base range used in
estim ating the production model, so the
relationship may or may not be valid at this
point.
T h e second solution provides a more
realistic optimum by constraining the number
of gunship team sorties to 65, the weekly
average flown during the period covered by
this study. T h is solution requires 1581 fighterattack sorties and is invariant with respect to
their cost. In general, about 100 sorties are
saved by shifting some sorties from LO C

T able III. Co.\l m m m uzaliun sortie allm a tio n s

Sortie T y p e ____________________
g u n s h ip team
fig h te r-a tta c k
tru c k s a n d s to ra g e a re as
lin e s o f c o m m u n ic a tio n
d ire c t a ir s u p p o rt
to ta l
c o s t p e r w eek
savm g p e r w eek
m a rg in a l c o s t to re d u c e th ro u g h p u t
m a rg in a l v a lu e o f a g u n s h ip te a m s o rtie

Flown
Per Week

Optimum 1

Optimum 2

65

134

65

579
695
404

344
201
167

765
445
371

1678

712

1581

$ 18 ,33 3 .70 0

$ 13 ,34 5 ,00 0

$ 17 ,47 0 ,40 0

4 ,98 8,70 0

8 63 ,30 0

12,300

2 7,300
187,000
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strikes 10 the more productive strikes against
irucks and storage areas. T h e cost of lhe
Optimum 2 com binaiion of sorties is about
$17.5 m illion, implying a possible saving of
somewhai less ihan $1 m illion.
T h e criticai role of the gunship leam is
highlighted in the second solution by the
increased marginal cost of obtaining a reduction in throughput by one truckload. As
less effective weapon systems are substituted
for the gunship team. the marginal cost more
than doubles. T h e dollar value of an
additional gunship team sortie in the second
solution is $187,000. Thus, total cost could be
reduced by $187,000 if an additional gunship
team sortie above the 65 were made available.
Although this marginal value decreases as
more gunship team sorties are added and the
first optimum is approached, these results are
indicative of the high opportunity cost of
using gunship teams in functions other than
striking trucks at night in their primary
interdiction role.
T h is does not imply, however, that the
gunship team alone should perform the
interdiction mission. Critics who advocated
the sole use of gunship teams on an average
output per dollar cost basis neglected a
fundamental facet of marginal cost analysis.
T h is is illustrated in the Optim um 1 solution
of Table III, where the number of gunship team
sorties was not limited. Seven hundred twelve

fighter-aiiack sorties, or 5.4 fighter-attac
sorties per each gunship team sortie, were stil
required for other interdiction functions. Evei
if the cost of a fighter-attack sortie were 10
percent greater than that used in this study, th
optimal distribution would still call for 2.
fighter-attack sorties for each gunship team
sortie. T he estimated results, therefore
conform to traditional theory which assert
that the marginal product of one input i
predicated in part on the number of othe
inputs with which it is combined. T h
gunship team’s marginal product wa
enhanced by the use of other fighter-attacl
aircraft, as was the marginal product of th
fighter-attack aircraft by the gunship teams
Both were an integral part of the interdictioi
effort.
A second way of looking at an optima
allocation scheme is to determine th
maximum reduction in throughput th atcou l
be expected from the sorties actually flown. I
other words, we now require to:
Maximize: T he reduction in throughpi
(IP t—
6 ~ T P t).
Subject to: (1) Gunship team sorties = 65 pt
week.
(2) Fighter-attack sorties = 167
per week.
T he solution to this output maximizatio
problem is given in T able IV. As can be seer

T a b le IV. O utput m axim ization sortie allocation s
Sortie Type
g u n s h ip te a m
fig h te r- a tta c k
tr u c k s a n d s to ra g e a re a s
lin e s o f c o m m u n ic a tio n
d ir e c t a ir s u p p o r t
to ta l
re d u c tio n in th r o u g h p u t

Flown Per Week

Optimum

65

65

579
695
404

o lu
465
403

1678

1678

436 tr u c k lo a d s

467 tru c k lo a d s
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lhe potential reduction in ihroughput is 467 main logistics transshipment hub. T h e intense
truckloads, 31 iruckloads more than was enemy reaction to the incursion is indicativeof
the threat he perceived to his South Vietnamese
actually attained.
and
Cambodian logistics life lines and his
The increase in output would result from a 33
percent shift of fighter-attack sorties oui of the further need to m aintain military credibilily.
lines of communication target category to the Nevertheless, the combined allied air and
trucks and storage area category. In the cosí ground forces destroyed large volumes of
minimization problem cited previously, a supplies and forced the enemy to expend
similar shift would permit a saving of about valuable resources in his defense. T he
100 sorties with the reduction in throughput productivity of the direct air support sorties
held constant at the campaign average. In resulted from their contribution to this joint
either case, the indication is that fewer lines of operation.
Beyond this immediate effect, Lam Son 719
communication sorties were required. A
reallocation out of this category to trucks and also played an important role in enhancing the
storage areas would have resulted in either an effectiveness of other interdiction sorties. T h e
increase in output for the same number of increased logistics requirements forced the
sorties or a saving of sorties for the same enemy to move and concentrate supplies that
might otherwise have been delayed or
output.
In the context of constrained optimization, concealed from air strikes. As a result, the
this is the one fault that can be found with productivity of the entire interdiction force
sortie allocations during Commando Hunt V. was increased and there was a decided upward
It was a fault that permeated all of the shift in enemy truck and supply destruction—
interdiction campaigns in Southeast Asia— indicating once again that when the enemy is
too many attacks of delay in an environment in forced into a main from confrontation and the
which time meant little to the enemy. T h e fact tim ing and volume of replacement men and
that this sortie set’s marginal product was m a te r ie l b eco m e c r i t i c a i , th e s tr ik e
positive, however, indicates a contribution to effectiveness of an interdiction force is
the interdiction effort that had not been considerably enhanced.
evidenced in other campaigns. If anything, the
credit must go to the eniry interdiction
Graphical Review
program, which delayed the enemy’s logistics
surge and gained time for the build-up and
T h e p r o b le m -s o lv in g m e th o d o lo g y
training of the gunship truck-killing force. An employed in this case study can be illustrated
earlier termination of this program, however, graphically in a two-dimensional diagram if
after first evidence that the enemy’s by-pass we group all fighter-attack aircraft sorties into
route structure had been completed, might one category and assume they have been
possibly have resulted in the savings outlined efficiently allocated, according to the inter
above.
diction model, to trucks and storage areas,
A final aspect of this campaign, one unique lines of com m unication, and direct air
to Commando Hunt V, was the Lam Son 719 support. We then have only two inputs to
ground incursion into Laos and its contribu- consider, the combined fighter-attack sorties
lion to the overall objective. Although and the gunship team sorties, and we seek the
the incursion did not meet with full least-cost com bination of these two inputs to
expectations, South Vietnamese ground troops attain the given output—a reduction in
remained in Laos for about six weeks and at throughput of 436 truckloads per week. T h is is
one point penetrated as far as Tchepone, a illustrated in the isoquant-isocost diagram of

gunship leam
sorties

fighter-attack sorties

Figure 4. Isixium it-isocost p resn ilation

Figure 4. T he diagram is for illustrative
purposes only and should not be taken as an
exact reproduction of lhe cosí and ouiput
functions. Ii has also been scaled to better
depict lhe various constrained Solutions.
T h e least-cosí com bination of sorties is
depicted by poini A on lhe diagram where the
given “436” isoquant is tangeni to the lowest
cost line of S13.3 in illion — the Optimum 1
solution. T h is solution, however, called for
134 gunship team sorties, more than were
available to strike trucks duringthecam paign.
VVe must, therefore, move down along the
isoquant or equal-ouiput line away from the
least-cost solution to poim B which is
constrained at 65 gunship team sorties— the
Optimum 2 solution. As can be seen in the
diagram, this solution is arhievable only at a
higher cost than the first.

An enerny lin e o ] ro n im u n iin h o n
w in din g througli b o m b irnters
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If the 1678 fighter-attack sorties that vvere
aciually flown had been optimally allocated
between target types, the potential reduction in
throughput would have been 467 truckloads.
T h is solution is represented by point C o n the
higher “467” isoquant and is the example of
maximizing output for a given resource levei.
T h e 1678 fighter-attack sorties flown in
conjunction with the 65 gunship sorties,
however, actually attained a reduction of only
436 truckloads, so their output lies somewhat
below the efficient produclion surface defined
by the series of isoquants. T h e difference, 31
truckloads, is the reduction in throughput
foregone, or the opportunity cost of the less
than optim al allocation of fighter-attack
aircraft.
On a dollar-cost basis, the potential saving
available at the Optimum 1 and 2 Solutions are
the differences between the actual cost line of
$18.3 m illion and the $13.3 m illion and $17.5
m illion lines, respectively. If sufficient
gunship team sorties had been available, a cost
saving of about $5 m illion per week might
have been attained. With the strike resources
available, however, a cost saving of less than $1
m illion per week was possible. T h is is a rather
impressive resull. C o m p a red to th e $17.5
m illio n o p tim a l cost, th eo v erru n u>as on ly fiv e
percen t.

in Southeast Asia. Historically, it has been
difficult to show a consistem payoff for the
supply denial objective in terms of its impact
on the outeome of a campaign, especially a
protracted one. What is observed is merely the
ability of the enemy to fight at the current operating levei, a levei which he may or may not
have selected as a resull of the burden imposed
on him by air in terd ictio n . W ithout
knowledge of the enemy’s precise intentions,
one finds it virtually impossible to determine
whether the interdiction effort seriouslyl
limited his capability to operate at the
preferred levei of activity. Indeed, some insight
into the impact oi interdiction during World
War II has been gained through the media of
German records and interviews, but barring a
similar exchange, it is unlikely we will ever l>e
able to assess with certainty the true impact
during the Southeast Asian conflict .21
Nevertheless, this uncertainty should not be
allowed to detract from the results already
described. U. S. armed forces weredeployed by
political decree to Southeast Asia, and given
this circumstance, a primary task of military
leaders was to conduct the assigned operations
as efficiently as possible. W ithin the context of
constrained optimization, the phenomenon
faced at lhe tactical levei, the final result was as
good as could possibly be expected.
D e p a r t m e n t o f D e fe n s e

MANV O BSERVERSstill question the viabilily
and overgll impact of the air interdiction effort
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H ER E SH O U LD be little doubt in the
minds of most thoughtful individuais
that laser weapon technology lias the
poiential to revolutionize the art of warfare
during the next quarter-century or two. Recently, various television shows and tnovies,
such as “Star T rek ” (with its main phasersdelivering lelhal photon torpedoes) and Star
Wars, have popularized the image of death
rays. Prior to the advent of high-energy laser
technology, this image of target destruction
through intense laser irradiation seemed much
too exotic to be more than suggestive of
twenty-first century possibilities. T he purpose
of this article is to separate technological
reality from emotional imagery in an initial
38
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attempt to understand better the feasibility,
desirability, and complex implications of
future laser weapons .1
Donald Brennan has related the revealing
anecdote about a distinguished physicist who,

l a se r

in 1956, siated that the development of a
coherent source of lighi would never be
possible:
The laser, which is exacdy such a source, was
invenied in 1958, and lhe firsi operating model
was achieved in 1960. By 1962, people were
modulating laser beams for communicaiions and
bouncing laser beams off the moon. The laser
provides a uniquely concentrated source of
radiant energy; . . .
Fifteen years ago, or possiblv even ten, one
mighi have asked a represemative scientist jusl
which of the technical devices appearing in the
Buck Rogers comic strip was least likely to be
achieved in the near future. If 1 am not mistaken,
most [such respondents] (certainly I myself)
would have pointed to the disintegrator ray gun.
It would have been a bad choice, as the invention
of the laser in 1958 made apparent. . . ,2

This passage was published before Edward
Gerry announced his invention of the gasdvnamic laser, which opened the door for
high-energy laser (H EL) technology. Public
disclosures about rapidly advancing H EL
technology, which now includes electricdischarge lasers and Chemical lasers, suggest
that the U .SrSoviet competition to weaponize
these technologies is well under wav.
Following the advent of gas-dynamic laser
technology in the late 1960s, various news
reports have been published regarding the
military potential of high-energy laser

w e a po n s
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weapons. For example, in 1973 an Associated
Press story stated that:
The Briiish governmeni is exchanging Informa
tion with the United States on a laser "death ray”
both nations are developing to destroy aircraft
and missiles ai long range, the Defense Ministry
said today. A spokesman said work on a powerful,
long-range laser gun has been going on for some
time.5

More recently, an article appearing in the N ew
York T im es boasted a headline implying that
high-energy laser weapons would become part
of American and Soviet arsenais in the nor-toodistant future .4 What formerly had been considered an exotic weapon possibility has now
become a conventional topic of popularized
articles appearing in news stories and in
science-oriented magazines.5
How much money is being spent to develop
laser weapons (i.e., to weaponize high-energy
laser technology)? Rumor has it that the Soviet
Union may be spending as much as $1 billion
each year on laser weapon research and de
velopment (R&D ).6 American expenditures,
according to publicly released figures, were
$187 m illion in FY 1977 andareestim ated tobe
$150 m illion in FY 1978. T able I provides a
historical breakdown of these funding leveis
for the three Services and for the Defense
A d vanced R e s e a rc h P r o je c ts A gen cy
(DARPA), while Figure 1 indicates the

T able /. DOD high-energy laser fu n d m g ($ m illion s)
FY 1978

FY 1975

FY 1976

FY 1977

A rm y

24.8

28.5

26.5

13.7

N avy

38.6

45.3

46.3

33.2

A ir F o rc e

56.2

63.1

88.9

78.2

DARPA

21.1

20.9

25.4

24.9

140.7

157.8

187.1

150.0

S o u rc e:

Dr M alcolm R C u rpe. D irector of D efen se R esea rch and Engineering.
T h e D o D P r o g r a m o l R D T & E , F Y 1 97 7 , S tatem en t fo lh e C o n g re ss, 3
February 1976 and O ffice of th e A ssistant D irecfor (S p a c e a n d A dvanced
S y sfem s). ODDR&E

______ Stafl Control
______ T ech n ical
Coordination

Figure I. H igh-energy laser R bD program m anagem ent

management structure for the DO D ’s highenergy laser program.
T h e objective of the DOD-wide H EL
program is to develop laser weapons that are
capable of engaging and destroying selected
military targets .7 T lie H E L technology
program is structured to provide the necessary
fe a sib ility tests to su p p o rt fu ll-sc a le
engineering development decisions for laser
weapons in the early 1980s. If prototype laser
weapons are successfully demonstrated by the
mid-1980s, operational weapon Systems might
become available in the late 1980s for selected
tactical applications emphasizing the defense
of aircraft, ships, and ground-based assets.
Hypothetical laser weapon systems consist
of three basic components. T h e laser dev ice
(beam generator) generates the high-energy
beam of electromagnetic radiation. T he
fire-co n tro l subsystem acquires the target,
selects the aim point, and aims the weapon.
Finally, the b ea m -co n tro l (optical) subsystem
expands the beam and projects it to the target.
In view of the central requirement to
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prepare for prototype decisions in the early
1980s, the three Services are engaged in a series
of technology demonstrations involving the
broad spectrum of HEL. issues as illustrated in
Figure 2. The Army testbed is the Mobile Test
EInit, consisting of an electric laser mounted
on a USMC L.VTP-7 tracked vehicle, which
was retired recently after accom plishing its
r e m a in in g m ile s to n e s . T h e Navy is
conducting a unified field test program at the
San Juan Capistrano facility near Camp
Pendleton, Califórnia, which placesemphasis
on integration of an advanced beam-control
system with Chemical lasers. Finally, the
testbed for the Air Force H EL program is the
Airborne Laser Laboratory (ALL), a highly
instrumented NKC-135 aircraft.
One of the best unclassified summaries of
the DOD high-energy laser program is given in
a three-part series of articles by Philip J. klass.
Among lhe important H EL development
programs discussed by klass, the Airborne
Laser Laboratory is probably the most
significam for USAF applications:

LASER WEAPONS

To investigate high-altitude propagalion problems and lhe inherent difíicullies of installing a
high-energy laser and its aiming-tracking system
in an airborne platform, LTSAF has outfitied a
Boeing K.C-135. The aircraft, called the Airborne
Laser Laboraiory (ALL), has been outfitted with a
gas-dynamic laser, using carbon dioxide, which
radiatesai 10.6 micron, supplied by 1'nited Technologies Corp. The beam aiming tracking
system is supplied by Hughes Aircraft Ck).
The Airborne Laser Laboratory is the most
advanced of the three planned Service testbed
facilities, and experience gained with the USAF
aircraft is expected to be of value for surface-based
applications.8

selected stra te g ic im p lic a tio n s

Potential applications of air-based laser
weapons include bomber self-defense, air
su p erio rity , s a te llite d e stru c iio n , and
antisubmarine launched ballistic missile
(ASLBM) missions. The first tvvo applications
might be feasible, if not especially costeffective, during the next decade. T he last two
applications are the ones with significam
strategic (and arms control) im plications since
they could constitute unique long-range
capabilities for which there would be few
competing technological alternatives.
An air-based laser antisatellite (ASAT)
capability would have some interesting
advantages and disadvantages. First, any
American antisatellite capability would tend
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to symmetrize the curreni unsetiling situation
in which the Soviet Union has developed and
tested a nonnuclear hunter-killer ASAI'
system .9On the other hand, the U.S. at best has
no more than a primitive nuclear antisatellite
capability whose use is not very credible, short
of all-out warfare. T he Soviet ASAT capability
has triggered a U.S. budget request for $108
m illion to be dedicated to “space defense”
R 8cD:
Soviet development and testing oí a potential
antisatellite capability clearly threatens the survivability of our space system and raises lhe
spector of space warfare as a new dimension of
conílict. VVe are responding to this Soviet initiative in space by expanding those RDT&E
programs which will provide a capability for
protecting U.S. satellite systems.10

Given the large and growing space assets of the
United States, which include importam early
warning and com m unication satellities ,11
continued neglect of the U .S.-Soviet ASAT
asymmetry might increasingly imp>eril the
American strategic posture. A symmetrizing
response, which may be both technologically
elegant and politically discreet, corresponds to
air-based laser ASAT weapons.
T he second point is much more subtle. If
effective laser antisatellite weapons were
d ep lo y ed on la rg e a ir c r a f t by b oth
superpowers, the temptation to strike first
might grow. Both sides might perceive that

Figure 2. H igh-energy laser program
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T h e laser, a product o j only lh e last twenty years, is bein g intently researched here and abroad in
both civil and m ilitary laboratories fo r p o len tia l application s. At lh e lim e o f its developm ent in
lhe Air Force IVeapons L aboratory, lhe pu lsed C 0 2 laser (below ) was a com pletely new concept in
C-02 lasers; its laser beam represented a 2 to 3 orders o f m agnitude increase in pulsed C 0 2 pow er
leveis w hile m ain tain m g high average p ow er because o f continuous and rapid pulse repetition
capability. . . . O ther Air Force laser research projects (op p osite) include lhe electric discharge
con veclion laser (top), w hich is used fo r laser effect and vulnerability lesting; the C 0 2 electric
discharge laser (E D L) charge m odu lator; the CO , electric discharge laser electron gun.
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importam advantages could be gained by preempting the opposition during a developing
crisis. Space might be viewed as an attractive
arena for early hostilities that demonstrate
resolve during such a crisis without being too
provocative. Moreover, once long-range laser
ASAT weapons enter the strategic scene, laser
antiballistic missile (ABM) concepts (which
may or may not be space-based) cannot be far
behind .12
We may have more to lose in this type of
H E L arms competition than the Soviets, not
simply because the U.S. is more dependem on
satellites than the Soviet Union. Elite
opposition to ABM weapon systems is much
stronger in the U.S. than in the Soviet Union.
Russian leaders have always had a strong
interest in strategic defense, as demonstrated by
the contemporary American puzzlement
regarding the strategic significance of large
Soviet civil defense capabilities. In this regard,
former Defense Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld
made an extremely interesting point in his last
report to Congress:
In theorizing about strategic nuclear stability,
some analysts have postulated that mutual
vulnerability is a condition of stability—in other
words, if each side offered its vulnerable
population and industry as hostages to the other,
neither side would dare to attack. These same
analysts saw acceptance by the Soviets of this
premise in their signature of the ABM Treaty of
1972. It has become eq u ally p la u sib le to believe
that the Soviets have never really agreed to this
assumption, and that they entered the ABM
Treaty either because of severe resource constraints or because they feared that, without an
agreement, U.S. technology over the near term
would give us a continuing and even growing
advantage in this form of defense.13

Some students of strategic affairs may
disagree with Rumsfeld that “it has become
equally plausible’’ to believe that the Soviet
Union is not irrevocably wedded to the ABM
Treaty by virtue of its being a collective
“ MADvocate.’’14In any case, Soviet interpretation of the ABM Treaty of 1972 may leaveopen
the possibility that the development of ABM

systems “based on other physical principies’’15
is not foreclosed by Article V which States that:
Each Party undertakes not to develop, test, or
deploy ABM systems or components which are
sea-based, air-based, space-based, or mobile landbased.

Some American officials interpret this article
to apply only to those ABM systems or
c o m p o n e n ts c u r r e n tly c o n s is tin g of
interceptor missiles, radars, etc., and not to
“exotic” ABM possibilities that might utilize
laser or particle beams. Hence, to the extern
t h a t S o v i e t le a d e r s m ay s h a r e t h is
interpretation and have not foreclosed the
exotic-ABM option, the advent of American
laser ASAT weapon systems could provide
additional incentive for Soviet development of
air- or space-based laser ABM systems.
T h e ASLBM application is an example of
another long-range H E L possibility that bears
directly on the ABM Treaty of 1972. T o the
degree that overhead surveillance systems can
provide early warning and launch location
inform ation for submarine-launched ballistic
missiles (SLBM s), this information could be
utilized to vector laser-armed aircraft which
would carry out boost-phase interceptions of
relatively soft SLBM s. T h is conception of a
p o ssib le air-b ased laser A SL B M w eapon
system might prove to be much more costeffective than strategic antisubmarine warfare
(ASW) systems. Its feasibility, of course, would
depend on further advances in high-energy
laser technology as well as on the future
durability of the ABM Treaty, for which a
review conference will be convened in 1978.
It is my belief that laser ABM systems
constitute the most interesting possible appli
cation of high-energy laser technology. It
is true that laser guns (having large fields of
fire and great agility) mounted on vanousaircraft
may lead to h ig h ly effective self-d efense
and air superiority capabilities in the coming
decades. But the real payoff is in laser weapon
systems that have long ranges (e.g., thousands
of miles) and adequate'power propagation
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pointing characteristics to produce the timely
destruction oí strategic targets such as satellites
and ballistic missiles. The contemporary
strategic balance is based on nuclear weapons,
which, in the event of war, would be delivered
to their designated targets by bombers, ICBMs,
and SLBMs (and probably strategic cruise
missiles in the mid-term future). Effective
interception of these nuclear delivery systems
constitutes the most important generic
function of strategic defensive weapon systems
and may prove to be highly feasible by the use
of advanced laser weapons.
sp a ce a s a n a re n a
fo r la ser iv ea p o n ry

With the possible exception of the ASLBM
application, aircraft are not the most
appropriate platforms for basing high-energy
laser weapons designed to destroy strategic
ballistic missiles. Given its unique vantage
point and lack of propagation problems, space
is the best arena from which to launch potent
"photon torpedoes” toward strategic missiles
in the vulnerable boost-phase. Missile cases
and engines would appear to have important
laser vulnerabilities during the highly stressed
powered portion of the flight trajectory.
Satellites, of course, would tend to be even
more vulnerable to space-based lasers.
The Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency has been concentrating its strategic
technology efforts in Chemical laser R 8cD with
various space-based applications in mind. In
his posture statement for FY 1977, under the
pnority heading of "Space Applications,”
DARPA Director George H. Heilmeier stated:
The US continues to increase its reliance on
strategic offensive and defensive systems which
totally or partially involve space as the environment. It is in this environment that one of the
most significam properties of a high energy laser
may be exploited most fully—the ability to
precisely transmit energy over very long distances
at the speed of light.
The laser device is the heart of the system and
for space-based applications, where system
weight is a criticai factor, laser efficiency is a
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driving parameter. The DARPA laser program is
investigating two candidate device classes—an
infrared (2.7pm) hydrogen-fluoride laser whose
energy is produced by either Chemical orelectrical
excitation. . . .
Recent DARPA studies have revealed the
significam advantages to be gained by implememing very large optical apertures in space. In
infrared surveillance systems, this would provide
the capability to accomplish continuous surveillance. This year DARPA has initiated studies to
define the technical risk and direction associated
with the development of this technology. YVe feel
that large erectable space optics will significantly
influence the future direction of space laser and
surveillance system development.16

More recently, Dr. Heilmeier has testified
that DARPA’s space-based laser program is
motivated partly by a belief that the
achievement of high-energy lasers for possible
use against hostile satellites "could represem a
Sputnik-like event” in its geopolitical
im pact .17 His important testimony before the
Senate Armed Services Subcommittee on R 8cD
goes directly to the heart of the potential
strategic im plications of high-energy laser
technology:
When I appeared before this committee last
year, I outlined an investment strategy which
focused on some key questions whose answers are
deeply rooted in advanced technology. There is
little doubt in my mind that these questions could
become the national security issues of the 1980s.
Let me review them briefly:
• Are there technologies on the horizon that
could make possible a space-related use of high
energy lasers and could such a laser system in the
hands of the Soviets threaten our vital satellite
network and strategic deterrent capability?
Conversely, could such a laser serve the United
States in some defensive way? . . .
Even two years ago some of these questions
would have seemed like something out of a
modem day Jules Verne novel. However, as a
result of DARPA initiatives, while difficult
technical problems remain, the technologies to
answer each of these questions in the affirmative
are on the horizon today and require little in the
way of m a jo r u n k n o w n , c o n c e p tu a l
breakthroughs to make visionary answers to these
questions a reality. But what are the implications
to our security assuming that weor the Soviets are
successful?
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For a momeni, I’d like you to consider:
• Space Defense—Both the United States and
Rússia depend heavily on space assets. Ponder the
consequences of a space associated system that
could protect our own satellite resources while
possessing the capability to destroy enemy
satellites in a surgical and timely manner. . . .
• Ballistic Misstle Defense—Ballistic missile
defense based on missile interceptors can be
saturated by large numbers of warheads. Ponder
the consequences of a leak-proof ballistic missile
defense—one that could not be overcome by
projected numbers of missiles. . . .
Somettme in the future, the foregoing
initiatives can be ours instead of the Soviets'.
While difficult technical problems remain, the
technology is on the horizon and amenable to an
investment in well structured, focused programs__
Almost from the inception of the high energy
laser, people have speculated on the possibility of
deployment of them in space. This was simply
unrealizable using the gas dynamic laser (the first
high energy laser) or the electrically excited laser
because of their size and weight Our recently
completed analysis indicates that laser Systems
incorporating much more efficient future Chemi
cal lasers may be feasible.
The high energy laser in space is a potential
system to defend our own satellites against antisatellite threats. The technical problems are
formidable, requiring major advances in Chemi
cal laser devices; precision pointingandtracking;
and large, high-power optics. Nevertheless, space
is a favorable environment for Chemical lasers.
The pressure recovery problem that terrestrial and
airborne applications must face does not exist in
the vacuum of space, nor are there propagation
problems due to the atmosphere which can distort
lhe beam and lessen its effectiveness.

The DARPA program is attacking important
aspects of the space-based high energy laser
problem. It is my belief that the high energy laser
in space could represem a Sputnik-like event...
a technical achievement which could influence
the perceptions of foreign countries as to who is
the leader in defense-related technology. Such
perceptions could have serious political implications in view of more obvious trends in other
areas.18
According to a recent report on H E L
weapon possibilities, the question of space
applications comes up again and again:
Not only do all laser wavelengths travei better in

space—losing energy density only throuf
unavoidable beam spreading—but sorparticularly destructive wavelengths, such y
those in the ultraviolet, can only propagate ir.
vacuum. Chemical lasers, which may one day very light and efficient, work best in space. Ari
satellites make very tempting targets, since g
their nature, they must be lightweíght and thi
relatively fragile.
The number of strategically important satilites is constantly increasing. . . . Treaties ail
incidents aside, [former DDR&E] Currie admi,
"The question of warfare in space or space an
sanctuary inevitably will arise.”19
T h is line of thinking has produced a revival
interest in the possibility of space warfa:
involving high-energy laser weapons .20
At a Harvard seminar in 1974, Richard .
Garwin reportedly delivered a "devastatit}
critiq u e ” of the em erging laser weapo»
program .21 After ruling out various las:
weapon possibilities (e.g., ground-based ABIV
airborne antiaircraft, and shipborne anticrui
missile systems) as either cost-ineffective :
vulnerable to countermeasures, Garwin mai
a quite provocative statement about the like
American response to a hypothetical Sovis
deployment of a space-based laser weapc
system:
A space-based laser ABM . . . fails as a practic
candidate for deployment if only because neith
the United States and the Soviet Union woui
tolerate lhe other’s gradual deployment of sue
capability. Rather, nuclear-armed intercepto
would be used to altack the imagined lase
bearing satellites as they were being readied
orbit over a period of months.22
G a rw in ’s statem en t and H eilm eier
testimony provide important evidence th
Soviet development and testingof space-basc
high-energy lasers would generally be take
very seriously by the United States. T his wou
be true even if such Soviet activities were beir
performed with nondestruetive purposes i
mind (such as radar tracking, high-resolutic
imaging, or power transmission ).25 Indee
any large-scale Soviet experimentation wii
space-based high-energy lasers that occurrt
before similar American experimentatic
could well constitute a Heilmeierian "Spc
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jiik-like” technological surprise with enorInous political and mililary im pact .21 The
Kjssibility of this type of technological
,urprise and its concomitant implications for
liational security and arms control must be
laken into account by strategic and arms conrol policy planners.
elected a rm s c o n tro l im p lic a tio n

The political evolution of an appropriate
American response to such a possible Soviet
iurprise is one of the most uncertain
tomponents of the current strategic situation.
The Soviets are well aware of the legacy ol
jputnik/1957: the aggressive American
•esponse pushed the Soviet Union deeper into
i posture of strategic inferiority which lasted
•
(:or more than a decade. Would Soviet leaders
end to be more cautious about triggering a
.imilar American response in the future? Or
would they calculate that the contemporary
Arms control environment might provide
rdequate political cover for important
:echnological developments in the area of
itrategic defense which could ultimately
zontribute to clear-cut Soviet superiority?
After all, the ABM Treaty of 1972 is the
aedrock of the SA L T process on which rests
jeverything that has followed, including
fPresident Carter’s expectations that a SA L T II
'igreement is feasible in the very near future.
Hence the Soviet leadership might believe that
iome combination of ( 1) arms control
ambience; (2) American permissiveness regarding technical violations of the existing SA L T
agreements; and (3) vocal MADvocates in
American elites (who would never permit the
construction of serious ABM systems for
population defense) could suffice to protect
Soviet H EL (or particle-beam) initiatives from
inducing coherent mobilization of American
military technology and resources in the form
ol a serious commitment to, say, a space-based
jlaser ABM weapon development program.
One of the primary consideralions regarding
the continuing viability of the ABM Treaty of

J
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1972 is whether the Soviet Union and United
States both have sufficient political will to
resolve the rather "sinall and grubby" issues
that are likely to arise. T h e first ABM Treaty
review conference during 1978 will provide an
important forum for testing the political will
of both parties to this treaty when the issues of
tactical ABM and SAM-upgrade possibilities
may be placed on the conference agenda.
Difficulty in resolving smaller arms control
issues would portend extreme problems in
resolving much larger issues relating to
exotic-ABM possibilities in the future (e.g.,
during the ABM Treaty review conference of
1983 and 1988—it should be noted that this
treaty is of u n lim ited duration).
How interested will the Soviet Union and
the United States be in propping up the ABM
Treaty during the 1980s if and when H E L (or
particle-beam) technology advances to the
point at which serious ABM applications
appear to be feasible and may become
increasingly desirable? T o the extern that both
American and Soviet leaders invest significam
political capital in detente and bilateral
strategic arms control objectives, they will tend
to equivocate with their domestic constituencies and even deceive themselves about what
the other’s intentions and possible capabilities
may be .25 T he fundamental issue of political
will may become subsidiary to that of the
grudging toleration by one side (probably the
American) for ABM research or advanced
development initiatives by the other side
(probably the Soviet) which do not per se
violate Article V of the ABM Treaty, liberally
interpreted.
T h e key point is the existence of broad gray
zones between those H E L applications that
may involve real threats to the viability of the
strategic nuclear-deterrent forces and those
that do not. Few sharp boundaries can be
drawn between future H E L systems designed
to track and image satellites and those having
marginal capabilities for delivering lethal
bolts of laser energy to relatively fragile

Airborne L,aser Laboratory
T h e CSA F A irborne L aser L aboratory
(A L I.) is lh e m ost advani e d a n d p ro b a b ly the
rnost signtfit ant fo r CSAF a p p lu a tio n s in
t h e h i g h - e n e r g y la s e r d e v e l o p m e n t
program s. In flig h t (abov e) out o f K irtland
AFR, N ew M éxico, th e A irborn e L aser
L aboratory is an N K C -H sA airi raft testbed
facility. . . . Shou'n rlose-u p (lielow ) is the
A irborne L aser L aboratory aircrafFs pod.
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satellues or eveniually to strategic nuclear
aircraft and missiles. As H EL technology
advances, this gray zone expands, and
marginal weapon capabilities against vulnerable largeis lend to blur into increasingly
broad-based capabilities against a wider
spectrum of ‘‘interesting” targets. This blurring process is likely to produce severe and
unprecedented difficulties for the arms control
task of channeling H E L technology into
directions which have minimal destabilizing
implications for international security over the
long haul.
On the other hand, considering the inherent
instability of nuclear deterrence as a means for
reducing the risk of destructive war over the
very-long-term future, one could argue that a
strategic transition from nuclear offensive
weapons to nonnuclear (photon and/or
particle-beam) defensive weapons might be
eminently desirable. In this regard. Presidem
Carters ultimate objective of the elim ination
of nuclear weapons from national arsenais
should be noted. T h e primary task of longterm arms control may be to channel H EL
technology so as not to destabilize the delicate
balance of nuclear deterrence but rather to
guarantee a s m o o th transition from such
“ofíensive'' balances to a more stable regime of
defensive emphasis.
T his line of thinking brings us to a central
arms control issue: should the AB\1 Treaty of
1972 be interpreted as banningall space-based
H EL systems, including those not dedicated to
the ABM mission as well as those that are? All
military systems have growth potential (e.g.,
note the persistence of theSAM upgrade issue),
and H EL weapon systems may have much
more than their fair share. Could nonlethal
HEL systems be secretly upgraded to have
lethal capabilities in such a manner that
detectability would remain highly uncertain?
Or could non-ABM laser weapons be upgraded
to have significam ABM capabilities? If so, the
ABM Treaty review conferenceof 1983 or 1988
may be forced to consider the feasibility of
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arms control verification for emerging H EL
technology. T h is technology is an increasingly
importam gray area, with enormous strategic
potential, in which straightforward arms
c o n tr o l n e g o tia tin g and v e r ific a tio n
approaches are totally lacking. Disposition of
these complex issues through conceptual
nuclear attacks on “imagined” laser ABM
satellite systems, as Garwin suggested, comes
nowhere near the heart of the laser weapon
arms control problem.
Given new statutory requirements for arms
control impact statements (A CIS ),26as well as
the Carter adm inistration’s clear-cut arms
control orientation, it seems questionable
whether G arw in’s type of summary judgment
against space-based H E L weapon systems will
elim inate future academic and congressional
interest in the im plications of possible laser
weapon developments for both American and
international security. T h is should prove to be
a fertile field for Creative policy-relevant
research, especially since adequate technical
verification of HEL-related arms control
agreements may prove to be an extremely
elusive goal:
The SALT agreements did include a specific
prohibition of the testing of certain kinds of ABM
components of satellite-based ABM development.
Less than complete confidence in verification was
accepted in these agreements, which seem to have
set a precedem for other possible limitations
without insistence on verification. That verificalion is as much a political as a technical matter,
that perfect verification is impossible, and that it
is also unnecessary if there is some measure of
political trust are also increasingly accepted
ideas.27

In essence, inadequate technical verification
of hypothetical laser weapon arms control
agreements would force the United States to
rely upon Soviet good will. Few Americans,
however, would be willing to accept this type
of arrangement.
The bottom line for laser weapons is that
they are slowly moving toward engineering
reality from the domain of Science ficlion.
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When H E L prototypes become available in the
mid-1980s for various military applications,
the policy im plications of laser weapons for
strategic force structure and doctrine will
require careful investigation. T he impact of

this new family of directed-energy weaponry
on strategic arms control will become
increasingly important and could help deter
mine the long-term evolution of the shape of
SA L T during the future.
H u d s o n In stitu te, In c .
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ASSERTIVENESS
TRAINING FOR THE
MILITARY W O M AN ?

N a n c y Du g h i

C ase 1: The bus shelter stands in front oí the womerTs dormitory. It is deep;
the bench inside is protecied on three sides from wind and rain. The interviewer
cites it as a convenience for the women. One of the group makes an angry
grimace; another laughs self-consciously.
“Sure it is," she says, "it you don't look at the walls."
"W alls?”
The angry woman answers, “ Yeah! Inside they are covered with insults. Not
just in writing, but carved in the wood. After they painted the shelter, you could
still read the words. WAFs are this . . . WAFs are that . .
"Have you reported it?”
"N o. Who would care? We’re just two-stripers. Or they'd say we’re women,
always com plaining."
A younger woman shrugs off the discussion. “ It isn't that serious. I know
those things aren’t true, so I don't let them bother me. I just look away."
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Case 2: Sergeant McC has her uniforms made in the lailor shop. She is tall and
fine-boned. On duiy she wears her long blonde hair in a bun. Theoiher women
regard her as an example of what a woman should look like in uniform. But it is
her attitude as much as her appearance lhat impresses people; she is careerminded. Shefeels she must prove that women can succeedin "m ale" jobs. When
she is assigned 10 work behind lhe desk (actually a high counier) in the security
station. she must climb onto the desk to raise the heavy door above it. The men
do not have to do this, for they are taller or stronger than she. However, she has
"sworn" that she will never ask any of the men to do anything for her.
Case 3: A 1C laughs when she hears Sergeant McC. She says that she herself is
jusi the opposite. She will let the men do her whole job if they want to. There is
much she pretends not to be able to handle. just to get out of work. She goes on to
explain what she does. or says, toelicit help. Therest of the women laugh, agree,
add cominents. Sgt. McC presses her lips together and says nothing more. It is
obvious she is a minority in this group.
Case 4: Sênior Airman R is very happy in the Air Force. She works in supply;
her supervisor praises her for her quickness to do the menial parts of her job
cheerfully. In this, he says, she is superior to the young men of thesameageand
training who work for him. She is the enlistee par excellence: her morale is high;
she takes advantage of recreation facilities; she is a conscientious, even
enthusiastic, participam in the Extension Course Institute program. However,
she wears her hair in such a strange fashion that even lhe base commander has
commented on it. Since she violates no rules, she cannot be reprimanded for the
odd style. Her superior, a male, is at a loss as to what to do. He fears tears and
suggests that the interviewer speak to her aboui it. A male officer comments,
"She must have been sick the day they gave them hair styling in Basic.”

UCH SM ALL incidents and attitudes are
the drops lhat make up tides, lides which
are reflected on personnel charts in reenlisimeni numbers, efficiency quotas, and
career progression graphs. Even though all
four cases concern women, ihey are not
uniquely ‘‘fem inine’* situations. T h e problems transcend sex, and vasi programs in all
divisionsof lhe Human Resources Branch are
geared to deal with lhe discrimination, malingering, and lack of team spirit illustrated. Only
in Case 4, where ihose with the real problem of
adjustment were male officers or NCOs, is
there no obvious organizational way of
handling what they feel is a problem.
What is unusual about these cases is the way
in which the women have acted or reacted.
Young males, black or white, would have

S

handled the situations very differently and, for
the Air Force's purposes, in more desirable
ways. They would have complained to Social
Actions, demanded help from a crew mate,
argued with a malingerer, or have been
available for a frank discussion about a
personal idiosyncrasy. In brief, they would
have been assertive. No inhibitions because of
their sex would have kept them quiet.
But since male assertiveness is based more on
the good self-image that most young men
have 1 than on natural aggressiveness; and since
female nonassertiveness stems more from
social conditioning than from their admitted
nonaggressiveness ,2it would seem logical that
the Air Force should make an atiempt to
counteract the women’s conditioning by
trying to raise their self-image and by giving
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them courses in how to be assertive. Hours
spent teaching young female recruits about
make-up or hair styles could be better used to
help them raise their self-estimates and
develop interpersonal skills so that they can
start their Air Force careers with the same
degree of confidence that young male recruits
face new situations.
It must be remembered that assertiveness is
not aggressiveness. Hand-to-hand combat or
guerrilla warfare may call for aggressive
behavior, bui otherwise, strongly aggressive
people are a handicap, even to an organization
designed to make war. It is important to point
out this distinction before continuing the
argumeni for Assertiveness T raining for
military women, partly because aggressiveness
in women is considered an undesirable
characteristic by both men and women and
partly because the two words are often
incorrectJy interchanged. When aggressive is
used as a complimentary term for a man, the
speaker usually means assertive. An assertive
salesman. for example, interests and wins
clients; an aggressive salesman antagonizes
them.
One of the leading exponents of Assertive
ness T rain in g defines thecharacteristics in this
way:
N onassertive b eh a v io r is that typeof interpersonal behavior which enables the person's rights to be
violated in one of two ways: (a) the person violates
his her bwn rights . .. by . . . ignoring them or (b)
. . . permits others to infringe on his/her rights. . .
Assertive b eh a v io r is that type of interpersonal
behavior in which a person stands up for his/her
legitimate rights in such a way that the rights of
others are not violated . . .
A ggressive b eh a v io r . . . is behavior in which a
person stands up for his/her rights in such a way
that the rights of others are violated. . . .3

These definitions were developed by Ms.
Jakubow ski-Spector while preparing a monograph on assertiveness for the American
Personnel and Guidance Association. Her
scholarly work has become a reference for
writers of the best-selling paperback books that

have made Assertiveness T raining a subject of
discussion for anyone who is interested in
human relations. Psychologists and career
counselors have developed assertive training
workshops appropriate for businesses, and the
educators and clergy who are familiar with this
literature use it to enliven their classes or
sermons.
T he danger here is that this very popularity
makes many women, to whom such books are
especially addressed,1 feel they already know
enough about assertiveness to make training in
the subject unnecessary. Military women, by
enlisting, have made a giant step, they feel,
into the world dominated by men. Anything
more would smack of Women’s Liberation,
and though uniformed women feel strongly
about havingequal rights, they also feel strong
ly about not being “libbers” or extremists.
Air Force surveys and civilian polis 5 reveal
that women are decidedly more conservaiive
than men. They know far less about the wom
en’s movement or their own rights than blacks
or other minorities, or even whites, know
about black history or the civil rights laws.6
However, since women usually have a lower
image of women in general than they have of
themselves as individuais ,7 it is necessary to
raise their opinion of their entire gender, as
well as their personal self-confidence. A
miniconsciousness raising session should
precede Assertiveness T raining and is, in fact,
included in the most comprehensive of the
paperback books, T h e N ew Assertive W om an.
T h is work aims to convince women of the stark
necessity as well as the advantages of being
assertive, and, through a questionnaire, it helps
them spot areas where they are aggressive or
nonassertive.
Body language; voice pitch, timbre, and
expression; posture, grooming and choice of
clothes—all reveal a person's self-estimate.
These qualitiesaredealt with during Assertive
ness T raining so that changes come from the
inside and are not merely adjustments made to
the outer appearance.
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Visible changes, in fact, are often noticed
after Assertiveness Training. Weight-loss is an
example. Obesity is more common among
women than men, and studies indicate that it is
often caused by conflict about sex stereotypes.8
Fat women do not rate passivity, docility, and
modesty high as their own major interpersonal
traits. Yet they have been conditioned to
believe that strength and responsibility (which
they rate high) are not socially desirable for
women. They compensate by gaining weight.
When such women start to behave assertively,
they no longer need extra flesh, and they are
able to lose and control their weight.

Notes
I Manha T . S. Mednick et al.. editors. W om en a n d A chtevem en t (New
York Halsted Press. 1975). pp. 58-41. Ingc kL Broverman ct a l.. *‘Sex R ole
Stcrcotvprs and Judgm em of Mental H ealth" in Mednick.
2. Connne Hum. M ale a n d F em a le (Middlesex. England: Penguin Books.
1972). pp. 108-9
5.
Patrícia Jakubow ski-Spector. "An Introduction to A ssm iv t T rain in g
Procedures íor W om en" (W ashington. D.C.: American Personnel and
Guidancr Avsociation. 1973).
4. T his is bccauv women seem to buy this sort o í book more írequently. T he
subjrrt ts as apropos to men as to women. as noted in cases cited in W hen IS a y
Vo. I F eel G u itly bv Manuel J . Sm ith (New York Baniam Books. 1975) and
l)on'i Say Ves W hen You Want to Say .Vo bv Herbert Fensterheim and Joan
Bj t t t New York. Dell Books. 1975). A young man a ta n Army post in Europe
ramr u» an Assertiveness T rain in g session given by the author He was not
dismaved that the roursr was geared íor women: he took notes and said he felt
hc had gottro whai he had come for nps on how to enforce discipline in his
new rxtra-duty jo b as barracks sergeant
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providing its
women with confidence on the job, which
comes from knowing that they have been
competently trained. Now, a com bination of
Assertiveness T rain in g with at least a minimum of consciousness raising and women s
history is needed to prepare them to move in
larger numbers into positions of responsibility
and command, which will soon be theirs by
right of rank or grade. T heir technical training
is not faulted. It is time special attention was
paid to developing the force of character and
the interpersonal skills they will need as sênior
NCOs and officers.
Th
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5. Air Force Survey tohelpevaluaieeffeciivenessoí Social Actions programs,
prepared in 1976 by Gaptain David L. Payne. USAF. Program Analysis
Branch. Department o í Social Actions T rain in g . T h e Virgínia Slims
American W o m an i O pinion Poli. vol. III. conducted by the Roper
Organization. G allup Polis. Princeton. New Jersey, 1955-1977.
6. For five weeks. diííerent gToups present in Social Actions sessions at one
base were asked this question: "N am e two women who worked íor w om ens
suffrage " Only two names wcre ever oífered. and these, in seriousness. were
Jan e Fonda and Margaret Mead. T h egro u p s totaled 125 peop leof both sexes.
all ranks and grades, civilian and m ilitary. AII gToups could name three.
somctimes five. black or m inority civil rights Icadcrv Later. a g ro u p o í íiíteen
college women knew the last name only of one suffrage worker and lhe first
name oí another. All white. they knew the full names of three black civil rights
workers.
7. Mednick. pp. 38 and 44.
8. Angela Barron McBride. A M a m e d F em im st (New York: Harper and
Row, 1975). cites in her chapter, "T h e Body." numerous studies on wom en’s
obesity and overeating.

SAC air division commander would generate
only limited, mostly local, attention, but this
assignment had repercussions far beyond the
two northwestern U.S. bases that comprise the
47th Air Division. T h e assignment wasexceptional because Colonel Scott (then a brigadier
general selectee) is a navigator, the first navigator to assume command of an Air Force
combat flying organization.
Colonel Scott’s assignment culminated
more than a year’s effort by the Department of
the Air Force to eliminate an outdated and
discriminatory provision of the U.S. Code that
limited command of Air Force flying units to
rated pilots .2 Section 8577, T itle 10, was
originally designed to protect a fledgling Army
Air Service from exploitation by the parochial
interest of competitive branches of the Army.
However, in more recent years the T itle 10
restriction had become a severe lim iting factor
in the progression of many career-motivated
nonpilot officers. Navigators in particular
were affected. Excluded by legislation from
command opportunities within their area of
specialty, air operations, navigators were thus
provided with only limited access to the
professional development opportunities (e.g.,
responsible jobs, Service schools, advanced
education, etc.) that are so necessary for
promotion and preparation for higher levei
positions .3
Those navigators who wished to assume the
additional responsibilities of command were
M a jo r M ic h a e l E. R ic h a r d s o n
forced to transfer to other career fields where,
though penalized initially by a lack of
technical expertise, they were eventually able
to progress on individual merit. Even then
their horizons were limited; few advanced as far
as general ,4and the position of Air Force Chief
N L A T E January 1975, the Commander in
of Staff has never been held by a navigator.
Chief, Strategic Air Command (SAC) G en Obviously, then, Colonel Scott’s assignment
eral Russell E. Dougherty, selected and the takes on particular significance, for it may well
Air Force Chief of Staff, General David C. mark the beginning of a new era in Air Force
Jones, approved the assignment of Colonel
leadership.
However, it is far too early to assume that the
Eugene D. Scott as commander of the U SA Fs
p ilot’s overwhelming domination of the Air
47th Air Division .1 Normally, selection of a

NAVIGATORS
IN COM M AND
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Force command structure will change significantly. This author finds it difficult to believe
that the Air Force program designed to bring
navigators into command positions will, as
currently structured, effect much significam or
lasting change on the leadership composition
of the Air Force. Mere identification of a
problem and elim ination of administraiive
barriers do not equate to change in a large,
complex bureaucraticorganization like the Air
Force. Historical precedence lends some
credence to such pessimism. Captain Chris L.
Jefferies cites the experiences of the Royal Air
Force (RAF) in the posi-YVorld War II era. Of
particular significance to the USAF is that:
. . . RAF articulation of the policy [equal career
prospects for navigators] was insufficient. Because of Iead times insisted upon to allow
navigators adequate preparation for command
assignments, together with a hesitancy to move in
a new direction, the system continues much as
before, . . . even though equal opportunity was
the policy, pilots were still receiving a disproportionate share of promotions and command
assignments.5

As any student of organizational behavior
would have forecast, without a strongly
enforced implementation plan the bureaucratic inertia and the pilots' vested interests in
the existing structure effectively countered the
stated policy objective. Jefferies thus concluded:
In effect, an "affirmative action" policy was
[eventually] necessary; that is, a conscious effort
to identify flying units that navigators could
command, “reserving" them for navigators.
Unless lhe USAF undertakes a similar approach,
the same problem is likely to affect the USAF
navigator.6

The U.S. Navy provides a more recent and
positive perspective on the subject. T he naval
flight officer (NFO) is the naval aviation
equivalem of the Air Force navigator—a rated,
nonpilot officer variously responsible for
navigation, bombing, reconnaissance, radar
intercepts, electronic warfare, antisubmarine
warfare, etc. Prior to 1970, NFOs suffered
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under similar T itle 10 restrictions concerning
command of flying organizations—although
in theory, if not in practice, they were eligible
for command of all surface vessels, including
aircraft carriers.
In 1969 the Navy petitioned Congress for
relief from the T itle 10 restrictions, and in
February 1970 they received the implementing
legislation .7 T h e first NFO commanding
officer, a marine, assumed command of an F-4
squadron in October of ihat year.8Since then,
more than 40 NFOs have completed command
assignments, approximaiely 20 more are
currently serving in command billets, and 100
more have been identified, by the Navy's
command screening board, for future com 
mand positions .9
It would appear that the Navy’s program for
integrating NFOs into the command structure
is operating successfully .10 As importam, the
NFOs also believe it is working .11 T he obvious
question, in light of the RAF experience,
becomes, “ Why?” VVhat is different about the
Navy’s approach to the problem that has made
it succeed? Or, do the differences lie not in the
program but within the structure of the Navy
itself? Theansw ers to thesequestions may beof
great significance to the Air Force. For if it is
possible to identify thoseelem entsor combination of elements, which have contributed to the
success of the NFO program, it may be possible
to incorporate those factors as the core of a
Progressive Air Force program to expand
navigator command opportunity.

The NFO Experience
Before we identify positive elements of the
Navy's program, it will be desirable to review
some background concerning the role of the
NPO and his position in the naval aviation
community. An excerpt from the House
Armed Services Committee report on NFO
command provides some historical perspec
tive:
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The requirement for a non-pilot aviation officer
in naval aviation dates back to 1922 when a formal
training program for such officers was first
initiated. These officers were called Naval
Aviation Observers (NAO). Their function was to
relieve the pilot of aeronautical duties related to
the mission of the aircraft other than the actual
manipulation of the aircraft. This basic function
remains unchanged and is the function of the
Naval Flight Officer today.
Since the Naval Aviation Observers of that era
were unrestricted surface line officers temporarily
assigned to aviation duties, it was considered
fitting that they be considered competitive for
command of aircraft carriers and aircraft tenders
but not aviation units organized for flight tactical
purposes, aviation schools, or air stations. The
Observers were so afforded these privileges and
restrictions under 10 U.S. Code 5942 which was
enacted into law in 1926. . . .
The immediate post World War II era saw a rapid
technological advance in aircraft design and
electronic sophistication. This was further
accelerated by the Korean conflict. By the 1950s
the Navy was developing various multiplaced
aircraft with an increasing ernphasis on the total
mission concept. Such aircraft placed a heavy
reliance on electronic sensors for the accomplishment of their particular mission. Aircraft such as
the A3B and WV-2 (now EC 121) required from
one to four nonpilot officers to operate the
various types of electronic equipment.
As the number of aircraft which relied on
electronics to accomplish their mission grew, the
NAO program also expanded to nine different
types of airborne specialists who were being
recruited, trained, and who flew as unrestricted
line reserve officers. . . .
As the need for these nonpilot, aviation-oriented
officers increased, it became obvious that a
program to procure and retain highly skilled
officers on active naval service in these specialties
was urgently needed. As a result, in 1959 the
development of a full-term unrestricted line
NAO career pattern similar to that of the naval
aviator was promulgated and in 1960, the
opening of regular commission status . . . was
afforded the NAO. In 1964, the career advantages
of this program were enhanced by instituting a
permanent flight pay status . . . and the . . . title
[was] changed . . . to naval flight officer (NFO).
•2

In the late 1960s, as increasing numbers of
NFOs approached eligibility for the rank of

commander (0-5), it became evident that the
T itle 10, U.S. Code restrictions would prevent
them from obtaining the normal sequence of
aviation commands that the Navy requires for
a flyer to be competitive for the rank of captain
(0-6) and above. The importance of command
in Navy career progression cannot be overstated. T his is dramatically highlighted by the
fact that less than 5 percent of the rated officers
selected for 0-6 have not held a command
billet .13 Hence, if the NFO career field was to
remain viable and attractive, the Navy felt that
it must obtain immediate relief from the T itle
10 restrictions.
In a 1969 House Armed Services Committee
report, the Navy indicated, “The T itle 10
legislation is urgently needed this year.”14This
sense of immediacy is further noted in a letter
(dated 30 September 1969) from Admirai T . H.
Moorer, Chief of Naval Operations, to
Representative L. Mendel Rivers, Chairman,
House Committee on Armed Services:
. . . [The Legislation] to permit Naval Flight
Officers to be eligible to command certain naval
activities is of vital interest to the Navy.
Early consideration of this legislation would
assist greatly in the retention of those Naval
Flight Officers already on active service. whose
continued service is vital. Your assistance in
scheduling an early hearingon this bill would be
sincerely appreciated.15

T h e resulting legislation was passed by both
houses of the Congress and signed into law by
President Richard M. Nixon on 26 February
1970. Since that time equal competition for
command billets and equal career opportunity
appear to have become fact for the NFO.

timely Nai>y action
The willingness of lhe Department of the Navy
to take the prompt action necessary to resolve
the conflict between NFO career development
and the T itle 10restrictions is probably the one
singular factor that contributed most to the
smooth transition of the NFO into the
command structure.
The timeliness of the Navy’s action is

manifesied in two aspects: First, theaction was
taken before significam numbers of NFOs
reached a point in their career where the T itle
10 restriction was a serious lim iting factor.
Thus, Wholesale alienation of a large group of
officers was avoided. Second, the Navy action
was taken before the organizational bureaucracy had developed and institutionalized a
system to cope with the apparent inconsistencies in the existing policies. Thus, the Navy
was able to avoid the necessity of overcoming
deeply ingrained, nonproductive behavioral
patterns during the implemeniation of its
NFO command program. ‘‘A stitch in time
saves nine” seems particularly appropriate in
this instance.
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Figure 1. S im p lified Navy fly in g squ ad ron org a m z a tion ,e

background experience
A second factor that has greatly aided the NFOs
in their transition into command billets lies in
the broad background of squadron-level duties
they accumulate prior to assuming command.
Aviators simply do not have an experience
advantage in the Navy. Even prior to 1970
squadron duty assignments were made largely
without distinction to rating, and now the
NFO competes equally among all his contemporaries for the available jo bs .16T h e editor
of N aval A viation N ew s comments:
A pilot NFO comparison isn’t even applicable
anymore since their jobs (except in the aircraít)
are completely interchangeable. Other than
landing signal officer, there are virtually no
billets within a squadron, or non-squadron sea or
shore duty assignments, which cannot be filled by
pilots or NFOs.17

Equal opportunity also exists at the
department head levei. A typical Navy flying
squadron is organized like that illustrated in
Figure 1. Headed by a commanding officer
(CO) and his vice commander, the executive
officer (XO), the squadron is divided functionally into several operating departments.
Assignmem as department head carries large
responsibilities and is vital in the command
and career progression of any advancing

officer. It has consistently been Navy policy to
appoint the best qualified individuais, regardless of rating, as department heads.

mission commanders
As valuable as a background of squadron
duties was to an NFO, it was no substitute for
the real-time command experience that accrued to an aviator by virtue of being an
aircraft commander. Major A. G. Bartel,
USMC, writing in the M arine C orps G azette,
addressed this issue:
Command of aviation operational missions has
long been the basic stepping stone for aviator
pilots to aviation squadron command. In the
interest of improved mission performance, officer
manpower utilization and retention, lhe stepping
stones to command must be equally available to
both naval aviators and naval flight officers.19

Lieutenant Commander Peter T . Sm ith,
writing in a similar vein, stated:
Until an NFO has successfully demonstraled
proficiency as an aircraft commander he will not
even be considered by a command selection board,
no matter what Title 10 says.20

Navy precedent for use of nonpilot officers
as aircraft/mission commanders dates back as
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far as 1919. In that year, a Navy NC-4
successfully accomplished lhe first airborne
Crossing of the Atlantic Ocean. Thecom m ander of the NC-4, Commander A. C. Read, was
not the man with his hands on the Controls but
was, rather, the aircraft’s navigator .21
In today’s environment, O PN A V IN ST
3710.7G providescurrentguidancein thisarea.
Specifically, this instruction States:
A naval aircraft or formation of naval aircraft
shall be flown under the command of the pilot in
command, mission commander or flight leader as
appropriate, so designated by the reporting
custodian or auihorized representative. The status
of each individual participating in the flight shall
be clearly understood prior to flight. . . . When a
flight schedule is published lhe pilot in
command, mission commander or flight leader as
appropriate. shall be specifically designated
thereon for each aircraft and flight respectively.22

Given this discretion, the commanding
officer is able to select the best qualified officer
on a crew or within a formation to function as
the mission commander. T h e instruction
further elaborates on the mission commander’s
responsibilities:
The mission commander shall be a properly
qualified naval aviator or naval flight officer
designated by appropriate authority. He shall be
responsible for all phases of the assigned mission
except those aspects of safety of flight which are
related to the physical control of the aircraft and
are considered beyond the qualification of the
mission commander’s designator/MOS [Equivalem of AF Specialty Code], . . . The mission
commander shall direct a coordinated plan of
action and shall be responsible foreffectivenessof
the flight.25

YVhile the mission commander must be
respecified for each recruiting flight, in some
areas of the aviation com m unity—primarily
the Antisubmarine Warfare (ASW) Force— tt is
not unusual for the best sênior qualified officer
to be designated on a recurring basis. In these
cases, he also assumes the duties of a “crew
com m ander,” generally directing the crew
activity on lhe ground (or on-board ship) as
well as in the air .24
It is in the role of mission commander that
the NFO gains the background and skills that

truly allow him to compete with aviatorson an
equal basis. T h e experience is instrumental in
forming the sound judgment and leadership
skills that are prerequisites for higher levei
command billets. Without doubt, the policy
that provides for NFO mission commanders is
one of the major elements enabling NFOs to
assume successfully lhe demands of higher
levei command duties.
c o m m a n d s c r e e n i n g b o a rd

T he Navy process that selects officers for
command opportunity is formalized and
centers around a command screening board
which meets annually in November. Chaired
by an admirai, the board reviews the records of
eligible lieutenant commanders (0-4) and
commanders (0-5) and identifies the best
qualified individuais for subsequent assignment to command billets. T h e board considers
all unrestricted line officers from the various
Navy com m unities—submarine, surface, avia
tion (both aviators and NFOs) and special
(U D T, SEALS, etc.). An officer normally
receives four screenings (one year below the
zone, two years in the primary zone, and one
year above the zone) before being rejected for
command. Overall, approximately 40 percent
of rated officers are selected for command
within their period of eligibility .25 This
process has provided two distinct advantages
to the NFOs in their transilion to equal
command opportunity.
First, because board selection is a consensus,
arrived at in a logical, systematic fashion, it is
difficult for one or two biased individuais to
influence the command opportunities of any
given group. Thus, NFOs have been ensured
an honest, unprejudiced appraisal of their
individual potential as Navy commanding
officers.
Second, although board results are not
formally published—as are promotion board
selections—the information is widely available to the officer corps. Selected officers are
notified officially by letter, and statistics
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concerning ihe performance of a particular
specialty group are as close as a phone call to
the appropriate “detailer” in the bureau of
Naval Personnel. It is not difficult for the NFO
to ensure that his opportunity for command
equals that of his pilot contemporaries.
c o m m a n d p o lic y

Once selected for a command assignment, the
naval officer is initially assigned to the unit as
the executive officer for a period of 12-15
months. This duty allows him to become
familiar with the organization and its
operations before assuming command. His
tour as commander is similarly limited to 12-15
months. At that point, the successful com 
mander may receive a higher levei “bonus”
command within the aviation community, or
he may be assigned to a surface vessel to begin
his progression toward command of an aircraf t
carrier.
Current Navy policy limits NFO squadron
commander assignments to those units with
aircraft that carry NFOs as part of the integral
crew .26 In these squadrons, the Navy attempts
to alternate aviators and NFOs as commanclers, although crew manning ratios sometimes
preclude a one-for-one rotation cycle. The
envisioned ideal situation is one which would
ensure that when an aviator is serving as the
squadron commander, he would have an NPO
functioning as his executive officer. Then,
when the NFO moves up to the CO's position,
the Navy would assign a command-screened
aviator to serve as his XO. T his rotation of the
aircrew specialties through the squadron’s
management positions has ensured an equal
command opportunity for all selected officers.

T he career progression path
for a naval officer is highly structured and
strongly relates promotional opportunity and
career continuity to successful performance as
a command is the keystone tocom inued career
advancement. Consequently.each naval officer
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is literally "groom ed” for command through a
series of duty assignments as a ju n ior officer.
Those officers identified as best qualified and
formally identified by the command screening
board for subsequent assignments in executive
and commanding officer positions.
T he relative ease with which NFOs were
able to enter this structure hinges on three
major points: First, the Navy took prompt
action to bring them formally into the system
before large numbers of disenfranchised
officers were created. Second, the Navy
“groom ing” process ensured that eligible
NFOs were well prepared to assume their roles
as commanders. And finally, the naval officer
corps was already structured to accept nonpilot
officers as commanders—aviators are, in fact, a
minority group in the Navy. W hile NFO
commanders met some initial resistance
within the aviation community, the Navy, as a
whole, was w illing to accept their legitimacy.

Lessons for the Air Force
What, if any, of this can be applied to the Air
Force navigator? It must be initially recognized
that the Air Force and the Navy aviation
community, while similar in many aspects, are
not duplicate organizations. It would be folly
to assume that policies which have been
successful for the Navy will be equally
successful when applied to the Air Force
navigator. However, there is merit in the Navy
program, and it should receive careful
consideration.
T he Air Force problem of integrating the
navigator into the command structure is far
more complex and difficult to deal with than
that which faced the Navy. T he time for early
problem identification and prompt corrective
action has Iong since passed. Any program that
the Air Force undertakes will have toovercome
long-standing prejudice and deeply entrenched bureaucratic procedures, both formal and
informal, to achieve success.
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Inicial Air Force efforts are concentratingon
a review of rateei staff and supervisory
positions with an eye to redesignating those
which can be held by both pilots and
navigators. If navigators are to succeed as unit
commanders, they must be provided the same
broad background of experiente in squadron
and wing levei jobs that is currently available
to the pilot. T he traditional steppingstone
jo b s—flight commander, chiei of standardization and evaluation, operations officer, etc.—
cannot continue to be reserved for the pilot
force.
More important, and an issue that is
currently being ignored, is the implementation of a mission/crew commander concept
which includes the navigator. T h is function
will be criticai to the overall success of the
navigator command program. For it is only in
the day-to-day arena of crew interface and
mission responsibility that a future command
er gains the experience and credibility required
of a leader. In all instances, the sênior mission
qualified officer assigned to a crew (pilot or
navigator) should ultimately be responsible
for the activity of the crew and its efforts
toward mission accom plishment.
Several of the m ajor air commands,
particularly SAC and MAC, are in a unique
position to provide such an opportunity; but
to date, they have not chosen to do so. These
commands are already struetured around the
concept of the integral crew, with its attendant
assignment of a “crew com m ander.” It would
appear to be a Iogical extension of Air Force
policy to widen the eligibility for this position
to include the assigned navigators. However,
more than a year and a half after the rescinding
of the T itle 10 lim itations, this position
continues to be reserved for the sênior pilot on
the crew.
In the face of thiscontinuingdiscrim inatory
behavior, the Air Force needs to find some
highly visible vehicle to assure the navigator
force that it is truly making progress toward
the promised equality. In the Navy, the

command screening process accomplishes a
large portion of this function.
T he Air Force process for selecting com
manders is far less struetured and much more
informal. In all cases, the sênior commander in
the chain of command has the prerogative to
designate his subordinate commanders. How
ever, the process that identifies eligible officers
varies widely. The Ad Hoc Committee on
Removal of the T itle 10 Restriction to
Command comments:
Although MAJCOM [Major Air Command]
procedures for selection of flying unit command
ers vary in degree of formality, all have the
objective of assigning the best available officers to
the jobs. Some commands publish the selection
criteria. but in most cases there are no major
efforts to publicize the selection procedures to
their officer force. Most commands have a “list"
containing the names of lhe selected commander
candidates, but in no case is the list published for
dissemination.27
Given the closeness with which the com 
mand selection process is held and the long
perceived tendency on the part of the ” Pilot’s
Protective Society” to perpetuate itself, is it
really surprising that navigators are skeptical
that equal command opportunity will become
fact?
T h e NAVY has provided an example that the
Air Force would do well to emulate. The
individual elements may be adapted or
discarded as necessary, but the background of a
formal, highly visible program that receives
consistem top-level review is essential. Until
we no longer judge a man's leadership
potential by the wings that he wears, equal
command opportunity for navigators will
continue to be a concept, not a reality. The
Ghinese philosopher Lao-tzu commented, “A
journey of a thousand miles must begin with a
single step.” Rescinding the T itle 10 restrictions was but the first step; the difficult journey
is yet to follow.
B e rg s tro m A F B . T e x a s
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A P P E N D IX :
S u m m ary o f survey results
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3. Elimination of the U.S. Code restrictions has signtficantly affected aviator s
chances of being selected for command.
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1. The Naval Aviator and NFO programs
attract equallv talented officers.

4. NFOs currently have an equal opportunity
to compete for:
a. Command of flying squadrons.
b. "Bônus" Commands (CAG, RAG. Air
Wing, etc.).
c. Non-flying units or vessels.
d. Professional military schools
(Command & Staff. War College. etc.).
e. Advanced academic education.
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5. When seniority allows, NFOs will have
equal flag rank promotion opportunities as
aviators.
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command selection.
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11. NFOs should be allowed to command a
composite unit which includes single seat
aircraft as long as he can maintain proficiency in at least one of the unit’s
aircraft/missions.
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as that aircraft's mission commander.
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13. Assuming currency in unit aircraft and
mission. NFOs are as qualified as aviators
to command a flying organization.
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14. Unit morale and mission effectiveness
can suffer in units having NFO commanders
because he is forced to ask subordinates to
accomplish jobs that he cannot nor will ever
be able to do.
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13. Flying safety would be expected to
suffer in a unit commanded by an NFO.
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16. Aircrew members are generally
reluctani <o serve in units commanded
by NFOs.
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6. NFO commands should be limited to those
organizations assigned aircraft which carry
NFOs as crew members.

Sample size: 53 aviators
20 NFOs

A

S A WASP, field grade pilot, I grow weary
k of being a member of the tiniest oí all
the minorities and the one that is the target of
all the rest—the one that is the cause of all our
troubles from /Intinavigatorism to Zero
Defects shortfalls. W ill I never hear a word in
our defense? Is it really possible that a ll of our
decisions arise from prejudice? Is it really pos
sible that the pilot force is merely a collection
of trained apes with no redeeming qualities of
intellect and taste? VVith all the fanfare aboui
the ladies entering the academies, will not one
of us dare mention that their ratio among the
maintenance troops is quietly being reduced—
because of a fact that was obvious from the
start: their physical strength is not equal to
that of the male crew chiefs?
I know that views like that are most illiberal
and go against the “wave of the future,” but
does not the rational approach suggest that
some, perhaps only a very few, of the old ideas
are sound? History is an amalgam of change
and continuity. S om e of the ideas that we have
acquired through trial and error are bound to
remain valid.
Through the m illennia, the male has been
more assertive, stronger physically, and has
been the hunter; since time immemorial, the
female, possessing a superior grasp of
psychology and a more delicate touch.has been
charged with the most importam of all tasks:
the physical and m oral rearing of our young.
These generalizations are not even limited to
H o m o sap ien s but apply as well to the greater
part of the animal kingdom. He who would
deny them denies the most fundamental
comerstones of our civilization. Perhaps it is
not too much to suggest, incidentally, that
there is some connection between our
departure from the traditional roles and the
rising crime rate, drug abuse, and what some
would describe as an ever-worsening lack of
will on the part of the American people as a
whole. If one of the so-called prejudices of the
"male chauvinist pigs”—that the women of
the maintenance force are not as physically

PREJUDICE
OR FACT?
a perspective from
the PPPA*
T h e D e v il s A d v o c a t e

strong as the men— is true, is it possible that
some, or at least one, of the “prejudices” of the
PPPA has some basis in fact? At the risk of
appearing to be a hopeless reactionary, I
should like to go against the “wave of the
future" and explore that possibility.
As this article was written in part to
•Prejudiced Pilots* Proicctive A&toriation
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accompany Major Michael Richardson’s
“ N a v ig a io rs in C o m m a n d — A N aval
Perspective,” lhe first thing that needs to be
said is that the Navy is not the Air Force. O neof
the principal reasons that naval aviation was
not given to the Air Force in 1947 was that
flyers could not be expected to understand the
sea and naval warfare. Naval aviation is
auxiliary to the surface forces. Army aviation is
auxiliary to the ground forces. Marine Corps
aviation is subordinate to the marine ground
combai forces. It is absolutely central to the
theory of Billy Mitchell that air power must be
a striking arm in its own right, that it is an
independem force that can and should fight
battles with the enemy which are not
associated with the conflict on the ground—
not directly, at least. Thus, Air Force aviation
is not, and should not be, auxiliary to any other
kind of military force.
T h e corollaries to this are:
(1) A naval officer must be a specialist in
naval warfare first and an aviator only in an
incidental way and only insofar as aviation
will enhance his ability to fight a war on the
sea.
(2) An Army officer must be an expert in
warfare on the ground and an aviator in only
an incidental way—only in a way that helps
him prosecute the battle on the grou n d. Many
Army aviators have come to grief, they say,
with promotion boards for failing to
understand this: they have spent too much
time with airplanes and too little with the
infantry.
(3) T h e essence of Air Force generalship is
w ar in the air. Thus, being an aviator is not
incidental to command in the Air Force; it is
absolutely vital. Nonflyers have risen to the top
spot in the Navy, but nonline officers have
not—and justifiably so. T h e essence of
command in the Navy is the understanding of
seamanship and warfare at sea. Some Army
chiefs of staff have been aviators, but that is not
a necessary qualification. No recent Army

chief of staff has come from other than the
combat arms—and this is justifiable since the
essence of the profession is war on land. Thus,
I maintain that it would make no more sense to
put a nonflyer in charge of the Air Force than it
would to make a quartermaster the Chief of
Staff of the Army or a member of the Navy’s.
Civil Engineering Corps CNO. What is good
for the Navy, therefore, is not necessarily good
for the Air Force.
Of course, a navigator is a flyer, and I do not
propose that he be denied the chance to
command the Air Force. I propose only to try
to elevate the opinions that our navigators
hold on the logic and fair-mindedness of their
brother officers—who happen to be pilots. I
will attempt to do this by convincing them that
some of their ow n views are but prejudicesand
that so m e of the so-called “prejudices” of the
PPPA may be based on fact.
There were some logical bases in the old
system. It all grew out of the storms of the
twenties when the air arm was dominated by
artillery officers and the like. The original
passage of the law that eliminated such officers
from the command of flying units was a vital
step on the road to the independem Air Force
and to the understanding that air power can be
used alone to achieve some of the ends of
national policy. Presumably no navigator will
argue with the sentiments behind the initial
passage of the law. The rub is that the
navigator rating did not exist at the time. The
law was not intended to discriminate against
navigators, only against nonflyers.
T h e navigator rating was not created until
World War II was upon us. When I entered
navigator school, a common lament among
my colleagues was that there were no navigator
generais. True. T h is was taken to be proof
p o s itiv e th a t in s t it u tio n a l p re ju d ic e
condem ned us forever to second -class
citizenship. Untrue. At the time, and for quite
a while afterward, there was not a navigator in
the Air Force with enough time in the service to
seriously aspire to the rank of general, no
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matter how far below-the-zone. T he preseni
Chief of Staff, General David C. Jones, is the
íirst ever to start his commissioned service after
the creation of the navigator rating. Thus, it is
not at all remarkable that no navigator has
been Chief of Staff since none has had the
length of service to be competitive.

aggressiveness of the remaining group? Maybe
the difference between the two groups is
microscopic, but since thereverseargum enton
the part of the navigators cannot be logically
maintained, perhaps there is so m e factual basis
to the PPPA s prejudice.
A less dangerous subject is the discussion of
the intellectual aspects of the problem. One
World War II legend had to do with the
classification process for flying schools:

N ow on to a more touchy subject.
Many, if not all, of our navigators believe that
the pilot “prejudice” holds that their career
area is not as well qualified for command as are
the pilots. Is it possible that, when considered
as a group (on the average), that the
“prejudice” has so m e basis in fact? Dare we say
it? The Air Force believes in the “whole m an"
concept—no matter that few of us in either
group approach that ideal. Our ideal “whole
m an” possesses a full measure of three
qualities: morality, intellect, and good health
and physical condition.
Morality is a very dangerous subject, and one
would be well advised to stay away from ita t
cocktail parties. But here it is vital. For the
most part, there is no moral difference between
n avigators and p ilo ts. A ggressiveness,
however, is a moral quality and one that is
certainly to be desired in a commander. At the
outset of navigator training, there was a
portion of every group that was physically
eligible, or later became eligible, for pilot
training. Would it be valid to suggest, on the
average, that the most aggressive of them did
not rest until they gained admission to pilot
school? Further, one considerable prejudice of
the navigator group is that all pilots are wholly
prejudiced against navigators. T h is has given
many of the observers a feeling of second-class
citizenship, and perhaps it is not too much to
assume that many of the most aggressive
physically disqualified observers have refused
to live with that feeling and have left the
service. Can it be said, then, that these things
have ten d ed to lo w e r th e a v e r a g e

I. Gregarious, athletic, and aggressive
persons.......................... T o pilot school
II. Intellectual (anyone caught reading a
book)...........................T o navigator school
III. Reclusive, no redeeming social
qualities........................ Bombardiers
There can be no doubt that navigation is more
of an intellectual challenge than is driving an
airplane. Moreover, Major Richardson’s point
that many successful navigators have made
their marks outside their rated career field—
very often in sophisticated aspects of
engineering and missilery—is valid. These
things have probably contributed to the
observers’ prejudice to the effect that pilots are
dumb. Let us take a closer look at it.
Dr. Monte D. W right’s M ost P ro b a b le
P osition is a splendid work that should be
known to every navigator.* His research
proves beyond question that almost all of the
fundamentais of aerial navigation were well
established b efo re World War II. They were
actually established, then, b efo re the navigator
rating was invented. Established by whom? In
M ission w ith LeM ay the general tells us how
in the thirties he established a long-range
navigation school in Hawaii and how he
served as the navigator of the force of the B-17s
that intercepted the R ex 700 miles at sea. In
short, navigation is an essential part of the
pilot rating from the outset. But can the
reverse argument be made? Of course, many
navigators are also aeronautical engineers, but
•Dr. YVright. now NASA Historian, was him sdf an Air Force navigator.
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is a knowledge of aeronautics common to all
navigators? There is no question that the
observer force has as good or better grasp of
avionics than do the drivers, but can the same
be said about propulsion? How many of our
navigators understand engines and the
associated maintenance problems? Is it fair to
say that observers tend to be more specialized
than pilots? T he very term “general” suggests
that the commander should be a generalist not
a specialist. On the average, then, perhaps it is
fair to maintain that neither specialty group
has reached an intellectual levei superior to
that of the other. Yet there is some slight
tendency for navigators to acquire specialized
knowledge as compared to more generalized
learning on the part of pilots.
Any number of authorities from Marshal de
Saxe onward have cited health and good
physical condition as an importam quality for
commanders. Who can deny it? One of the
excuses that Napoleon used for his defeat at
Waterloo was that he was too ill to provide the
kind of leadership he had used at Austerlitz and
at all the other great battlefields. Good
physical condition is important not only for
the sake of strength and endurance but also
because the commander’s condition and even
athletic prowess have an impact on the
psychology of the troops. How do the two
groups stack up in this regard?
Many from the observer group were
o rig in a lly . disqualified from pilot school
because of physical or health defects. None of
the pilots were so disqualified from navigation
training. T hat most common defect, less-thanperfect eyesight, is not an earthshaking
handicap for a commander. But, all the same,
it could hardly be argued that any physical
defect enhances an individual’s ability to
command. A minor point, no doubt.
Hardly more serious is the fact that a
considerable minority of the navigators were
eliminated from pilot training before going to
observer school; none of the pilots was
eliminated from navigator training. Usually,

this elim ination was caused by physical
things: a want of coordination or an inability
to judge relative motion. Of course, that is no
disgrace—some great athletes have “washed
ou t” of pilot school—but it does not improve
one’s qualification for command. Sometimes,
elim ination is caused by factors of a moral
nature: the inability to retain one’s composure
under pressure or, on rare occasions, the lack of
determination to see a difficult task through to
the finish. Is it too much to say that, on the
average, navigators are not quite as able as
pilots in the physical sense?
Over the years, the attrition rate—especially
the forced attrition rate—of the pilot school
has been substantial; that of the navigator
training programs has been m inim al. If we
grant credibility to the evaluation programs of
the Air T rain in g Command, can this have had
any other effect than to cause the average
capability of the pilot group to be a bit higher
than that of the navigators? In short, is the
“prejudice” really a ll prejudice, or is it based
on fact to som e extern?
It is to be noted that the above treatment has
emphasized the words “on the average.”
Certainly, no reasonable man would argue
against the idea that the abov e average
navigator should be given the chance to prove
himself as a commander—even at the cost of
denying that chance to another highly
competent m an—for command slots do not
grow on trees. But do we really want to go so far
as Major Richardson and Captain Jefferies
(September-October 1974, Air University
R eview ) suggest? Do we really want to reserve
slots for navigators only? Do we want to make a
man a commander because he is a competent
leader or because he is a navigator?
Some educational institutions have been
struggling with a similar problem. Because of
Health, Education, and Welfare Department
regulations, they were forced to maintain a
certain proportion of the faculty composed of
blacks and another composed of females. The
result sometimes was that the best qualified
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teacher did not get the job because a compeiitor
was female or black.
If you would not have me deny you
command because you are a navigator, then
you could hardly expect me to appoint you to
command because you are a navigator— that
would be reverse discrimination just as bad as
the original. Your pride should d em an d that
the decision be made based on m en t alone—if
that is possible. So let us appoint the above
average leaders among our navigators to
command positions—be they black, or female,
or whatever. As for the remainder, now that
Congress and the Air Force have taken a giant
step toward the satisfaction of your claims,
perhaps you should, in turn, ask yourselves
some hard questions—some questions not
designed to produce answers that would prove
that the rest of the world is p reju d iced and that
navigators, alone being privy to the truih,
must inherit the earth—all of it.
Among these questions might be:
Am I myself so prejudiced as to deny every
pilot the quality of being able to think
logically?
Am I as aggressive as I might be? Have I
troubled myself to learn anything about the
engines so that I can understand and help with
maintenance problems? Have I ever been
guilty of taking a “nii-picking” approach to
flying and advised the pilot against flying a
difficult— but possible—mission? Am I a pos
itive thinker? Do I like to fly? Do I ei>er take
the establishment side of a discussion? Do I like
the Air Force? Do I show the same enthusiasm
for pilot proficiency training as I do for night
celestial? Have I helped the pilot and the
squadron commander with their leadership
problem s reg ard in g the en listed crew
members?
Do I take care of myself physically? Are Air
Force officers fatter than those in the Army?
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Am I one of the fat ones? Have 1 made a serious
effort to quit smoking? Are my excuses valid—
really valid? Do I schedule my physicals before
I am notified to do so by CBPO? Is my shot
record up to date at this moment?
What was the last book I read? When was the
last time I read a book on strategy? When was
the last time I read a serious book of any kind?
Do I subscribe to any periodicals on military
and international affairs?
Do I really know what my profession is all
about, or am I just another specialist,
competent for day-to-day navigation but
certainly not fit to hold the fate of nations in
my hands?
might be that it is the
function of a devil’s advocate to deliberately
exaggerate the case—to exaggerate so as to
cause his readers to ask themselves painful
questions. Another conclusion is that indeed
the pilot force is prejudiced. So is the navigator
group and every other group that exists. Show
me the man who says he is not prejudiced, and
I will show you the most hopeless bigot of all.
Honesty demands that the observers of the Air
Force grant that not all pilots are prejudiced
against navigators, and that not all of their
altitudes on the subject are prejudices—some
might well be factual. One step in that
direction might be that the observers cease to
use te rm s lik e “ P i l o t s ’ P r o t e c t iv e
Association”—that kind of term does nothing
for the cause. Again, now that the Congress has
gone part way toward the satisfaction of the
grievances of the navigators, maybe the time
has come for some introspection. Perhaps it is
time to take a hard look to discover which of
the pilots’ clichês are based on prejudice and
which are based on fact—and to elim inate the
former through demonstrated performance,
and the latter by the same method.
O n e

C o n c l u s io n
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A JUNIOR OFFICER’S VIEW

F ir s t

L ie u t e n a n t T h o m a s M. H a l l
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N T H E CO U RSE of a brief Air Force career,
I have had the opportunity to read the
works of many successful men, among them
statesmen and general officers, as they reflected
on their careers and passed along the wisdom
of their experiences. I recall that in each case,
no matter how valuable I thought the advice to
be, I envied that individual. I simply envied his
position of being important enough to be
asked for his opinion. Now I do not pretend to
be important enough (yet) to have my advice
sought after. Rather, having the opportunity
to reflect on his or her own experiences is
something any junior officer would relish. I
hope no one will object if I take pleasure in
assuming a role usually filled by sênior
officers.
Basic to this discussion, and basic to the first
five commissioned years, is the decision by the
junior officer to make the Air Force his career.
Many factors bear on that decision. T h e
newcomer to any career area is going to do a lot
of thinking about the opportunities and
drawbacks to devoting his life to that line of
work, and it is certainly no less true of a junior
officer in the Air Force. It is a time when the
individual and the system are sizing each other
up. Obviously the junior officer is concerned
with much more than this one decision; many
have already made it. Yet everything about the
Air Force lifestyle has a bearing on it.
salary a n d benefits

Perhaps the most tangible aspects of a career
with the Air Force are salary and benefits. We
know we will never get rich, but we have
enough to be fairly comfortable. I think nearly
all of us feel that way, regardless of rank. But
we also realize that the peacetime military is
one of the few organizations in society where
benefits are decreasing. Although benefits are
not a big issue now, the lack of them will be.
Air Force officers have a common concern for
the future, concerned not so much for future
raises as for the erosion of the benefits we
already have.

Another tangible aspect of military life is
geographical location, especially as it relates to
one’s family. In general, however, location is
not that big an issue, but it will get bigger as
the number of PCS moves decreases.
risk o f fa ilu r e

Another, less tangible aspect in deciding
whether to stay in the Air Force is the risk of
failure. One has to look at it from both a
practical and an idealistic standpoint, but I
really cannot say which is the more important.
Practically speaking, none of us wants to fail.
(But more than that, I think we want to do the
best jo b we possibly can, especially the young
officer just starting out.) But there is a risk of
failure in any profession we might choose. In
the Air Force, failure can result in getting
passed over for promotion and involuntary
separation. T he early years of a career are a trial
period where an individual is rated a few times
and gets a feel for his or her own chance of
success. It is a time when an individual must
learn the type and amount of work needed to
achieve success. But there are no assurances,
even for the hardest worker. T h is is a
competitive business from the start, where
there is simply no room at the top for all those
who want to be there. It is an organization in
which the price of continued membership is
continuai advancement.
Theoretically, though there are many living
examples to deny this, the Air Force is an
organization where you cannot reach your
own levei of incompetency. It is either up or
out. But if you put the fear of failureasidefora
minute, I think this knowledge also has a
profound effect on jo b satisfaction. Take, for
example, a young copilot who has probably
wanted to fly since he was a young boy. T o him
being a copilot is probably a good job in itself.
But he knows that to progress he must upgrade
to the pilot seat, then to instructor pilot, then
to evaluator. T h e system has a built-in
dissatisfier; you know that if you stay in the
same jo b for very long, your career will not
71
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progress. It is a problem, especially if the
avenues of progress are blocked. For the copilot, there may already be an overage of
pilots, making it difficult to upgrade.
In talking with my contemporaries I find
that the heart of the matter lies in h ow people
are selected for advancement. We realize there
is a chance of failing in any endeavor. Indeed,
it is a basic part of any challenging career. But
it is certainly easier to assume the risk of failing
if you know you will be judged fairly and on
your own merits. But other, intangible factors
get in the way— politics, charisma, who you
know. There are also a number of less subtle
ways of saying that our advancement system is
somewhat less than perfectly objective. I think
that this is one of the hardest things for an
idealistic newcomer to understand.
One of the men I admire most is a m ajor who
has spent eighteen years in the Air Force. He
received his master’s degree through A FIT , is
personable, frank, does his jo b well, and looks
after his men, yet he has been passed over three
times for lieutenant colonel. He is being
allowed to complete his twenty years for
retirement because of his regular commission.
But to me there is real irony in the way he
became regular. One day years ago, the
members of his class at navigator training were
told they could have regular commissions, but
they would have to remain after class that afternoon to fill out the paperwork. He stayed.
Now thar story is not exactly m otivating to a
young officer, but to him his career has not
been all that bad. T h e opportunity to live all
over the world, his education, and his jo b have
been compensation.
I do not intend to discuss the O E R system at
great length. Ju n io r officers certainly have no
monopoly on com plaints about the O ER
system. Personally, being rated fairly is the
most im portant aspect of jo b satisfaction. I
hear constantly that pilots will be rated better
than I because I am a navigator, but being an
Academy graduate makes up for it. It is more
than just a matter of being recognized for one’s

efforts because the O ER is the crucial factor in
promotions and, therefore, success.
There is also some risk in succeeding. I have
been told by a number of sênior officers to
enjoy my years on a flight crew because they
offer the most time off and the fewest
responsibilities. I am hard pressed to believe
them, for most of us crew members seem very
busy to me, but it does point up something
interesting. Most of us look to the job of wing
commander as an example of success. The
prestige and responsibility are tremendous,
but so is the sacrifice. T o say it is a 24-hour-aday jo b is no exaggeration. PCS moves are
frequent, and I would guess that their
disrupting effects on home life are temendous.
It is up to each individual to decide whether the
prestige, and pressure, are for him.
In form ation , in telligen ce, a n d integrity

These three “I ’s” are the things most junior
officers would like to change. I am also
grouping them because they are really three
n eb u lo u s co n cep ts and hard ones to
substantiate.
Keeping informed is one of the biggest
problems in any organization. T h is is
especially true for the ju n ior officer because of
his place in the organization—at the bottom. I
think it is safe to say that we rarely get the same
information as the sênior officers, and,
therefore, it is harder for us to see things the
way they do. I think we see considerably less.
Remember the experiment in which a
particular story is passed around the room in
whispers from one person to another? The
version told by the last person is somewhat
different from the original. One at the scene of
a breaking news story often finds the version in
the next day’s newspaper rather different from
what “happened.” Really, the system and
human nature are at fault, but on the other
hand, I do not see many people going out of
their way to keep us informed either. VVhat this
means to a ju nior officer at his place in the
system is misunderstanding and a bit of
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demotivation. A leader’s decisions are no better
than the information he has to base them on.
We are leaders, too, and in today’s Air Force,
information and reason, not blind obedience,
are the basis for much of what we know as
leadership.
In looking back to the story-telling
experiment, we realize that the reason the story
changed so much was that different words
mean different things to different people. Even
if all the factors bearing on a commander’s
decision are known to a particular ju nior
officer, he still might not understand it. He is
an individual; he is newer and less
experienced. It is that simple. His perspective
is inherently different.
Ju nior officers will admit this, but they do
not view it as a disadvantage. On the contrary,
they are eager and willing to apply their own
Outlook and intelligence to any situation. Yet I
have never talked to a ju n ior officer who felt
that his intelligence and abilities were being
fully utilized. It is partly our fault—and I
realized that from talking to a number of
junior officers who admitted it. As one of them
put it, we have “tunnel vision.” All we really
know of the Air Force, or ai least all of the
firsthand information we have, is what we
have experienced in our initial assignments. It
is difficult for me, in my first operational
assignment, to realize that what I am doing
now is not necessarily what I will be doing four
years from now, and so on. I am speaking from
the standpoint of a young crew member, and
not from the standpoint, say, of a young
Systems project officer. VVith this bias in mind,
then, let me continue. Just as many ju nior
officers perceive that their information is
lim ited , likew ise they feel that th eir
opportunity to send information back up the
system is also limited. It seems to me that I hear
the expression "ju st another warm body" all
the time. Another expression I hear frequently
is ‘‘crewdog." It is an old one, but it is still
applied to us, for junior officers make up a
large part of the "crewdog" force. The point is,
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the expressions persist and for a reason. For
example, crew members are given the
responsibility of flying the airplanes, but most
of us feel we have little input into deciding
h ow they are to be flown.
I tried very hard to nail down some good,
specific examples but with little success. Many
ju nior officers seem to find the forum for
expressing their ideas very limited, which can
reduce the job of crew member to a mechanical
one. T h e problem is two-sided: on the one
hand we feel our opinions are not solicited; on
the other we feel we are being "led by the
hand.”
There is a definite relationship between
being left out of the decision-making process
and my next topic, integrity, which is a
sensitive subject to say the least. In using the
word, I do not mean to indict anyone’s
character. Rather it is a convenient labei under
which to group a number of intangibles. Let
me start with the "m y door is always open”
syndrome. T h at is a phrase uttered by many
sincere men, at all leveis of command, who are
truly interested in the welfareand ideas of their
men. But, unfortunately, some insincere types
use it, too, and it is this latter group that gives
the phrase its bad name. I cannot really say
why this is true, but many j unior officers I have
talked with felt they could not go to their
commander or operations officer with
problems or suggestions. Maybe it was a fear of
reprimand, or maybe they did not want to
ju m p the chain of command. Maybe there is a
feeling of distrust. I will not pretend to be able
to explain it any further, but it is a problem of
in teg rity th at even the m ost sin cere
commander must overcome.
A number of ju n ior officers I have talked
with mentioned this second example. It has to
do with the apparent hypocrisy generated by
the energy crisis. We are all familiar with the
tremendous amounts of fuel burned by our
aircraft, yet how many times do those same
aircraft orbit in the holding pattern because
they are not allowed to land early or because of
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constraints on flying time that quarter? It is the
same Air Force that asks us to turn our
thermostats down to a chilly 68°.
In researching this study I solicited a wide
range of opinions. Much of what I heard was
“Such and such is all screwed up,” or “T hat's
just not right.” But when I asked for specific
examples, all I got was a shrug of the
shoulders. Politics and hypocrisy abound in
our organization. Of course, it is not just in the
Air Force, but in government, business,
everywhere. I do not know how to get rid of it
except to try to rid it from my own actions. But
it is something ju n ior officers are very sensitive
to.
oth er

risks

It occurred to me that I havedevised this whole
article without m entioning war or the
possibility of getting killed. It is something no
one talks about, I suppose, because it is
something each of us must face on his own. I
fervently hope that my contemporaries and I
can spend our careers flying only training
missions. But on the other hand, each of us
knew what the military was all about when we
joined. I hope that if I am ever called, I will be
ready, and that the cause for which I am being
asked to risk everything is a worthy one.
a

sense o f h u m o r

One has to have a special sense of humor to
work for the Air Force. We are really pretty
good at laughing at ourselves, too, as
evidenced by the popularity of the television
show “ M ASH " among service members. It is a
parody of the things that go on around us
everyday. Many say it is what goes on.
Moreover, I think a sense of humor is essential
for preserving one’s sanity amid the endless
stream of directives and policies that come
down to us. I do not think there is anyone who
could make it through basic training, for
example, without a sense of humor. I do not
know what happens as one gets older or has
been in the Air Force a few years—maybe it is a

thing called responsibility— but often the only
ones I see smiling are the junior officers. This
may be interpreted as bad attitude, but it is not.
Injecting some humor into a serious situation
can help relieve the pressure; taking the edge
off a situation may be more important to a
junior officer, but all too often it is equated
with not caring. There may be junior officers
with a bad attitude who take everything
lightly, but the majority probably use humor
for what it is worth: a valuable tool for keeping
things in perspective.
on o p tin g out o r in

Another inconsistency concerns those junior
officers who decide not to make a career of the
Air Force. T he first few years are a trial period,
and many are going to decide against the Air
Force. T h is does not necessarily make them
villains, and it does not necessarily mean they
do not care about doing their job. Some of
them joined because they wanted to serve their
country; they leave because they feel their
obligation has been fulfilled, and their talents
can be better used elsewhere. T he Air Force
may be guilty of not properly using the talents
of these individuais once they have announced
their intention to leave. Commanders are less
w illing—and this is understandable—to give
them a high rating on their performance
report. I do not know how often this happens,
but I think some unfortunate alienation
occurs.
But on balance, there must be a number of
things that keep ju nior officers in the service
long enough to become middle managers (at
least). I would guess that the man who likes the
Air Force the most could list a lot more of its
faults than its positive aspects. Maybe we take
the good things for granted until the need
arises. At Loring AFB, Maine, it is popular to
complain about the weather, the black flies,
and the lack of Stores, but many enjoy
themselves there nevertheless. We draw
satisfaction from our work in different ways,
but there are a few important aspects most
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junior officers have in common.
T o begin with, most ju nior officers agree
that the iniiial five-year commitment is a good
opportunity. It affords a decent paying job and
a comfortable lifestyle from the start. I do not
know the exact figures, but few of today's
college graduates find jobs in the field they
majored in. For that maiter, how many
graduates know exactly what they want to do?
The Air Force, then, provides excellent
d irection for the recent grad u ate. A
commission can make the transition years
useful and productive as well. If a college
student can get over the fear of com m itting five
years of his life, he will realize that he is not
giving up or losing those five years at all. The
Air Force commitment is an opportunity to
experience the military and other aspects of
society as well.
opportunities
One of these aspects is people. Al most without
exception people make the assignment,
because of the close-knit nature of the Air Force
community. Some contend that we in. the
military are brainwashed, but we certainly do
not come from the same mold. More than in
the usual college experience, one associates
with people from all parts of the country. It
does something positive for one’s Outlook to
live, work, and socialize with such a diversity
of individuais. Certainly that opportunity
alone would broaden the Outlook of a college
graduate.
But the experiences, like the people, are also
diverse. Even the newest crew member at
Loring has already lived in two or three
different parts of the country he might never
have seen otherwise. I have been skiing, scuba
diving, parachuting, and done other things I
never would have done had I not joined the Air
Force. I leamed to fly, and now I am getting my
master s degree—free—to say nothing of other
educational opportunities. There is even
something positive to be found in the
unpleasant experiences, like basic training and
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survival. Although one would not care to go
through them again, he learns some
invaluable lessons there about human nature
and himself.
o n id e a lis m

I would introduce a third consideration which
one hears little or no mention of these days
maybe because it smacks of patriotism, a theme
no longer fashionable in our society; I feel
there is some sort of higher calling associated
with a military career. (I asked two friends if
they agree. One said “ Hell n o”; theother “ Yes,
definitely.” ) It is easy to be cynical about it;
after you have been pushing paperwork all
day, it may be the last thing on your mind, but I
think that it is important to remember that
each of us is responsible in some way for the
nation’s defense. It is not something you write
home about or get misty-eyed about, but it is an
aspect of our job that places military service on
a levei with other prestigious professions such
as medicine and law. It is a part of job
satisfaction that executives in business and
industry may never know.
w o rk in g in th e system

The last area has to do with change and with a
ju nior officer’s attitude toward his superiors.
We are all taught early in life that the best way
to effect change is to work within the system. It
is not until much later we learn that to effect
change we must be in a position of influence in
the system. T o achieve that position is a long
process that involves hard work, sacrifice, and
compromise. Although I have not been there
yet myself, I would guess there are many
successful, influential men at the top
wondering just what they were trying to do in
the first place. What effect does the system of
which we are a part, have on the individual?
Hardly a day goes by that I do not hear
someone imply of a superior that if he were in
so and so’s position he would have done things
differently. I feel that way, too, yet when I do
occasionally find myself in so and so’s
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position, my brilliant, clear-cut, and logical
thinking escapes me. I realize that soand so has
a tough job. T he middle manager finds
himself in so and so’s position more and more
often, and there he is intensely evaluated, not
only from above but also from below by a
group of intelligent, eager young people, the
ju n ior officers.
From what I have seen of middle
management in the Air Force, it is strong and
getting stronger. And well it should be, with
the many new management tools being
developed and put into use today. No
smugness is intended here. By and large we
ju nior officers are receiving good manage
ment, and probably middle management
would rather hear it from a subordinate, one
of the resources being managed, than
from superiors. It is well to remember that
both groups are sensitive to the opinions
of the other. I remember very well at
navigator training the offhand remark a
captain made about “those stupid young
lieutenants.” Those of us who overheard him

had a low opinion of that man from then on;
he remains irrevocably despised by us to this
day. Moreover, we are sensitive to such remarks
even when they are made in fun, which that
one was not. We lieutenants are very conscious
of the fact that we are lieutenants. But on the
other hand, we are not always impartial j udges
either. Often one mistake by a superior tends to
wipe out all the good he may have done,
especially when it is a mistake in human
relations.
My point is twofold. One is that our
relationship to superiors is a two-way Street.
Unfortunately, junior officers are not always
fair in their judgment of superiors. We tend to
be somewhat emotional and idealistic—at least
we show it more—and we are quick to criticize.
T h e second point is thesuggestion that middle
managers (and their superiors) remember their
own ideais, those things they used to get
emotional about; they are probably still
around, still waiting for somebody to do
something about them.
L o r i n g A F B , M a in e
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WHY IS THERE STILL A CO LD WAR?
L ie u t e n a n t C o l o n e l A l a n G r o pm a n
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NE O BSER V ES among colleagues a
growing sense of uneasiness regarding
the burgeoning offensive strength of the Soviet
Union and its Warsaw Pact. T h is fear is also
seen in the press and heard from commentators
on the radio. Americans might expect that they
had purchased security by spending an
enormous share of their national wealth on
defense, deferring spending on urgent social
needs, and losing tens of thousands in the
swamps, seas, and air over. in, and around
Vietnam and Korea. Yet Americans are told
that they are becoming less secure and that the
Soviets changed directions in the 1960s and are
now no longer defensively oriented. Americans
are told that N ATO is outnumbered and
outgunned in every major category of land and
air vveaponry. Wfe are warned that the Soviets
do not seek parity vvith the West; rather, they
are trying to gain numerical and firepower
superiority. T hat is cause enough for concern,
but why is this problem still here? Why does
the United States continue to need to spend so
much of its national budget on defense? Why is
there still a cold war?
Has the United States erred in its foreign
policy since 1945 in itsdealings with the Soviet
Union? Three recently published books argue
that America has made fundamental mistakes
in its approach to the Soviets, but lhe authors
do not agree on the naiure of the error. Richard
J . Walton argues that America, and more
specifically Harry Trum an, provoked the
Russians into permanently challenging the
United States in the Cold War. James A.
Nathan and Jam es k. Oliver as co-authors
assert that both sides are to be blamed for the
continuance of the Cold War, but theevidence
they marshal puts them in W alton’s revisionist
camp. All three authors see the United States as
being too tough and forcing the Russians to try
to be tougher yet. Alexander Solzhenitsyn,
however, does not believe that America has

been staunch enough in dealing with the
Russians and has invited Soviet expansion
through its weakness. He fears for the survival
of Western civilization. All three books are
valuable for one’s professional reading, but all
have faults, some of which are not minor.

Harry Truman and the Cold War
Richard Walton writest that Trum an must
have known in 1945 that the Soviet Union was
no threat to America and should have acted
more moderately. Conviiu ingly he argues that
“given America’s enormous strength when
World War II ended, given Russia’s terrible
devastation . . . and its need to de\ote itself to
reconstruction, and given Russia’s fear and
suspicion of the West . . . the major responsibility for a peaceful world rested with the
United States.” Walton believes that Henry
Wallace, formei Secretary of Agriculture and
Vice Presidem, understood thecorrect path but
was tragically ignored.
W hile Wallace was still in T rum an ’s
cabinet, he asked the Presidem to look
objectively at America’s actions since 1945: “I
mean by actions,” he wrote, “the concrete
things like $13 billion for the War and Navy
Deparments, the Bikini tests of the Atomic
Bomb and continued produc tion of bombs . ..
production of B-29s and planned production
of B-36s, and the effort to secure air bases
spread over half the globe from which the other
half of the globe can be bombed." Wallace
asked: "H ow would it look if Rússia had
10,000 mile bombers and air bases within a
thousand miles of our coast lines, and we did
not?” Wallace saw clearly that our “ imerest in
establishing democracy in Easlern Europe,
where democracy has by and large never
existed,” seems to Rússia to be an “attempt to
re-establish the encirclement of unfriendly

fRichard J. Walton, H enry W allace, H arry T rum an, an d the
C old W ar (New York: Viking, 1976, $12.95), 387 pages.
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neighbors which was created" after World War
I and which could 'serve as a springboard of
still another effort to destroy her.”1 Wallace
understood that the Soviet Union had
legitimate security interests in Eastern Europe,
something formally unrecognized until Pres
idem Gerald Ford did so in Helsinki in 1975.
Wallace realized that compromise was not
surrender, that an adversary could be viewedas
a nation seeking to serve its national interests
rather than as a mortal foe, and that problems
with the Russians could be solved without
sacrifice of American vital interests. Wallace
realized the need for detente. Walton loses few
opportunities to show that much Wallace
called for in the late 1940s is policy today, and
he outlines Wallace’s foresight:
Henry Wallace said . . . that the United States
would end up supporting corrupt, incompetent
and repressive dictators all over the w orld.. . . He
said that the effort to contain communism would
be costly in American blood and treasure. He said
that a crusade against communism would lead to
the repression of civil liberties at home. He said
that American foreign policy would lead to
militarism. . . Henry Wallace was right. . . .
Henry Wallace has been vindicated by history.

That last point is certainly debatable, but
W alton’s point is well taken. Trum an had an
opportunity, before the Russians developed
the atom bomb, to give peace a chance and stop
the arms race before it began. Instead he
confronted the Russians with an “iron fist and
strong language ,”2 and helped provoke the
Cold War.
The difficulty with Walton s thesis is that it
presumes that the Soviets were not expansionist (a dangerous assumption if wrong), and it
lacks balance. Very little mention is given of
the Soviet rhetoric or actions that might have
caused Trum an’s bellicose actions. Lenin had
warned that the two systems could not live in
harmony side by side, and Stalin believed and
said the same; and yet Walton gives no weight
to such statements. He also fails to acknowledge the effect of the Russian military conquest
and occupation of Eastern Europe. It is all well
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and good to point out that the Russians had
security interests in the area, but objectivity
requires comment on the effect on the
Presidem and his advisers of thecommunizing
of an unwilling Poland, Bulgaria, Hungary,
and the rest of the satellites. Walton is also
ungenerous when he compares T ru m an s
“intervention” in the Italian election of 1948
with the Soviet take-over of Czechoslovakia
that same year. All he can dredge up is
T ru m an’s campaign to have Italian-Americans write to relatives in Italy and George
MarshalFs unsubtle threat that American aid
was tied to a non-Communist electoral victory.
Even Walton admits that the Russian army
conquered Czechoslovakia in 1948. He also
chokes over the death of Czech leader Jan
Masaryk. Writing in 1976, Walton says that the
type of death—murder or suicide— “is still in
dispute. . .
There was no dispute in 1976
because the Czech government in 1968released
indisputable evidence from witnesses that
Masaryk was thrown out of a window and
murdered .5 W alton’s book, therefore, lacks
balance. Other defects are its political
hyperbole and naivete.
Walton States more than once that “it seems
that everyone you meet now (except Republicans) who was old enough to vote in 1948 says
he voted for W allace.” (p. 180) Walton must
confine himself to select circles. He also has
difficulty trying to justify to himself W allace’s
acceptance of American Communist Party
(ACP) indorsement in 1948. In that election
year the ACP did not run its own candidate, as
was customary, but indorsed and campaigned
ardently for Wallace, the Progressive Party
candidate. Wallace permitted key ACP leaders
to be his most importam advisers, e.g., John
Abt as number two man in the campaign and
Lee Pressman as secretary of the platform
committee. Walton admits Abt’s and Pressman s criticai positions and says that there
were Communists “at various leveis at
Progressive national headquarters and in the
field,” (pp. 249-50) but sees nothing wrong
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with this because Communists have rights,
too. Walton, however.ismystifiedandangered
by the hostility Communists provoked in the
voting public and the weak vote Wallace
received because of this Communist support.
Yet Walton acknowledges that there is “no
doubt that many Communists had a deep and
abiding, often blind, loyalty to the Soviet
U nion.” But heasks: “Does this mean that they
were disloyal to the United States? I do not
know .” (p. 266) Walton knows that the
American Communists were always trying to
“ape Russian com m unism ," and “they closed
their eyes to the ugly repression within the
Soviet Union and were guilty of a mental
agility that would have done credit to medieval
theologians, as they sought to justify each twist
and turn of the Soviet line even when
yesterday’s truth became today’s heresy.” (p.
251) Who might Walton expect to support a
Henry Wallace with Communist support:
American-Poles, Czechs, Germans, or Lithuanians with relatives behind the Iron Curtain?
American farmers who had seen the ACP
justify the murderous farm collectivization in
Rússia in the 1920s and ’30s? American Jews
who observed constant Russian anti-Semitism?
American Christians and Jews who agonized
over official State atheism? T h e ACP had tried
to justify the Stalin purges in the 1930s and
also the H itler-Stalin nonaggression pact of
1939, and yet Walton is unable to understand
the antipathy American voters had for Wallace
with Corrtmunist support. Walton really
expected a great deal from voters in 1948.

Foreign Policy
and Domestic Institutions
W alton’s arguments about the causes of the
Cold War are expanded on by professors
Nathan and Oliver, who manufacture a whole

cloth out of foreign policy thread.J The
authors see American domestic and international politics corrupted by foreign policy.
Their book sees a connection between the Cold
War and Watergate, believing that the Nixon
excesses, the defeat in Vietnam, the imperial
presidency, and the decline of Congress in
foreign policy matters are all consequences of
the manner in which presidents from Trum an
to Ford have viewed international politics.
These presidents, the authors assert, identified
foreign policy with security policy: “Foreign
policy is to protect national interests against
the dangerous and hostile forces at loose in a
world where there are no international police
and no courts with binding authority. . . .” In
this society, force is the "com mon médium of
exchange; and power is the only means of
gaining interest.” T h e diplomacy of violence,
they write, “has been one of the dominant
instrumentalities of American foreign policy
for the last three decades.”
All presidents since World War II, they
claim, have seen the world as anarchic and the
Soviet Union as the major threat to world
order. Presidents from Trum an to Ford reacted
to this perceived threat with activism and
interventionism. Although all these presidents
saw the value of negotiations, they insisted
(taking a page from Munich in 1938) that they
must negotiate from a position of strength. No
one seems to have asked how the Soviets might
be expected to react to what they perceived as a
hostile, capitalist West that always insisted on
negotiating from a position of strength.
T h is presidential view of a permanently
threatening, anarchic world society profoundly affected domestic institutions. It led to
presidential demands for enormous discretionary powers and allocation of a third to
more than half of the national budget to the
tools of war rather than domestic needs.

tjam es A. Nathan and James K. Oliver, U nited States Foreign
P olicy a n d W orld O rder ( Boston: Little Brown and Company, 1976,
$10.95), 598 pages.
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Nathan and Oliver believe—and given the
exam ple of Waiergate, it would be d ifficu li to
debate them — that this dom ination o í domestic politics by foreign policy has had "dism al
domestic repercussions.”
Nathan and Oliver also provide the
intellectual underpinnings oí American for
eign policy. They cite George ken n an ’s
alarmisl telegram to the Presidem in 1946 in
vvhich kennan described the Russian leadership as a “political force committed to the
belief that vvith the US there can be no
permanent modus vivendi. that it is desirable
and necessary that the internai harmony of our
society be disrupted. our traditional way of life
be destroyed. the international authority of our
State be broken if Soviet power is to be secure.”
kennan also wrote that the Soviets were
“highly sensitive to the logic of force .”4
Although kennan repudiated these ideas 25
years later, these views were criticai to the
Trum an approach. T his advice, which was
similar to most that Trum an received. resulted
in a get tough policy with the Russians when
the United States could have afforded to appear
moderate. A year later kennan wrote his
famous " X ” article in F oreign A ffairs, which
suggested that the Soviet leadership will fali
from power because of internai weaknesses,
but until then, "it is clear that the main
element in any United States policy toward the
Soviet Union must be that of long-term
vigilant containment of Russian expansive
tendencies."5
Three years after containment became the
policy. Paul Nitze directed a staff of foreign
and defense policy experts in the development
of the landmark National Security Council
Policy Paper 68(NSC 68) titled "United States
Objectives and Prograrns for National Secur
ity.” Nitze’s staff, writing in January 1950,
described a bipolar world in which "conflict
had become endemic.” They believed that the
Soviet Union desired the "com plete abolition
or forcible destruction” of power centers
opposed to Soviet hegemony. N SC 68calledon
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the United States to organize its energies and
those of the free world to "frustrate the
krem lin design for wrorld dom ination." They
believed the Soviets would be able, by the end
of 1950, to overrun Western Europeand bomb
America with atomic weapons. They called for
a rapid buildup of American and Western
power, and the "reduction of federal expenditures for purposes other than defense or foreign
assistance. . . .”6 T h is program was not
accepted without debate in January 1950, but
the outbreak of hostilities in korea six months
later ended the discussion.
Nathan and Oliver describe the korean W'ar
as the "sem inal event of the Cold W ar." It
expanded containm ent to Asia, increased
military spending (it was 67 percent of the 1952
budget), unbalanced budgets, fueled inflation,
released a whirlwind of domestic tensions, and
provoked a civil-m ilitary crisis. Nathan and
Oliver write that the "decision togo into korea
was predicated on the perception that
American will was being tested. Although the
arena was peripheral, the United States . . .
must respond . . . to establish a reputation for
action and to deter probes ai the center.” Once
taking up the gauntlet in korea, the authors
draw a straight line to Vietnam. President
Eisenhower, they assert, had noargum ent with
NSC 68 and piled on commitments by forging
alliances all over the world. Eisenhower had
the strength, the authors declare, to negotiate
the Cold War, but he failed to do so and
institutionalized the Cold War and the
military-industrial complex.
When Eisenhower passed the torch to John
kennedy, he yielded office to a man who
advocated negotiating from strength and who
had no qualms about post-World War II
security policy. kennedy’s advisers saw the
need for a flexible response to Soviet threats
across the whole war spectrum so kennedy
built missiles at one end of the line and
counterinsurgency schools at the other. In a
year he produced a missile gap overwhelmingly favorable to the United States, and to
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counter Khrushchev’s publicly announced
support of wars of national liberation,
Kennedy offered “nation-building,” with the
help of Green Berets. T he authors say that
Kennedy activism predisposed the administration to intervemionism and sent it down the
slippery slope to Vietnam. And everybody
knows how that turned out.
Nathan and Oliver argue that the overwhelming concentration of the executive and
his key advisers on the pursuit of world order
undermined domestic institutions. T h e au
thors point out that the State Department was
fatally weakened by Johnson and Nixon and
was essentially replaced by a bloated extraconstitutional VVhite House security apparatus.
More significam , Nathan and Oliver believe
that the Congress has been all but frozen out of
foreign-policy making. Many key presidential
appointm ents do not require Senate advice and
consent. Presidents since Franklin Roosevelt
have turned more and more to executive
agreements rather than treaties because the
latter require Senate approval, and even the
control of the purse has been effectively
subverted. T h is last point is carefully drawn
and studded with examples. Presidents from
Trum an to Ford through impoundment,
budgetary discretion, transfer authority, reprogramming, diverting pipeline goods, selling excess stocks, and pure budgetary legerdemain have been able to spend unappropriated money for purposes the Congress has
sometimes specifically forbidden. T he bombing toward the end of the war in Southeast Asia
is a case in point.
How did the constitutional subversion come
about? By relentless bipartisanism. Presidents
since Trum an have argued that the externai
threat to the country is so all-pervasive that
dissent is an unaffordable luxury. Bipartisanship has become a way of political life in
America, stifling debate and letting the
President alone fix the course. By cataloguing
the excesses of the Nixon adm inistration, all of
which were made in the name of national

security, Nathan and Oliver have provided
food for thought.
Some of the nourishment, however, is
indigestible. While the authors are criticai of
presidential foreign policy, they offer no
reasonable alternative. They realize that
intervemionism and global containment have
not been successful and have undermined the
home from, but they offer a scenario that
would be unacceptable to most Americans:
Even if the Soviets did have ambitions in Europe
the worst that is normally forecast is a kind of
"Finlandization.” . . . Even if the Soviets moved
on Europe and colonized the Common Market in
the fashion that Stalin worked his will on Eastern
Europe . . .it is not clear that it would present a
security threat to the United States___Even if the
Soviets could gain such an empire by force, it is
doubtful they could hold it.7

Given the 30-year record of the Soviets in
Eastern Europe, it is doubtful that anything
short of full-scale war could dislodge them
once in power.
A greater problem than the authors’
unacceptable alternative is the technical
weakness of their manuscript: they do not
footnote properly. T h is is more than a
pedantic gripe. T he book has more than a
thousand footnotes, but many necessary
footnotes are missing from controversial
material. Space will not permit a full listing,
but two examples should suffice. Nathan and
Oliver suggest that Eisenhower advisers
closely connected to United Fruit sent the CIA
into Guatemala to upset a leftist regime. What
follows from their book is completely
unsubstantiated:
As a lawyer, John Foster Dulles had drawn up
contracts between United Fruit and the Guatemalan Government by which whole provinces
were turned over to the company; the Assistant
Secretary of State for Inter-American Affairs at the
time of the coup heldasignificant blockof United
Fruit stock; Allen Dulles, the head of the CIA had
been President of the company; and Walter Bedell
Smith, the Undersecretary of State, would join the
board of directors of United Fruit upon leaving
the State Department.8
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The authors allege thai President Johnson
“gave thinly disguised approval to the 1968
invasion by Rússia of Czechoslovakia.” (p.
443) Perhaps, but Nathan and Oliver should
cite their sources. Bevond the lack of footnotes
in criticai places, many footnotes do not
present all the information they should. The
authors depend too heavily on secondary
sources and never tell readers how the
secondary source may have arrived at the
information they cite.
Regardless of these criticisms, the book has
worth. It shows clearly the price Americans
have paid for always talking tough and never
considering its effect on adversaries and of
desiring to negotiate only from strength.
Nathan and Oliver also demonstrate how the
domination of foreign over domestic affairs
has weakened American institutions and
threatened its democracy.

Warning to the West
Alexander Solzhenitsyn, however, would
not agree with Nathan, Oliver, and W alton.t
He believes the United States has not talked or
acted firmly enough, and that American
weakness has invited Soviet expansionism. He
warns that detente is one-sided because the
Russians are abusing the West. He claims that
detente is “ a respite before destruction” and
warns that the Russians are preparing
weapons that could kill America with “one
single blow.”
Solzhenitsyn condemns the West for its lack
of courage and is especially upset over the
moral failure to condemn Russian and leftist
repression while always vilifying rightist
injustices. (He spoke and wrote before Jim m y
Carter tookoffice.) Heopenly asks how anyone
could trust a Soviet government that has cost
its own country tens of m illions of lives
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between 1917 and 1959 and murders dissenters
in insane asylums. Solzhenitsyn is pessimistically prophetic: T he Soviet Union is a
“concentration of world evil . . . full of hatred
for humanity. It is fully determined todestroy
your society. Must you wait until it comes to
smash through your borders, until the young
men of America have to fali defending the
borders of their continent?" He sees defeat
everywhere—from Portugal, to África, to
índia, to Soulheast Asia—and fears for the
future: “T h e West is on the verge of a collapse
created by its own hands.”
If the West is to survive, it must deal firmly
with the Soviet Union. “T h e Communist
leaders respect only firmness and they have
contempt for persons who continually give in
to them .” Only “firmness makes it possible to
withstand the assaults of com m unist totalitarianism .” He also claims that the Soviets are
aim ing at total arms superiority. Solzhenitsyn
roundly condemns Western capitalists for
trading with the Russians, believing that the
Soviet regime would collapse or moderate if it
were not able to purchase necessities from the
West. He even condemns Western diplom atic
recognition of the Soviet U nion.
It is difficult to fault Solzhenitsyn’s
description of internai Rússia. Hedescribes the
country as a despicable totalitarian System that
feeds on its own, has monumental faults, a past
bloody with repression, and a future not any
better. One might argue, however, with Solzhenitsyn’s inierpretation of externai events.
Not all would agree that Portugal has been lost
to the West or that it will soon be a member of
the “Warsaw Pact.” (p. 69) Some would
disagree when he States that “freedom has been
lost in Laos, China, Angola,” and many other
places he mentions, because freedom was not
there in the first place. Solzhenitsyn accuses the
United States of cowardice for leaving Vietnam

fAIexander Solzhenitsyn, W arning lo th e West (New York: Farrar,
Straus and Giroux, 1976, $7.95), 145 pages. This is a collection of several
speeches given to American and British audiences.
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with “ three thousand Americans in captivity,”
(pp. 31-32) but ihat is not true. Yet these are
not major points.
Solzhenitsyn’s small volume should be read
by all those who are unconcerned with the
Russian threat, or by anybody who believes
that detente has made the Soviets mellow, or by
anyone who wishes to combat intellectually
those who hold such beliefs. One wishes it
would be possible to bring Walton and
Solzhenitsyn together.

O n e CANNOT com bat

a vicious ideology,

however, by ig n o rin g it or the regim e it
Controls, as Solzhenitsyn suggests, and one

Noics
1 I r m i, 23 Ju lv 1946. <ited in W alton. pp. 88-89.
2. Memo. 1 rnni.in to Jaines Byrnes. 3 JanuaiN 1916. <ited in W alton. p.72.
3. See X rw Y ork T im rs, 7. 8. 16. 17 April 1968 (or lhe thcn newly released
m aterial. l he Ttnirs .n tu les |>omted out th.it íetes were tound o n lhe window
ledgr and íloor heneath the window Masaiyk fell from. im lu .itmg violente.
Fyewitness atcouni.s were also oífered.

cannot advance the cause of peace by
hyperbole. Solzhenitsyn’s warning, however,
at its lowest levei should be suíficient to cause
America to keep its powder dry and bayonets
sharpened. The message of the other two books
is different. America’s eyes must be focused on
the goal of peace because war is insane and the
burden of armaments is too severe to be
continued indefinitely given domestic problems. T he United States must also always
regard the reaction of its adversaries to its
rhetoric and must never again permit national
security matters and foreign policy to corrupt
internai politics.
R a m s te in A F B , G e rm a n y

4.
Message. Kennan to State Department. 22 February 1966. t iuxl m Nathan
and Oliver. pp. 66-67.
3. From Julv 1947, l'.S . Ftírcign A /fair a . <ned in Nathan and Oliver. pp.
89-90.
6. Cited in Nathan and Oliver. pp. 126-32.
7. Ibid.. pp. 433-34. em phasis m original
8. Ibid.. p. 219

POTPOURRI
Germanv: A Short History by Donald S. Detwiler.
Carbondale: Southern Illinois University Press.
1976, 273 pages. $ 10.00 hardback, $4.95 paper.
Works on German history have a tendency to
expand into several volumes, no matter how resiricted lhe topic. Donald Detwiler has produced a
notable exception. all the more remarkable since he
covers approximately 2000 years of history in only
273 pages. Yet this survey traces the major political
events oí the Germans from the Roman occupation
to the present. With no attempt at being
comprehensive, the book is both readable and
worthwhile. It bears looking at.
The intended audience is the general reader or the
beginning student of German history; for them, the
book is right on lhe mark. It reveals an obvious
mastery of the material and an ability to present a
concise account without lapsing into a recitation of
names and dates. The author summarizes the events
and introduces ihoughtful analyses of many
complex issues. He is too brief at times (e.g., when
he blazes through the entire Napoleonic era in little
more than a paragraph), but this is generally lhe
exception.
Detwiler concentrates on the modern era—half of
the book deals with the last lOOyears—andprobably
his best work is in the sections about this century.
He carefully explains the confusion and disillusionment at theendof World War I, thedeepdivisionsof
the Weimar period, and the dramatic events of
Hitler’s Germany. These topics are all superbly
thought out and presented. Detwiler’s analysis
vividly displays his skill at portraying the spirit of
the times, despite the concise nature of the book.
There are several valuable additions to the text,
including a twelve-page chronology and a series of
maps depicting the borders and internai divisions of
Germany throughout the time period of the book.
The maps are rather difficult to understand, but so is
their subject; the lengthy captions are a great help.
Most importam is an extensive bibliographic essay,
a valuable aid for further study of issues raised by the
history.
Modern German history abounds with issues that
are popularly perceived but need to be better
understood: the militarism of the officer corps, the
shallow democratic experience, the stab-in-the-back
theory of the First World War, the attraction to
authoritarian government. For all of these, this
book provides an excelleni background. For an
understanding of the two Germanies and their place

in Europe and wor'd affairs, there is no briefer, more
readable, or more authoritative account.
Major Thom as A. Keaney, USAF
D epartm ent o f H istory, USAF Academ y

The Great Anglo-Boer War by Byron Farwell. New
York: Harper & Row, 1976, 454 pages, $16.95.
At a time of yet another realignment of political
power in Southern África, it is useful to recall the
great events at the turn of the century which cast
their shadow on that continent and continue to
influence strongly the actions there today. Thus the
publication of Byron FarwelTs book is, if nothing
else, timely. T o those interested in this area of
turmoil, the Boer War offers insights for today’s
problems. It has been too often overlooked as an
insignificant colonial episode of the past.
The oversight is understandable. This ‘‘little”
war was quickly overshadowed by the vastness of
World War I. Yet while the British Empire subdued
a disorganized band of Dutch farmers after many
embarrassing losses, the goals of the farmers,
independence and a white-dominated society, were
achieved in the end. The war proved that the
Afrikaners were, and are today, a hearty breed who
brook little outside interference and adapt to change
in their own good time.
FarwelFs book is long on ambition, trying to
describe the “great human drama” of the entire era,
with only a cursory glance at antecedents of the war:
acquisition by the British Empire of former
holdings of the Dutch East África Company in
South África, inept colonial policies that alienated
lhe inhabitants, and the first Anglo-Boer War
ending in British defeat at Majuba Hill. Some
interesting human sidelights are also expressed
through the thoughts of soldiers and loved ones on
both sides. However, the book is a tedious re-creation
of the battles and skirmishes which, of course, did
compose the war. Rather than apologize for the fact,
the author should State lhe scope of his work and
proceed without announcing it as something it will
not be.
The battle scenes are a dismal reminder of the
ineptitude of British generalship there. Against stiff
competition, General Sir Redvers Buller won the
prize for incompetence. Frontal attacks by massed
troops against the accurate rapid-firing Mausers of
the Boers led to the inevitable losses that characterized most of the battles in the first half of the war.
After Field Marshal Roberts had reorganized the
British effort and brought the materiel superiority
85
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of his side to bear, the tide of ihe war changed. The
Boers shifted to guerrilla tactics; fought in 300-man
commandos and appointed, rather than elected
their oíficers. These decisions allowed them to
continue the fight for at least another year, even
though it was obvious that they could never win on
the field of battle. Unfortunately, the author gives
this momentous shift in strategy about as little
notice as did the British. Roberts returned home toa
hero’s welcome, assuming the war was over. His
chief of staff, Lord Kitchener, took command and
directed the escaiating brutality of the guerrilla
phase of the war. The author fails to emphasize the
real importance of the Boer decision, the tenacity
and single-mindedness of the Afrikaners. Their
simple faith in God and devotion to cause may now
seem incomprehensible. Yet these farmers were the
forebears of today's leaders in the Republicof South
África.
FarwelTs book is lengthy but not a momentous
work. It is a reminder of an era when the British
Empire was beginning to descend from the heights
of Victorian grandeur, and the political and social
institutions of lhe African subcontinent were being
shaped for good or ill.
Major William R. Griffiths, USA
H q TRAD O C, Fort M onroe, Virgm ia

The Lusitania Disaster: An Episode in Modem
Warfare and Diplomacy by Thomas A. Bailey and
Paul B. Ryan. New York: The Free Press, 1975,340
pages + bibliography, notes, and index, $ 10.95.
The ship moved slowly forward off the Irish
coast. It was 1:40 in theafternoon: the sea was calm,
the day sunny, and the passengers, though probably
nervous because of the submarine-infested waters,
went about their business without undue alarm.
Then it happened: the starboard bow lookout
shouted ah alarm and disappeared to warn his
brother, sleeping below deck. The bridge did not
hear this first warningand took noevasiveaction. A
second warning from the crow's-nest carne too late.
The torpedo from U-boat 20 struck the massive ship,
and 18 minutes later it sank to the bottom of the
ocean. The time: May 1915. The incident: the
sinking of the L u sitan ia!
The single torpedo (at least most survivors say
there was only one) wreaked incredible havoc. But it
was subsequent explosions that ripped the huge
ship apart, accounting for its rapid disappearance
from the face of the ocean and the extreme lossof life
(1198 of 1959 people on board died). The rapidity
with which the ship sank and the later explosions—

attributed to everything from bursting boilers to the
discharge of a surreptitious cargo of munitions
destined for Britain’s wartime effort—set off a
controversy that has lasted these many years.
Was this a plot by Great Britain to lure the United
States into war on the side of the Allies? Would the
Admiralty deliberately decoy the huge Cunard liner
into the path of a U-boat to get the United States to
abandon its neutrality (if indeed it ever existed when
one considers that the Anglophile Woodrow Wilson
was at the helm of government)? While this was the
major theme that preyed on most minds, there were
innumerable questions raised. Why was the ship
moving at less than top speed? Why had the captain
deliberately (or apparently deliberately) ignored his
orders and repeated warnings?
As if the diplomatic and humanitarian questions
were not enough to muddle the mind, there were
others. Did the L u sitan ia have secret orders to ram
any U-boat that surfaced? And was the vessel really
armed when she left the port of New York? Why,
too, did the ship sink so quickly? Why couldn’t the
lifeboats be readied and launched?
For years, the sinking of the L u sitan ia ranked
along with the destruction of the M aine in the
Havana harbor as causes célebres, but the L u sitan ia
disaster has remained shrouded in mystery. Various
books have appeared offering a variety of
explanations, but the most sensational was written
by British author Colin Simpson in 1972. Simpson
claimed that the L u sitan ia carried 6-inch guns, and
he did nothing to dispel the idea that the ship was
trapped and ambushed.
In his effort to set the record straight, Thomas
Bailey, a competem historian, solicited help from a
man with a wealth of naval experience and the
added professional qualifications of a historian—
Paul B. Ryan (a retired Navy captain)— toco-author
a work that examines each hypothesis and myth.
The book is a model of historical sleuthing,
reflecting the merger of two diverse but mutally
supporting talents. Almost without exception, the
authors unravel the riddles and hold up to the cold
light of historical perspective the evenis leading to
the L u sita n ia ’s sinking.
The authors found that Cunard Captain William
T. Turner used less than adequate judgment in
interpreting somewhat unclear Admiralty instructions of the danger of submarines. Moreover, while
the ship sailed under Cunard’s instructions at less
than top speed and failed to follow a zigzag course, it
was by sheerest luck that the U-boat, commanded by
Kapitanleutnant Walther Schweiger, and the liner
crossed paths. (Schweiger was to lose his life while
commanding another U-boat in 1917.)
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Bailey and Ryan note also that the sinking was
not the single event carrying the U.S. into war but
was an episode in a long list of such events. For
Germany, they concluded that lhe torpedoing
might have been both morally and legally justified
(although the findings of somewhai impartial tribunes never found it so), but it ultimately led to
defeat.
The volume is both informative and entertaining,
factual and lucid—history as it should be written.
There are verv few errors (e.g., Field Marshal Alfred
Jodl rather than Colonel General Alfred Jodl on
page 340). In all, the book is a model of scholarly
research and probably a definitive effort.
Lloyd H. Comeu. Jr., Chief
Albert F. Sim pson H iston cal R esearch Centex
Air Umversity

TH E G.I.'s: The Ameritans in Britain, 1942-1945
by Norman Longmate. New York: Charles
Scribner's Sons, 1975. 416 pages. SI2.50.
That titanic struggle of nations we remember as
World War II is being reshaped daily with new
revelations, such as the existence of Enigma and
Intrepid. Those brave men who shouldered the
grave responsibilities inherent in directing nations
ai war are rapidly fading from recent memory and
taking their places in the pages of history with those
great and near-great leaders who preceded them.
Norman Longmate, a BBC journalist who
experienced lhe arrival of American troops in
Britam firsthand, has given us neithera terseexpose
of some previously close-guarded information nor
an epic canvas like many we have been seeing for lhe
past several years in print. It is. however, a good
glimpse into one of those peripheral areas of the
European war and will bring vivid memories to
those readers who were pari of that experience. T h e
G.I.'s is written in an anecdotal manner which
amalgamates interviews and commentary into the
narrative. Aside from a minor preoccupation with
the sexual mores of Yanks and "Brits,” Longmate
manages to capture two cultures in collision.
Occasionally a tidbit, such as Ike's irritation with
less than totally professional, dedicated subordinates and General Ravmond E. Lee's observation
that the British could defeat Germany only with
"• • • the help of God or Uncle Sam . . . Perhaps it
will take both," spices the narrative. Ambassador
Joseph P. Kennedy draws some stiff criticism for his
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supposed ‘‘defeatist line” in the years prior to
American entry into global war. Ambassador John
G. Winant fares better.
T h e G .I.’s is light, easy reading which attempts
"to illuminate, through lhe experience of ordinary
people of both nations. one brief but significam
episode in Anglo-American history." He quotes "a
Birmingham schoolboy” who observed in 1942,
"They [lhe Americans] were never merely ‘them'
and they rapidly became 'us.' ” This is the story of a
patient Great Britain, waiting for the American
cousins to awaken to the reality of war, which then
finds that the arrival of the Yanks creates a curious
blending of cultures and a mutual correction of
misconceptions. This is an entertaining book for an
evening’s reading.
Lieutenant Colonel John F. Votaw, USA
l l t h A rm ored Cavalry R egim en t

Unchosen Presidents: The Vice President and Other
Frustrations of Presidential Succession by Allan
P. Sindler. Berkeley: University of Califórnia
Press. 1976. 118 pages, $5.95.
Allan Sindler, Dean of Public Policy at the
University of Califórnia, Berkeley, argues that our
nation’s system of selecting vice presidents has
frequemly resulted in candidates with medíocre
talent. Regrettably, presidential nominees often
choose running mates for political reasons, not for
their potential to serve as president. Since 1789, the
United States has adopted sixteen amendments to
the Constitution; two of these, the twelfth in 1804 and
the twenty-fifth in 1967, altered the procedure for
selecting vice presidents. In spite of these amendments. however, a major shortcoming continues—
quality candidates find little attraction in the office
of vice president.
The author examines two possible changes to the
present system of selecting presidential successors—
changes that could provide well-qualified candidates for the nation’s highest office. He considers
elevating the stature and imporiance of the vice
president by expanding his role and responsibilities, thereby attracting men of high caliber. Aftera
lengthy discussion, however, Sindler concludes that
this approach would raise too many conflicts with
the president and would probably fail. Therefore, he
recommends electing a new president whenever a
vacancy occurs, with the vice president acting as an
ínterim president. This approach would produce a
president of higher quality than does the present
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sysiem of vice-presidential seleccion and also
eliminate the possibility of ever having anoiher
appointed presídeni.
Dean Sindler has written a convincing, wellorganized, and compact work, yet the reader
completes his book with a senseof (rustration. Since
1973. Watergate and other scandals have given the
nation two appointed vice presidents and one
appointed president. Little support, however, has
emerged for changing the selection procedures
specified by the twenty-fifth amendment. li is difficult and painful to imagine future events severe
enough to bring about the spectal election process
that the author argues for so strongly. Until such
events do occur, Sindler's work will remain only a
topic of interest to political scientists.
Captain Harry R. Borowski, USAF
D epartm ent o f H istory, USAF A cadem y

Human Relations in the Military, Problems and
Programs edited by George Henderson. Chicago:
Nelson-Hall, Inc., 1975, 291 pages, $14.00.

It is unfortunate that George Henderson gave his
book the wrong name. T o the casual eye, the title
H um an R elation s in the M ilitary has an instantaneous appeal. However, for the serious reader the
appeal is quicklv diminished. It is not an exposition
of current human relations issues in the military
environment. The book does not address the
management of human resources in the broadest
sense. It does not attempt to deal with such human
relations subjects as motivation, job enrichment,
managerial style, management by objectives, etc.
For that reason, it fails to fulfill the title's promise.
It is an interesting collection of personal
examples and histories of so m e of the social actions
problems and Solutions faced by military leaders
and managers in the pastdecade. The topics covered
range from counseling to confrontation, from drugs
to discipline, and from drinking to discrimination.
As in many books that cover such a broad area, the
treatment is somewhat shallow. This superficiality
is offset to great degree by the depth in which each
individual case study is portrayed. The cases are
largely based on personal experiences of low-level
military managers and their civilian counterparts.
As a result, they come alive, graphically portraying
the difficulties inherent in trying to solve human
problems. The contributors are of course biased—
biased because they care. That makes the book

worthwhile if used as the author intended, asa text
for students in military training programs for
people concerned with techniques and programs for
improving human relations.
The bibliography alone makes it a valuable
reference tool. However, to prevent any confusion,
the title should be covered with a labei that says
‘‘Social Actions Cases and Problems.”
Major Paul F. Murphy, USAF
Springfield, Virgínia

Economists ai Bay: Why the Experts Will Never
Solve Your Problems by Roberl Lekachman. New
York: McGraw-Hill, 1976, index, xii + 291 pages.

$8.95.

E con om ists at Bay will convince only true
believers. Its basic arguments are: (1) the State of the
economy is deplorable; (2) the State of economic
theory (and the economic profession) is reprehensible; (3) those ‘‘respectable economists’' who have
guided past economic policy are major contributors
to current economic difficulties; and, (4) a
revitalized economic theory relevant to current
economic problems is urgently needed.
The primary focus of the author’s discontent is
the stagflation of the seventies and economists' failure to cope with it. This failure, Dr. Lekachman
contends, is the result of contemporary economic
theory’s ignoring the relevant economic institutions. The radical economic movement is viewed as
the potential savior, possibly developing a greatlv
expanded normative economics based on modem
radical philosophy. The author follows his own
prescription. E con om ists at Bay is broad in scope
and ambitious in aim, with relevance to current
problems being the primary objective.
The book gets some points on content: the failure
of any theory tocontrol, predict, or explain observed
events is a powerful impetus toward new theories.
The Great Depression, for example, was a major
factor in the inception and growth of Keynesian
macroeconomics. Undoubtedly an amended and
strengthened economic theory will also emerge
from the present season of discontent.
The author’s sense of the factors shaping
economic thought strengthens his book: his
preoccupation with political causesdetracts from it.
The various political discourses obscure—and
finally destroy— its sense of purpose. Dr. Lekachman looks at everything but ends tip seeing very
little.
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The more prosaic details are ignored in pursuitof
the larger aims. The author criticizes an international economic order that confines industrial
activity to developed nations yet deplores multinational corporations’ transferring industrial operations to the Third World. Most readers would
expect a more consistem viewpoini. Skeptics would
conclude that the unifying theme is an overwhelming need to be criticai.
Political imperatives detract from more than mere
consistency. Basing wide-ranging conclusions on
heroic assumptions allows confident statements,
but it does not preclude troublesome objections
which, in fact, come readily to mind. The author
notes, among present-day evils, that the heaviest
burden of unemployment falis on minorities. Yet
Milton Friedman, lhe book's arch villain, has
repeatedly predicted this as a consequence of
minimum wage laws. One could just as well
conclude that current problems are at least partly
the result of ignoring, rather than following, the
guidance of "respectable economists.”
The same political preoccupations becloud lhe
author’s view of economic theory. He is concerned
that conservatives frequently advance better economic arguments for their policies than do liberais
or radicais. The fault is seen in ‘‘limitations of
contemporary economics." This seems analogous to
a losing coach’s concern with poor manufacturing
of modern footballs. Beyond this. one suspects that
the real reason for wanting to change economic
theory is to allow radicais to vv'in debates.
Lekachman trusts that radical economists will aid
radical politicians. However, even if the radical
economic movement does produce a great theorist,
the author's expectations may yet go unfulfilled.
Adam Smith, a radical economist of 1776,
advocated an antibusiness doctrine called laissez
faire. This same laissez faire became the chief
ideological support for the probusiness politics of
Victorian England. Similarly, it does not follow
that today’s radical economics will support
tomorrow's radical politics.
In short, Dr. Lekachman seeks relevance at the
expense of most other considerations. Relevance,
however, is a highly perishable commodity. Secular
stagnation was relevant to the thirties; the age of
affluence was highly relevant in the sixties. They are
not nearly as pertinent today. The ideas in
E con om isls at Bay will depreciate much more
rapidly.
Captam Raymond E. Franck, Jr., USAF
D epartm ent o f E con om ics, G eo g ra p h y ,
and M anagem ent, USAF A cadem ny
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The Joint Chieis of Stafí, the First Twenty-five
Years by Lawrence J. Korb. Bloomington:
Indiana University Press, 1976, 210 pages, 510.95.
Lawrence J. Korb, in T h e Jo in t C h ie fs o f Staff, lhe
First T w enty-five Years, reviews the organizational
history, provides biographical sketches on the past
and present members, analyzes the activities, and
projects the future of the Joint Chiefs. The book is
solidly based on facts from official documents and
interviews with nine former chiefs of staff and other
high officials within the Department of Defense.
The author skillfully weaves personal knowledgeof
military sociology with historical facts and expert
opinion to form a straightforward, interesting
narrative.
The narrative is divided into four parts. First, the
author analyzes the responsibilities and prerogatives of the chiefs, outlines their decision-making
processes, and discusses the relationships between
the JCS and other high-level structures within the
American political system. He then reviews the
careersof the 28 officers who have servedon the JCS.
An analysis of the sometimes controversial involvement of the chiefs in the defense budget process
follows, and effects of the individual prestige,
personality, and biases of various chiefs are also
discussed. The role of the JCS in American foreign
policy is examined in the fourth chapter. Korb
describes the part played by the chiefs in various
foreign policy crises, with emphasis on the Korean
and Vietnam wars. In concluding, the author looks
at the present Chiefs of Staff and predicts their
future role in the post-Vietnam era. As a whole, the
narrative represents a successful effort by the author
to fit the JCS, as an entity, into the larger framework
of the American political system.
The narrative also represents an intensive
research effort. Essentially, however, the author uses
Department of Defense sources relaling to the JCS;
the book, therefore, lacks vivacity; lhe narrative can
be compared to a synthesis of family discussions
about a fellow family member. There is no
penetrating, fresh insight into the personalities,
politics, and controversies associated with the JCS.
The book would benefit from outside views for
counterpoint, especially in the chapters dealing
with the JCS political and policy-making activities.
Lawrence J. Korb gives us a scholarly insider’s
view of the Joint Chiefs. A numberof other authors,
Carl W. Borklund, Samuel P. Huntington, and
Stuart H. Loory, for example, have dealt with the
Department of Defense or lhe American military as a
whole; their books treat the JCS peripherally or as a
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subsystem within the larger military establishmeni.
Korb's T h e Jo in t C hiefs o f Staff, the First Twentyfiv e Years is thefirsi todeal exclusively with the JCS
as an entity.
Captain Franklin L. Gertcher, USAF
1843d E lectronics E ngineering
S qu adron (AFSC)

The Dragon’s Wings by William M. Leary, Jr.
Athens: The University of Geórgia Press, 1976,
xiii + 279 pages, appendix, bibliography, index,

Sl 2.00.

Consider China in the 1920s and ’30s: near
economic collapse, famine, factionalism, warlords,
revolution, foreign meddling—a China once
described as a “geographic expression” and not
really a country at all. Out of this setting author
William M. Leary, Jr., selects his subject, the
building of an airline. T o many students of the
Chinese scene, Leary's topic may seem unimportant. But as presented in T h e D rag on ’s W ings, it
becomes an exciting, well-researched, and ínformative account of an American business attempt to
build an airline for the Chinese.
LJsing the China National Aviation Corporation
(CNAC) as the case study, Leary recounts the early
efforts and many false starts in beginning such a
venture. Help arrived in the early 1930s from Juan
Trippes Pan American Airways. Pan Am provided
both management and financial assistance to
CNAC, and the ledger books began to show an
occasional speck of black ink. Yet, according to
Leary, CNAC could never overcome the problems
endemic to all such business ventures in China. The
Chinese goverment (whatever that might be at the
time) was suspicious of all foreign investment
schemes and was never convinced the partnership
had real value in an American-run airline.
Resentment over American management and the
lack of Chinese aircrews added to the distance
between Chinese and American officials jointly
responsible for CNAC.
In addition to these problems, Leary describes the
misuse of CN ACs airplanes by warlords, revolu-

tionaries, and bandits, none of whom added to
CNACs profit margin. The author also describes
how vintage airplanes, primitive ground facilities,
the absence of navigational aids, uncharted terrain,
and unbelievable weather all conspired to destroy
CNAC. Yet, the human element, both Chinese and
American, rallied after crash and crisis to keep
CNAC flying. Several such human interest stories
highlighi each of Leary's chapters.
The author gives excellent coverage to the effect of
the Sino-Japanese War (1937-45) on CNAC. Chinese
officials then viewed CNAC in a more favorable
light. As the Japanese pushed further south into
China, CNAC became a significant Communications link for a truncated China. Later in the war,
Leary notes that CNAC blazed the trail for the
Hump air bridge over the Himalayas from índia
into South China. CNACcarried more tonnageand
flew more sorties per aircraft than the Army Air
Forces Transport Command.
Following the collapse of the Japanese war effort
in China, CNAC aided the Nationalists during their
struggle against Mao’s Communist forces. But
Leary notes that the Nationalists’ loss was CNACs
loss. CNAC left China with the other tattered
fragments of Western business, taking no profit, no
gain, no airline, only memories and adventure.
Although Leary never addressed in any depth the
question of "need” in China, he is puzzled that the
Chinese would not fully accept the value and need
for an airline. If any item can be faulted in the book,
it is Leary's overstatement of the importance of
commercial air Service for China during the time
between the two world wars. The frontier spirit of
American pilots and investors was not shared in
China, which had more pressing problems and a
frontier period which had ended 3000 years earlier.
Yet this is an excellent book for students of China,
flying, and International business. Leary provides
an ideal study to follow up the Willard Straight
business stories in China from an earlier decade. As
a product of meticulous research and careful
writing, this book is well suited to both scholar and
layman for its insights into little known areas of
flying and abortive attempts to Westernize China.
Captain Thomas F. Menza. USAF
D epartm ent o f History, USAF Academ y
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